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Burdett Training
Leads to Good Positions
A recent check-up on Burdett graduates of the last
five years shows an exceptionally high percentage
holding good positions. Nearly all reported promo
tions and increases in salary, and expressed appreci
ation for their training. They represent all depart
ments of the college. A Situation Department is main
tained by Burdett College for placing its graduates.
Therefore, young people who want a good start in
business may elect any Burdett course with the assur
ance of being trained to make good.
COLLEGE GRADE COURSES (Two Years)
Business Administration; Accounting; Secretarial;
Administrative Secretarial; Normal

SHORTER COURSES
General Business; Combined; Shorthand; Civil Service;
Finishing
All Day Courses Itealn
Sept. «. except lluslness Administration
and Accountlna
Courses which brain
Sept. 1H.
Night Courses betel"
Sept. 1».

Send for Catalogue—
Specify courses which
interest you — also
day or night.
Tel. HAN’eoek 6300

Burdet
Founded 1870

OLLEGE .

IS BOV LSTON ST.. BOSTON

Cor. Washli

INVIGORATING SALT SEA BREEZES

DAILY

From Rockland Across Penobscot Bay
Tickets sold daily
limited to
day of date.

To

Dark Harbor
Harborside
Castine

Tickets sold Sat. and
Sun. only, good for re
turn to and including
following Mnoday.

$3.00
$3.75
$3.75

$2.10
$2.60
$2.60

What can make a more enchanting scene than
the island-dotted shores, the ocean, passing ships,
beautiful summer homes, fishing shacks, gleaming
white caps, dingy dories and ever-changing skies?
MAINE
MAINE
Central MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD Central
==? Al the Sign of 7
’■North National Banki

North
National
Bank

SERVICE

1854-1927
73 Years of Service

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©
f

Rockland Savings Bank

MILLION

BARRELS

HOOVER,

HUGHES,

DAWES

TALKED OF CANADA

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three rents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HI8TORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 18i 4 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882
The F ee Press was established in 1855, and
ln 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

But Henry Thorndike’s Purchases Have Covered a Period Three Men Most Prominently Mentioned To Head Repubpf 45 Years and a Wide Territory.
lican Ticket If Coolidge Doesn’t Reconsider.

tinguished Speaker At the

Rotary Luncheon.

The overflow meeting at the Rorates charged by some railroads and
Everybody's discussing national the
Vice-President
was
really
worked
up
over
the
necessity
of
the
^
ar
Y Club yesterday noon was elotheir
unwillingness
tu
give
proper
politics
these
days,
wondering
if
'
That’s what Ira W. Feeney ex1
. weight.
I President Coolidge will consent to banking hill passing.
Gen. Dawes, quent testimony to the distinguished
j r*dlme(> Thursday, and that s what
“Bought a good many barrels, I \ run in spite of his "choice", and who as was set forth in the Herald Trib speaker William R. Riddell of To
1 many' others exclaim when Henry A. suippose,” the reporter asked.
will he the standard bearer in the une at the time, actually feared a ronto, Chief Justice of Canada. His
“More than a million, haven’t 11 event he does not run.
Carter financial panic at the expiration of
Harry,” and Mr. Thorndike turne 1 to Field of the New York Herald Trib the charters of the Reserve banks address on “What Is Canada” proved
•••
He that Is slow to anger Is better
Away hack in 1882 (and that’s 45 his young assistant Harry R. Iaw- une staff had a very interesting ar- if this measure were not enacted. one of the best heard in this city in
♦ than the nrighty; and he that ruleth
ymTg ag0 rPmPmber) Mr. Thorn- ton of New Bedford, who goes to tide in Thursday’s issue, and from His friends say his support of the many days for the question of Can
♦ hia eplrlt. than he that taketh a city. - dike began buylng empty barre]s_ college in winter and helps buy bar it the following is quoted:
McNary-Haugen bill was primarily ada’s historical, legal and constitu
♦
. buying from mills and stores that rels in summer.
Hoover, Hughes and Dawes, in the part of a deal to get the banking bill tional relations with this country
were fearlessly and seriously con
H
...
... ... ... ... —
♦ — ft have no further use for them, and re
“Considerably more,” said Mr. order named, are tho most dis through.
selling to manufacturers, fish con Lawton.
cussed names as Coolidge’s succes
Dawes Is well liked by this or sidered.
The speaker sought to lay before
WAS NEARLY DOOMED
sor among political leaders in Wash ganization crowd of the Republican
cerns, or anybody else who wants a
“Lots of money in the game?”
party despite his support of the Mc- his hearers the thought of the Docontainer shaped like a barrel. Fish,
“Not as much as there should be, or ington.
Schooner Frank Brainerd Was Very lar. pitch, crockery and stove linings T would have retired long ago,” was
There is mention of many other Nary Haugen bill and despite his I minion of Canada as a sovereign
candidates, each of whom has his constant clamor about the Senate state of the new British Empire,
Near the Recks At Salem Wil ai-e a few of the things with which the apt reply.
Senators have long since reigned over and giving allegiance to
these barrels are refilled.
“A good deal of my work is done advocates, ranging from Speaker rules.
lows.
The unique enterprise had the with the pen or the typewriter, ’ con Longworth who has many, down to forgiven his reading them a lecture the King, but ruling itself in the
A more
same humble beginning that all such tinued Mr. Thorndike.
'T have Borah, who seems to be the favor on the rules the day he took office. truest sense of democracy.
The three-masted schooner Frank
enterprises have, hut gradually Mr. shipped ys many as 200 cai loads in ite candidate of the Democrats for They forgave him about the time exacting responsibility of govern
Brainard, bound from Northeast
Thorndike increased his activities a single year; ind barrels that were the Republican nomination, proba they stopped laughing over his being ment even than that of this country
Harbor, with a cargo of lumber for
until today you may find him In New
bly because they sometimes talk of <slee*p when a tie vote on the con was pictured, a government in which
a concern in Salem, narrowly escaped Brunswick, Quebec, Virginia, or out bought in Minnesota have me$ those
firmation of Charles B. Warren as tlie titular heads, appointed by the
which were* bein^ shipped from nominating him themselves.
being pounded to pieces on the rocks along the “Father of the Waters.”
It is freely predicted that activi Attorney General gave him a chance Crown, were heads in name only,
Maine to Pennsylvania.”
near Salem Willows Monday in the Always jolly, always square and al
following the directions of the coun
“What kind of barrels do you tie, in behalf of these candidates will to settle it.
dense fog which banketed the entire ways ready to transact business, he
The council In turn
soon he underway. For the moment,
Dawes has one tremendous advan- cil absolutely.
buy?”
harbor.
is everywhere welcome
Almost
“Mostly wooden ones.
I is my | however leaders seem to prefer to J tage over Hoover as a campaigner in is responsible In every detail to the
The schooner mailed into Salem every fisherman along the coast theoiy that a shoemaker should stick mark time and listen..
i that he is a vigorous, forceful stump assembly and when lt fails to receive
Harbor and into the. channel, hound knows him, and several generations to his last.”
The wheelhorses, so to speak do speaker, while Hoover, despite his sanction the government falls and a
for Gas House wharf, when the navi have looked forward to tlie coming
Mr. Thorndike comes down, this not particularly like* Herbert C. igreat administration ability and his new council must be formed. Presi
gators lost their bearings in the of "the barrel man.”
He has never been one of often demonstrated sound judgment, dent Coolidge rules rather than
way twice a year on ‘.be average. Hoover.
dense fog and came within 10 feet of
“Prices,” said Mr. Thorndike to a Here, as elsewhere, he has gained them.
He did not work his way up not only his a comparatively weak reigns according to Chief Justice
the ragged rocks at the end of Sut Courier-Gazette reporter, “are gov fl wide acquaintance.
He took no voice, but seems utterly unable to Riddell Just as our governors have
“I consider through the ranks.
In
ton Harbor. In their efforts to keep erned by supply and demand. At the them all my personal friends,” he told part in polities until after he had be carry magnetism over the footlights. considerable executive power.
from going on the rocks they cast time of the World War I paid as the reporter.
come a world figure, and virtually "Hoover could convince any board Canada the governors are merely so
anchor, but the onshore wind kept high as $2.50 and $3 for empty bar
More than a million barrels’ Think had cabinet rank though no port of directors in the world If he cial figureheads.
Canada was settled by loyalists
the craft moving until it was within rels and resold them for as high as of that, friends.
thought a project had merit,”' said
Buying barrels folio, the Wilson administration.
• * • •
10 feet of the rocky shore.
$4.
Of course the freight had to be for 45 years’ Do you wonder that
one man tonight, "but the an following the Revolution, men who
They resented the fact that for swer would be that the project would believed In self government for good
The schooner’s plight was seen by paid out of that and—” here Mr. Mr. Thorndike says he hopes he- will
He does not carry you or ill, hut who desired to retain al
an employe of the Salem Park De Thorndike expressed opinion of what never see a barrel in the other weeks back in 1920 he apparently have merit
was not sure whether he was a Re off your feet. He presents the facts legiance to the Crown. In 1867 Can
partment, and another man, who he considers the excessive freight world?
publican or a Democrat.
Their In a logical manner and presents the ada was the first link In the new
went to their aid in a motor boat.
feeling then was best Illustrated by objections as well as the advantages. British Empire In which The United
On their way to the ship the men
FORD FOR HOOVER
issued Thursday by Henry Ford. the fact that, although the man who When he is through you are sold and Kingdom of Great Britain and Ire
notified a tug in the harbor, which
Mr. Ford said, the President is sinland and the Dominions beyond the
also went to the assistance of the I Automobile King Says He’s a Worthy j cere in his decision not to become had the nomination in his grasp, you stay sold, because it is your in sea were all equalized yet all equal
Frank O. Lowden, was eliminated telligence that has been convinced.
ship.
Successor of Calvin Coolidge.
j a candidate.
suddenly hy exposures before the There has been no appeal to your subjects to one King.
The tug threw a line across the
His statement follows:
The splendid record of the past
Senate
investigating
committee, emotions.
“But as far as flag-wav
bow of the schooner and, with the
“No one who knows President there was no turning to Hoover, even ing Is concerned, he is a total loss. hundred years of peace between the
Herbert Hoover was endorsed as
aid of the motor boat, pulled the
United States and Canada, settling
the logical candidate for the Repub Coolidge will doubt his sincerity in by a respectable minority of the na- He is simply not an orator.”
schooner off into deep water.
They finally
Hoover has strengthened himself disputes hy arbitration rather than
lican Presidential nomination ti. suc declining to run again. It is a poor llonal convention.
ceed Calvin Coolidge, in a statement compliment to his character to twist nominated Harding to head off an Immeasurably, it is conceded even with resort to arms, should have
A Deposit of Honor
his words from their plain meaning other outsider—so far as the organi by those who do not like to think of been an example to the world but
' or to seek a loophole by which that zation was concerned — Leonard him as President, by his activities in this was not to be, for in 1914 flame
This Company Has Loaned
Telephone 430-W
' meaning may be escaped.
Thousands of Dollars
Wood.
the Mississippi flood situation.
But of militaristic greed swept 'the world
and Canada was one with Great
“Mr.
Coolidge
evidently
has
the
W'estern
farmers,
it
is
asserted,
Despite
this
feeling,
however,
the
On Character Privately
FRED D. HARVEY
I thought the whole matter out with organization leaders rcelize that at still remember his pegging the price Britain in springing to the defense of
And the Borrower finds it Easy
Taxi Service
his usual care and has decided his the moment Hoover is way out of wheat during tho war at a lower civilization and freedom from mili
to pay through our weekly or
Canada’s part
Day and Night
Prices Right I course. No other President has so ahead of tlie field, and going strong. figure than It had attained prior taristic domination.
monthly plan.
in the Great War and the entrance
Stand—Cor. Main and Myrtle Sts.
nearly possessed the power to break Tlie chief comfort of those who do to food control.
Lawful Rate of Interest under
ROCKLAND, MAINE
| the third term tradition, but he has not want him is that the Conventions
Despite his remarkable record as of the United States were graphical
Supervision of State Banking
chosen not to use that power. In the are still ten months off, and this is Speaker of the House Mr. Long- ly portrayed in verse with their com
’
94*lt
Department
time and manner of his announce too soon for position in the race to worth is placed well down in the list mon cause, the defense of civilization
Justice Riddell laid
ment Mr. Coolidge has allowed the mean very much, unless, of course, of those on whom the mantle may and humanity.
Confidential Loan Co.
country ample time for the consid it should be assumed, which virtual fall, chiefly because of the situation special stress that the entrance ot
431 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
ly no one does, that Mr. Coolidge, in in his own State of Ohio.
The mere the United States into the war was
eration of his successor.
Two Offices Two
“For myself I think that Herbert retiring, will follow the example of fact that he has always been a wet not caused by the sinking of the Lu
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 5.30 p. m.
DAY OR NIGHT
Hoover is the logical Republican can Theodore Roosevelt and name his might not of itself he enough to beat sitania and the violated rules of war
MORTGAGES OF ALL KINDS
Inquire
him.
Just as Cox was nominated hut rather In defense of the right of
didate. This is a business genera successor.
TEL. 190
• • • •
despite the bitter opposition of the the people to live under govern
tion and he is a business man. His
KITTREDGE PHARMACY
Mr. Coolidge will not do this, in Anti-Saloon League at the Demo ment by law.
experience as engineer, business ad
Tel. 201-M
In commenting on the future the
ministrator and cabinet member has the opinion of those who know him ; cratic convention In San Francisco,
88S97
been varied and successful and has but on the other hand he will not, so a wet might be nominated at a speaker felt that so long as the Eng
really been a training for the Presi they also reason, do anything to Republican convention if a long- lish speaking peoples stood shoulder
It Is generally sus drawn-out fight left that as appar io shoulder world peace was secure.
dency. He Is in the prime of life hurt Hoover.
He was president of the Canadian
You’ll Be Proud
active and accustomed to tackling pected in political circles that the ently the best solution.
President has no love for Vice-iPresBut Mr. Cox had his state solidly League of Nations Court but, regard
great
tasks
hopefully
and
bearing
of Your Silverware
great burdens cheerfully. The Ameri ident Dawes and would shed no tears behind him, from the first ballot to less of the great hehefits resulting
if you clean it with
can people have sub-consciously if he should stub his toe some time the last, at San Francisco, and the from the League, felt that the great
between now and convention time. doubt here is that Mr. Longworth sheet-anchor to windward of world
“Shine Brite” Metal Polish thought of him as presidential ma That
he would go out of his way to could get Ohio behind him.
He peace was the unanimity of the Eng
terial for a number of years. He is
Ask Your Grocer
the type of man to succeed Calvin throw a political brick in Dawes’ di would have far more strength out lish speaking peoples, too great to
92-97
rection, however, is something else side his own State, due to the appre fear attack of any power.
Should
Coolidge."
again.
ciation of his ability by House mem that union be dissolved and the na
Hughes unquestionably hurt him bers not only of the present Con tions separate he could see ihnily
self tremendously, in view of the sit gress but dating hark over his long chaos.
uation created by the President, by record.
Ohio is never hound hy the
Applause earnest and long con
his recent statement that he was too unit at either convention, and Ohio tinued testified to the wholesome en
old.
By the same token he struck has demonstrated In the last four joyment and benefit felt by the au
a terrible blow at Lowden's chances, elections that It is dry by something ditors, for to a mastery of his sub
the two being about the same age. like 250,000 majority.
With the ject and a sympathetic interpreta
Private advices here are that Gov. Anti-Saloon
League
proscribing tion of the problems of these two
Lowden is not worked up at all about Longworth by name, there is little great neighbors the speaker added
AND HIS
the situation, having reached the doubt here that he would have plenty the leaven of a polished delivery and
conclusion that he agrees with Mr. of trouble in a Presidential primary. a delightful sense of humor.
The wife who helps her man to
Hughes.
Important effects on the situation
Justice Riddell Is a prominent fig
get somewhere is entitled to a
Which leaves Hoover and Dawes in Massachusetts are predicted here ure in the summer life at The Samo
whole lot more credit than she
really as the outstanding figures as in ease President Coolidge is not the set, this being the twentieth so ison
usually gets.
this is written, with important ob nominee In 1928.
Massachusetts he and Mrs. Riddell have spent at
jections,
from
the
organization politicians said it was probable Na that popular resort.
Often, she is the one who starts
standpoint, to both of them.
Those tional Chairman Butler would not
Visiting Rotarians Included Cyrus
the man on the road to success by
to Mr. Hoover have bean stated. run for the Senate if Mr. Coolidge
H. K. Curtis of Philadelphia "sum
leading the way in matters of
Gen. Dawes would he much stronger, was eliminated.
It was alao sug
mer loafer of Camden" as he put It,
thrift.
unquestionably, if he had not worked gested Mr. Butler might resign from
in favor of the MoNary-Haugen bill. the national chairmanship, and that Don Tozler of Augusta, G. Robert
Handicaps there may be, but
While this might help In the garner In any event he would not succeed Ramsey, Orlando. Fla., H. F. Kalyou can trust the earnest woman
ing of delegates In the Middle West, himself as chairman tf Mr. Coolidge loch, Fort Fairfield. Madison A. Hart,
to “get over them, through them
Danville, Ky„ Bill Stark, Orange
Biggest Dance Attraction Ever In This State
It has done him no good in the East, was not the nominee.
I'ex., Francis S. Cummings, Somer
or around them—any way to leave
and there Is a feeling that he took
Friends of Gov. Smith declared the
them behind.”
Popular Prices
the stand he did in behalf of the chances of election of Gov. Smith ville, Mass., E. K. Leighton, Water
McNary-Haugen bill merely for po would be much enhanced If Presi ville, Forest Johnson. Keene. N. H..
There are a lot of fine women
litical reasons, despite an inner con dent Coolidge did not run,-for the E. K. Boynton, Camden. J. S. Wed
who eome here regularly to de
viction that the measure was un reason they believed he could carry lock, Aplington, Mb as. and A, L.
posit their family savings.
Visitors were Gil
sound.
that State against any one likely to Young, Boston.
Certain friends of Dawes meet head the Republican ticket except bert Sheldon of New York City,
To them all we extend a heart
Fred Knight of Washington, D. C.,
this criticism by the statement that Mr. Coolidge.
felt welcome.
Dr. J. A. Cochrane of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
and Fred C. Black, W. H. Butler, W.
The exact date when the Vinalha H. Spear, A. J. Bates, J. A. Sylves
THOMASTON BUILT
Rockland Loan & Building
ven Old Timers invade Rockland for ter, Jr. and J. M. Richardson of this
the annual ball game will be an
Association
The Morse Schooner Nicanor nounced shortly. An added attrac city.
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
this year will be the base-run
Considerable work has been done
Is To Race In England tion
ning contest between “Decker" Lar this summer in cutting away the
This Month.
rabee of the Rockland term and underbrush on the western side of
"Bill" Burns, the veteran pitcher of Lake avenue, and the result Is an
The chai
The Simonds’s schooner Nicanor the Vinalhaven team.
undoubted improvement. Now why
lately arrived in Falmouth, England, lenge comes from Burns, and Decker not continue the good work by cut
after crossing the Atlantic in 20 days, was the only man with courage ting the bushes on the lake side so
7 hours, which broke the record, made enough to accept it.
that those in passing can gaze un
last year by the Primrose III. of 22
interruptedly on that beautiful sheet
days and 12 hours. Capt. Daniel Sim
of water.
Those who want to see
onds of the Eastern Yacht Club, Mar
trees can look at the hills on the left,
blehead, had a crew consisting of
but those who wish to look upon the
Lawrence Lombard, Joseph Parkin
water cannot do so at present be
son, Gardiner Emmons, Lawrence
cause the unsightly and dust-covered
We have spared no ex
Coolidge and Ted Hunter, the cook.
bushes have grown too high.
pence in providing a reliable,
After leaving Boston June 25, the
Nicanor ran into a 48-mile gale and
comfortable ambulance for
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
she hove to and rode the breakers
the service of our communi
like a duck. Heavy fogs off the
If I had to live my life again I would
ty. Our invalid car repre
Grand Banks handicapped the going,
have made a rule to read some poetry and
OPENS THIS MORNING AT
sents the very latest advanc
listen to some music at least once a week.
but as the weather Improved the Ni
The loss of these tastes la a loss of happi
8.00 O1CLLOCK
canor was able to log as much as
es in the construction of thia
ness.—Charles Darwin.
204
miles
per
day.
kind of vahiclet.
$10.00 Value
The Nicanor was built in 1926 by
OUR HOMESTEAD
C. A. Morse & 'Sons at Thomaston,
Our old brown homestead reared its walls
Responsible drivers an
From the wayside dust aloof,
from the plans of John G. Alden. She
swer all calls, and the same
Where the apple boughs could almost cast
is an auxiliary schooner yacht with
Their fruit upon Its roof;
careful, courteous service is
an overall length of 57 feet, 8 inches, This Is the original Excel.............
And the cherry tree, so near lt grew
a beam of 14 feet, 6 inches and a
given to everybody without
nationally advertised and former
That when awake I’ve lain,
gross tonnage of 22 tons. Tho Ni
the
slightest
distinction.
In the lonesome nights, I’ve heard the limbs
ly selling for as high as $10.00.
canor will take part in the Fastnet
As they creaked against the pane.
Just give us a ring—we'll do
race at Cowes, England, held in Au
The sweetbrier. under the window sill.
the rest.
200,000 WOMEN
gust. The Primrose was second in
Which the early birds made glad,
this race last year and Simonds in
use and praise them
And, the damask rose, by the garden fence.
Were all tlie flowers we had.
tends to break her record iby winning
• * • •
A. D. DAVIS & SON
the big sail.
We had a well, a deep old well.
i

“Here comes the barrel man!’

TAXI SERVICE

GEORGE SLEEPER

A wife’s noblest work

COLLEGIANS

MONDAY NIGHT
SO. THOMASTON

♦4 STRAND k
COMING NEXT WED.-THURS.

Rockland, Maine

Surplus and Profits

A

Volume 82.................. Number 94.

TONIGHT-DING DONG

The service rendered by a financial
institution is the chief factor in re
taining customers. In our Bank we
are still serving many of the grand
children and great-grandchildren of
those who originally opened deposit
accounts with us.

Deposits

BOUGHT

THREE CENTS A COPY

$2,443,415.26

162,460.81

Our Ambulance
Service

Stillwell

REMEMBER the

Special Sale on

the Magician

Financial independence has been
achieved by more people through
thrift than by any other means. You
can be sure of the future if you just
save regularly from your current in
come.

ELECTRIC COOKERS

AND HIS COMPANY

$4.98

WITH MUSIC AND MYSTERY

Deposits made on or before the
fourth of the month draw interest
from the first day of the month.

COMING SOON

THOMASTON, ME.

Resurrection of one of the greatest

Phone—192 Office, and 143 House

94-S-tf

86-tf

masterpieces ever made

Manley T. Perry, who recently
! bought the Elm Restaurant in Cam
den is meeting with excellent success
there, and receiving praise for the
service.
The new name Ir All-State
Cafe, instead of All-State restau
rant. as recently announced.

Central Maine Power
Company
ROCKLAND, ME.

Where the spring was never dry.
And the cool drops down from the mossy
stones
j
Were tailing constantly.
And there never was water half so sweet I
As the draught which filled my cup,
Drawn up to the curb by flic rude old sweep
That my father’s hand set up.

—Wioefcc Cary.

Every-Other-Day
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ROCKLAND TAKES THE

The Courier-Gazette

LEAD
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Rockland, Maine, Aug. 6, 1927.
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declares that he is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, aud that of the
issue of this paper of Aug. 4, 1927 there was
printed a total of 614® copies.
Before me,
PRANK B. MILLER.

RHYMES OF ROCKLAND
Written for The Courier-Gazette
By Ruth Whittemore

The Maine Coast League Is No Place For a Nervous Mai
Rockland’s Near Victory At Belfast.
Today
Rockland at Relfast (1 p. m.) and
Belfast at Camden (4.30 p. m.)
Next Week'a Games
Monday—Belfast at Rockland.
Tuesday—Camden at 'Belfast.
Wednesday?—Rockland at Camden.
- Thursday—'Rockland at Belfast.
Friday—Belfast at Camden.
Saturday—Rockland at Camden at
1 p. nr., and Camden at Rockland at
4.30 p. m.

We. Announce

1 the three following innings, hut
Camden was doing some classy
fielding, and the game came down to
the tenth inning tied Into the tightest
Cause me to hear thy loving kind
kind of a knot.
ness in the morning; for in thee do
THE BROOK
And this Is how it was untied—
I trust; cause me to know the way
Cole drew a base on balls, and stole
I come by haunts of soot and gas,
wherein I should walk; for 1 lift
second while Chamarde was arguing
up my soul unto thee.—Psalm 143:8.
1 make a sudden sally
; with the umpire. .Wotton was out
And trickle through the underpass
' for attempting to bunt on the third
strike, and Merewether flied to
To bicker down the alley.
We know of no higher form of
Martin. It began to look very much
Intellectual enjoyment than to be
like an eleventh inning on a called
Just now I creep—a half-drv moat—
* • * «
sitting in the presence of a cultured
game. Pat French, erstwhile cripple,
Beneath
a
lady
’
s
casement
;
The League Standing
speaker, spellbound by the graces of
j had two strikes, and then suddenly
But sometimes 1 could float a boat
When this paper went to press the I clouted the hall for a single that
his art.
Such was the experience
Or flood the school house basement.
Rockland team was sitting on top of looked to the crowd like a million dolof the large company present at yes
the world, but so slight was its lead | lars. Anyhow it bi ought in the winterday’s meeting of the Rotary Club,
that this afternoon's games could 1 ning run, and renewed hopes of a
I steal the children's playground ball,
when Chief Justice Riddell of Can
easily sbnd her down the scale again pennant.
1 undermine the paving;
Tlie score:
if Belfast should win its doubleada was the speaker.
Of distin
1 serve as sewer . . , After all
header. The standing:
Rockland
guished presence, gifted with grace
A city must be saving!
x
ab r bh tb po a
Won Lost P. C.
ful diction and a delivery marked by
5 1 2 2 5 2
Rockland .... -......
10
9
.526 Merewether. 2h
that perfect modulation of voice and
Belfast .................
11
11
.500 P. French, cf .... 5
Oh, men may come and men may go;
Camden .................... 10
11
.476 Leavitt, If ......... 4
reserve in gest'ii. which yield a final
I'll never he a river;
♦ ♦ ♦ •
Byrne, c .............. 4
note of pleasuri
the listener, the
But need I be a sewer, though,
Loftus, p ............ 4
Camden
14,
Belfast
6
Chief Justice will c remembered by
Forever and forever?
J. French, rf .... 4
To Camden, in the early afternoon Walsh, 3b ........ 4
those privileged t^ hear him as
game of Thursday, belonged the dis Cole, ss .............. 3
among .the most striking of noted
tinction of piling up the largest score Wotton, lb ....... 1
# 2 2 11
speakers who have been heard in
that any Maine Coast League team
lantes in California in the early days.
made this season. Relfast was
our city.
Elsewhere is reported STAIN AND
37 4 11 12 30 14 4
The courts, alone, stand between the leading 6 to 4 when the onslaught
some parts of his address, but the
Camden
began, and the management was get
people and the criminal classes.
ab r bh tb PO a e
types are inadequate to express the Famous Maine Criminal Case
Yet it is for exercising these very ting ready to pull Aube out of the Wooles. ss ....
5 0 0 0 3 4 1
high and royal spirit of the speaker
box,
for
in
two
innings
he
had
been
o
Likened To Sacco-Vanzetti prerogatives and duties, assuming touched up lor thre ? singles, a double Ferris, if .... .... 4 u 0 o
that the charges against him are
which every sentence conveyed.
Lee. 3h ........
1 1 1 0 2 0
nd
two
triples.
true, that Mr. Justice Thayer is being
Case.
Macklay, cf . .... 4 0 1 2 4 0 0
Would that there were more men
The strange things that can hap .Jones, 2b ..... .... 3 1 1 1 4 9
assailed and criticised, bombs thrown
0
like him speaking from the public
In the Boston Herald Tuesday ap at the American ambassador at Ge pen In baseball were here illustrated, Ogier, rf ...... .... 3 0 o o 4 o
platform on both sides of the line. peared the subjoined letter from Hon. neva. protest parades organized all for Aube held Bellast scoreless for Martin, lb ...
.... 4 0 0 0 10 0 0
In that case the invisible line itself Albert SI. Spear of Augusta, active over the world and a hunger strike the balance of the game and Camden Chamarde, c .... 4 0 0 0 1 1 0
would speedily come to be the only retired supreme court justice, rela- set up by the respondents, all for the turned on Flinn with such savage Klosek, p .... .... 1 1 1 1 0 5 0
fury that seven runs were accumthing dividing the two peoples of ative to the celebrated case of State purpose of coercing, yes. terrorizing mulated off him in the sixth invs. David L. Stain and Oliver Crom the officials, who have charge of the
36 3 4 5 *27 14 1
this country and Canada.
well, and the attitude toward the re case, to a decision favorable to these ing. Three more were made in tlie
• Wotton out for attempted hunt on
seventh
inning,
including
Chamarde
’
s
spondents of Chief Justice John A. men. convicted of murder under the
third strike; one man out when win
Peters, which. Justice Spear suggests orderly proceedings of the courts of home run. which owed its full extent ning run was made.
Solving the problem of accidents
to
soqie
very
discreditable
fielding
on
But the exercise of
is fairly comparable with the alleged Massachusetts.
Rockland .... 10 0002000 1—1
at grade crossings is easily to be attitude of Justice Thayer of Massa the prerogatives of the courts. a = the part of Belfast.
Camden ....... 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0—3
Macklay
was
on-e
more
the
star
of
reached by change of grade, but to chusetts toward Sacco and Vanzetti. above recited, pales Into insignifi
Two base hits, ’Byrne, Macklay.
the game, catching four good flies in
eliminate these crossings throughout convicted of murder in that State cance in comparison with the atti center garden, and making four hits Bases on balls, off Loftus 2, off
and in whose behalf an amazing and tude of the great chief justice of
Klosek 1. Struck out, by Loftus 5.
the country would call for an expen
in four times at hat. Camden is
world-wide effort for pardon was Maine, when considered with refer
•y Klosek 1. Sacrifice hits, Ogier.
finding
him
a
valuable
man.
Wooles
diture of upwards of eighteen bil made.
Stolen bases. Merewether, P. French.
ence to the conduct of the trial, or
and
Jones
also
covered
lots
of
ground
lion dollars. The figures are those
Cole. Double play, Wtooles, Jones
The story in the B ,ston Herald of to the part he assumed the right to in this game.
and Martin. Umpires, Conway and
of an authority in such matters, not July 24 was not, as Justice Spear take; 'after the trial, upon the
Belfast was having an oft' day— McDonough. Scorer, Winslow.
easily visualized, but evoking re thinks, accurate in all details, and presentation of a petition for execu very far oft', and even the reliable
• » « «
the trial did not take place 12 years tive clemency during the interval
spectful consideration. The ordin after the alleged crime, but ten years between the sentence and the time of Paiement caught the distemper. The
Rockland
3, Belfast 3
ary citizen would imagine them to later (February term supreme judi the petition for pardon, repeatedly fielding of E. Small, the batting of
McGowan and a running catch by
Rockland was two scores to the
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1000
499 MAIN STREET
be prohibitive. The cost of such cial court. Bangor, 1888.) Also the expressed his opinion of the charac Daker were the only blight spots.
rood when the last inning opened at
ter of the defendants and his belief
Boston
paper
is
wrong
in
stating
changes, which the people must bear
Belfast last night, but by a provokThe score:
that “all concerned in the trial have in their guilt, but on the occasion
ng chain of circumstances was ob
in increased railroad rates and taxes, passed away."
Camden
Hon. P. H. Gillin of of the hearing on the petition fot
liged to return home without the
can be avoided, it is pointed out, by counsel for the defense, is yet with pardon, presented in printed foim a
ab r bh tb po
oveted victory which would have
9 1 1 9
s .....
requiring automobile drivers to stop, us, hale and hearty, although Chi“f brief and a most elaborate and com
lengthened its hold on first place.
Ferris, If
5 2 1 1 1
prehensive
argument
of
the
facts
Justice
Peters,
Attorney
General
Orlook In both directions and listen be
Joe French had been pitching an
... 4 3 9 9 1
j viile D. Baker. County Attorney F. H against the granting of a pardon I:
admirable game and was receiving
nung
fore crossing the tracks.
Grade
ment.
Chaney really leapt into
2
Macklay,
cf
...
...
4
4
4
5
WEDNESDAY’S RACES
was
more
than
an
argument.
It
was
Appleton and Lewis A. Barker, coun
perfect support in spite of tlie Fact
prominence with his performance in
1
1
Jones.
2b
changes should be the last resort. sel for defense, all are dead.
4
...
4
1
But a treatise on the import of the entire
that
the
heavy
shower
had
left
pools
“The Hunchback of Notre Dame,”
... 4 1 9 9
It will cost the public nothing to these matters bear no relation to the report of the evidence and the law Ogier, if
The Courier-Gazette today is able
if mud in the diamond. The opening
in which he played tlie part of a
t> ...... ... 3 1 2 2 7
to offer' the lineup for next Wednes
require safe practices in issuance of point of Justice Spear's letter, which as I remember it.
play
in
the
last
half
of
the
last
in

crazed hunchback.
Prior to that
\ C ..... 5 1 1 4 4
• • . •
follows:
day
’
s
races
at
Knox
Trotting
Park
ning.
when
the
score
stood
3
to
1
in
time however he made "The Pen
licenses and in operation of cars.
s 1 9 9 9
Aube, p
As
the
criticism
of
Mr,
Justice
Horsemen
glancing
down
the
list
Justice Spear's Letter
Rockland's favor, was entirely favor
alty." a picture in which he appeared
STRAND THEATRE
t__ _ _ _ .
There will be few If any grade
Thayer has been based. In quite a
cannot fail to see the “makings” of
I noticed in The Herald, a few days
The two features today offer a as the legless ruler of San Fran
39 14 16 20 27 6 2 able to the Limerock City outfit for q very interesting day’s sport. Earle
crossing accidents if such policy be
degree, upon his alleged unfair con
Davidson had succumbed to French’s
ago, • • • an article on the trial of
wide variety.
You will see Buck cisco's underworld. His glassy eye
Belfast
duct of the trial of Sacco and Vanfollowed.
hooks.
Cogan revived the home C. Ludwick will be the starting Jones in "Hills of Peril,” a good had in "The Road to Mandalay” struck
the Stain and Cromwell case, for a
i zettl, and what he is alleged to have
judge.
The
entry
list
follows:
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r
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fans' hopes with a clean single, and
homicide, committed in Dexter, Me.
man in romance and fun; and Bar terror, that fascinated, in the hearts
said, since the trial, as to the type Cogan. ss
3 1 1 1 3
Campbell’s bunt went for a hit. But
2.13 Class
bara Bedford in "Life of An Actress.” of millions as did his grotesque fea
The Courier-Gazette lias always in 1818, and tried 12 years later.
of men he considered these respon Campbell,, If .... 5 1 1 3 0
E. Small flied to Pat French, and the Mary Abedeen ......... Frank Butler. Rockland showing the pathos and laughter of tures in ’"TCie Phantom of the
In the article are correctly recited
2
A.ice
Forbes
........
P.
Fairfteld.
Dark
Earbor
dents,
it
may
be
interesting
to
know
E. Small, 2b .... 4 1 1 1
been interested to give to its read the facts relating to the conviction,
spectators started for the gate. Wot
Opera." Blit now “The Unknown,” a
Marvel Todd., .. Alton Richardson. Waterville back stage life.
ton dropped a swiftly thrown ball and Waller P............
ers stories written by borne folks of sentence, petition for pardon, and as a matter of public information Kenyon. <c ..... .... 5 1 1 1 9
... Alton Richardson. Waterville
A gripping story of the under Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture to he
2
that the attitude of one of the great Paiement,, 3b .... 3 1
3 1
Kenyon, instead of being an easy out Flying Nimbus . G. W Bachelder, Rockland world as of today is embodied in shown Monday an_d Tuesday, intro
their travels abroad.
Views of for the pardon granted after some 12 jurists of New England constitutes McGowani, lb .... 4 1 2 5 6
was safe at first wl ile Cogan scored. Na ma North ...
“Cheaters,” which will be shown duces a new Chaney. A Chaney
Mary Muntgomerj . . W
eign people and things take on re years of confinement.
an emphatic precedent for the atti C. Small, cf .. .... 3 0 0 0 1
Paiement hit a grour.der to Walsh John
In “The Unknown,"
Opp .......... G. W Bachelder. Rockland Monday and Tuesday. It Is a grip- without arms.
It did not. however, refer to that tude of Mr. Justice Thayer, assuming Daker. rf
9
.... 4 0 1 1
doubled pleasure when we share
who threw a bit lew and to the im Peter Bingen ........
. .1 H. Hobbs, Caindet
dng and dramatic film opus plenti- this veteran character actor plays
part of the trial which is most per
2
2
A. M. Newbert. Boston
0
0
mense surprise of everybody Wotton Ashland Dewey ..
them through the eyes of a nelgh- tinent to the issue nbw before the that everything said about him Is Flinn, p
ully
interspersed
with
comedy the part of an armless monstrosity
. Dr. Fahey, Lewbtoi
Lassie
_ __
strictly true.
dropped another while Campbell Hedgewood
touches for relief. A great deal of in a traveling circus by day, and
... L. Spencer, Bango
Main Shot
bor.
Miss George’s narrative of world, so to speak, namely, the at
35 6 11 17 24
4 trotted across with the tying run.
1 think it will be the consensus of
Todd Moore......................... Fred Gray, Be.fas
■redit Is due the director of the pic- robs and murders by night. Norman
wlia t she saw on her voyage with titude of Chief Justice Peters to Judicial opinion that a Justice of a Camden .......... 2 tl0 101730
1 i D 1 7 3 € x—14
With Charlie Small at bat it looked
2.23 Class x
ure. Oscar Apfel. for his admirable Kerry and Joan Crawford head tlie
wards respondents during and after trial court should be something more Belfast ............ 000240000
0 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 —6 as if Rockland wouid go home a loser Charles Dillon ................... Fred Gray, Belfast handling of many difficult situations supporting cast.—adv.
the Floating University Is one of the
the trial, which has a direct and per than a moderator, and in criminal
Fred Gray, Belfast
Two-base hits, Macklay. Paiement, instead of a victor, but, he was an F'liel Baron
most fascinating in this'line of travel tinent bearing touching the alleged
Moore ........... A. M. Newbert. Boston and a smooth continuity. A band of
-cases exercise his judicial influence McGowan. Three-base hits. Camp easy out. J. French to Wotton, and Walter
Buck Creek .. ..............loseph Staples. Stockton four, three men and a girl, go to
experience.
Her observation was attitude of Mr. Justice Thayer in his
CAMDEN
Home run, Cha the game was called
for the conviction of accused re bell. McGowan.
Klug Brlo4» . . .. John Wlncapaw, Friendship California to escape from the domi
keen, there appears to been no op conduct of the Sacco-Vanzetti case, spondents whenever, upon the evi marde. Bases on halls, off Aube 4,
Dorland Cook ............. Janies Brown, Camden nation of a master crook, so that they
The score:
\
Don Marque . .................Limes Brown, Camden
Members of the O. E. S. please
portunity omitted to look into the and which is now involved in the dence and the atmosphere of the off Flinn 4. Struck out, by Aube 4,
Rockland
Belle Giltner ... F. M. Donahue, Rockland can go straight. They are all happy
conduct of a sui generis investiga
keep in mind the date of the Knox
until
he
appears
at
the
hotel
where
unusual and she tells the story of It tion by the executive department of ,ease, which the presiding justice by Flinn 6. Sacrifice hits, Cogan. C.
2.27
Class
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Small. Double plays, Wtooles, Jones
County Field Day to be held at
with a literary freshness and touch the Commonwealth of Massachusetts knows better than anyone else can and Martin; K. Small and McGowan. Merewether. 2b .. 4 0 0 0 5 2 0 Gyder Dewey . ... Simmons’ Stable, Lewiston they are all employed. He discovers Penobscot View Grange hall; Glen
Varro
............
know, he is persuaded that they are
..
Simmons
’
Stable,
Lewiston
them
and
forces
them
under
threat
of
that measurably heightens the read I say sui generis for, in my experi guilty of the offense with which they Umpires, McDonough and Conway. P. French, cf .. . 4 0 1 1 3 0 0 Lady Earle .. E. L. Hupper Stockton Springs exposure to tell of their past record. cove, Tuesday, Aug. 9.
Leavitt, rf ...... . 3 0 1 1 9 0 0 George B. ... ............... Jesse Staples. Belfast
Scorer, Winslow.
er’s appreciation of it.
The eighth ence of 25 years upon the supieme are charged.
Tfie Knox Woolen Co has bought
By,tie c ....,..... . 3 0 0 0 9 1 0 Vespers ........ .. Dr. W. J. Fahey, Lewiston The girl, to save the rest of her
bench of Maine, my observation has
....
There would be a tremendous
Installment of the story in this is never been directed to a proceeding,
Loftus, If ..... . 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 Mokolite ........ ........ Henry Jordan, Rockland friends and her lover, agrees to the Knowlton Bros, foundry prop
Helen Russell .. Fred Blacklngton, Rockland
Rockland 4, Camden 3
J. French, p .. . 3 1 1 1 0 3 0 Liberty Silk . . Alton Richardson. Waterville elope with him, if he would desist in erty and will use the buildings for
sue carries on the interest of tho initiated in a foreign country, nursed failure of justice in criminal cases
The water rights
the courts should assume an attitude
Out of the hospital, whither he had Walsh, 3b .......
4 1 9 3 o 1 o Nannie Silk .. ................. Tregworth.v, Bluehill robbing the safe of the hotel in storage purposes
preceding chapters and it is with by propaganda and influenced by re of neutrality. The law aghinst crime
which are the jewels of a wealthy connected with tho Knowlton prop
Cole,
ss
.......
.
gone
a
few
days
before
for
a
minor
.
1
0
1
1
1
3
0
pleasure that one anticipates the spectability, and calculated to have ind criminals is an implement for surgical operation, came Pat French Wotton, lb ..... . 3 0 1 1 4 0 2
woman he has traced to the coast. erty are very valuable.
and having, the effect of reviewing
Complications come thick and fast
—
the defense of the people and should Thursday night to produce the win
further adventures of the voyage.
Over $1,000 for the Camden Com
—
—
—
the solemn judglment of a court of
for' the unfortunate quartette and munity Hospital resulted from the
be used by the courts, their only ning blow in one of the best games
28 3 4 8 24 10 2
competent jurisdiction, when issued
the
interest
in
the
unravelling
of
the
agents, to the full extent of the of the season. Incidentally that blow
A Isen-Bibb concert given recently In
Belfast
The collapse of the Geneva Con in accordance with the orderly course authority in them vested.
plot is kept to the very end. There the opera house.
The artists were
put Rockland at the head of the
of procedure, provided by the com
ab
r
bh
tb
a
e
po
are
some
splendid
scenes
in
which
ference to limit naval armament Is
As I understand the Sacco-Vanzet League for the first time this season.
Mme Elsa Alsen, prima donna of
mon and statute law of the jurisdic
1 1 1 4 9 0
Cogan,
ss
.......
..
4
the
players
give
more
than
excellent
the Chicago Opera Company, and
It was the first extra-inning game
seriously to be regretted. Washing tion. To this phase of the Stain and ti case, no exceptions were taken
Campbell, If . .. 4 2 9 2 0 0 0
accounts of themselves in their Frank Bibb, a well known artists,
ton blames British unwillingness to Cromwell case I wouid like to call at to the expression of any opinion by which has been played at Community E. Small, 2h ... .. 4 0 1 1 3 4 0
various
roles.
The
cast
of
players
accompanist.
the presiding justice, on the groun
Park this season, and be it not said Kenyon, c ...... .. 4
0 1 1 8 2 1
includes Pat O’Malley.—adv.
abandon
that
country's cruiser tention.
that it was detrimental to the right that there was any spectator who
2 1 0
Paiement,
3b
.
..
4
0
1
1
strength as the cause of failure.
of the respondents.
Consequently did not get his money's worth. The
9 0 2 2 4 0 0
PARK THFATRF
1
rllsto,n of presenting an auChief Justice John A. Peters pre there is no possible legal basis foi game was remarkable in another re McGowan, lb .
That President Coolidge’s earnest
»
1 I1E./-X 1 r\Ei
| tomoblle to transatlantic flyers was
C. Small, cf . .. 4 0 1 1 3 0 0
sided at the trial of Stain and Crom charging him for any violation
spect;
there
were
no
thunder
The uoume touay Is 'Richard Dix instituted by citizens of Havana,
desire to bring about world economy well, than whom there was no abler,
fFaker, rf ...... .. J 0 0 0 • 0 0
legal duty in this respect.
showers, cloudbursts or cyclones.
in “Quicksands” and Belle Bennett In ■ Cuba, who presented the first flyer
Davidson, p ... .. 3 0 1 1 0 9 0
The dial was prolific with sta
in the region of naval expenditures fairer or keener judicial mind in New
To Loftus, in the first instance
“The Fourth Commandment."
| lo cross the Atlantic Ocean from east
tion* last night, but I did not
should receive this set-back is cause England.
must he given the credit of pitching
AFTER FARM PESTS
Lon Chaney deserves the nickname i to west, with a Big Six Studebaker.
33 3 10 10 24 11 2
tune in until quite late, and did
Orville
D?wey
Baker
of
Augusta
a remarkably strong game, for it is Rockland .... . .... C 3 0 0 0 0 0 0-—3
for sorrow.
It is pretty evident
"The Man With a Thousand Faces,” The aviator is the Spanish ace,
not have as much opportunity
was attorney general and F. H. Ap
New Service Which Is Offered By no fool of a stunt to hold to four Belfast ............ ... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2--3
but there is also another .sobriquet he Commandante Ramon Franco, who
that there are lessons of the World
to
“
cruise
”
as
long
as
I
would
pleton of Bangor was county attor
hits, a team which had found Flinn
has earned—the Master of Disfigure- j flew from Spain to South America.
Department Of Agriculture.
Two-base hit, Walsh. Bases on
have
liked
to.
I
do
know
that
War which continue to decline inter ney.
Mr. Baker was without a su
lor a total of 20 bases only an hour halls, off French 1, off Davidson 6.
around 10 o’clock WJZ was pow
pretation into terms of universal perior in New England in forensic Or
A new service is now available to before. Klosek also pitched a good Struck out, by French 7, by Davidson
erful enough to drive all its
legal ability.
Mr. Appleton ranked the people of Maine especially th
game in spite of ilie fact that Rock 6. Double plays, Cole. Merewether
peace.
neighbors into the discard.
among the very first lawyers of the farmers on tlie control of pests land nearly trebled Camden's hits. and Byrne; Cogan,, E. Small and
••• ••
Maine bar of that time.
The
reason
Rockland
did
not
out
which do thousands, even million
McGowan.
Umpires,
McDonough
M. R. Pillsbury logged WHAD
A fatal error was made by the de Pillars worth of damage each yea score the visitors better than she did and Conway. Scorer, Winslow.
Surely it cannot be argued that
of Milwaukee Tuesday night, and
Governor Fuller has left untried any fense in charging Baton, the cash in the State and in New England is not hard to find. It was Faulty
last night Kenneth V. White had
ier, with suicide: a defense which Ernest M. Mills has lieen appointed Base Running.
efforts compatible with the just was fatal unless proved.
the good fortune to land WSM
It gave as Extension Specialist hy the U. S
Rockland's first score came/in the
SIZED UP GOVERNORS
administration
of
Massachusetts the state the advantage of arguing
of Nashville and WJAX of Jack
Department of Agriculture. Bureau opening chapter, cn hits by Mere
sonville. This is my first report
laws in his earnest desire that no the alleged guilt of the respondents of Biological Survey for the New wether and Pat French. Thus early As To Their Sentiment Regarding
from a Florida station since ask
England area with headquarters a did Pat demonstrate that he was
injustice should be done to the men upon the issue of suicide.
Candidates For the Presidency.
ing the question as to whether
Notwithstanding this crippled de
lively corpse.”
Sacco and Vanzetti.
“I believe fense. the Masterly ability of the Amherst, Mass.
anybody had heard it. Mr. White
Camden threatened in the second
A cross section of present national
“We have no modern or famous
LADIES’ AND MISSES’
with the jury, that these men were state’s attorneys in presenting the pied piper method of controlling Inning, but sharp fielding headed off thought on the next Presidential
reports unusually strong recep
tion
from
WLBW
(Oil
City,
state
’
s
case,
and
armed
with
the
score.
The visitors had better outstanding issues, obtained from
guilty and that they had a fair trial.
these pests,” says Mr. Mills, “hut we
Penn.) last night.
I furthermore believe that there was powerful weapon of the final argu have found scientific methods which luck in the third when Lee’s clean governors and official representatives
single brought in Klosek. A base on of 25 states attending the annual
ment from the lips or Orville Baker are effective.”
no justifiable reason for giving them
“BING' CONLEY AMBITIOUS
it is nevertheless true, as the recoi-d
While it is a policy of the Bio balls, Ogier’s sacrifice and Martin’s conference of governors, is presented
a new trial."
This is the Gover will show, that Chief Justice Peters
logical Survey to conserve wild life single gave Camden another run in herewith by the United Press.
nor's reasoned and solemn conclu left no stone unturned in his charge in open spaces so far as possible the fourth and Macklay’s double
Of 17 Republican governors, nine Lewiston Pugilist Anxious To Get
Back Home And Show the Folks.
sion and is the utterance, the world to the jury, in giving expression to whenever these animals become a brought in that team’s third and last indicated strong sentiment for Presi
liis opinion against the respondents', serious pest it is necessary to use score in tlie fifth, after1 which inning dent Coolidge, six said their states
Bill (Bing) Conley, the well known
will remain persuaded, of a just and
short of crossing^the line of the control measures. The work which -Manager Pinkerton’s outfit never saw appear undecided and two reported Lewiston light heavyweight, who
brave man.
Maine statute which expressly in we are undertaking in New Eng the port side of fast base.
strength for former Gov. Lowden of has been doing considerable fighting
The sixtli inning was productive of Illinois, champion of the farm bloc.
hibits the presiding justice from ex land deals with rats, field and house
in New York for the past year, is
joy for the supporters of the home
Eight Democratic governors indi very anxious to get back into his
The exceptional eharm of the Pe pressing any opinion upon questions mice, woodchucks, deer, rabbits,
of fact.
As I remember the lan porcupines, moles or any other ani team, not unmixed, however, with cated a wide divergence of sentiment own State and show the home folks
nobscot Bay region is again demon guage. the last sentence of his ebarga
Conley since
mals which are causing trouble in regrets—as we shall see. Mere toward Presidential possibilities and some real battling.
strated this summer by the large was: "If these men are guilty the the farm or home.
wether tor tlie second time in this left the impression the party today invading New Yolk, has defeated
number of visitors who are here, and very ground cries for their convic
In conducting this work Mr. Mills game led off with a single, but was was concerned chiefly in finding a Benny Kruger, the light heavyweight
will cooperate with the Extension forced at second by Pat French’s solution of the virtual impasse that champion of Germany, fought Paul
by tlie presence of so many tourists tion.”
He believed the respondents guilty Service of the College of Agriculture grounder to the alert Wooles. French developed at the 1924 convention be Berlenbach, former light heavyweight
• who were "passing through,” but
and did not hesitate to go the full in this state working through tlie stole second and scored on Leavitt's tween the rival fortes of Gov. Smith champion to a standstill for 10
found their progress halted by the length of his authority in an effort county agents in each of the coun beautiful single. Byrne’s double to of New York and William G. McAdoo, rounds, and his last Shot was with
that sterling battler. Tiger Flowers,
desire to see more ef such a desir to procure tiheir conviction.
Fur ties. Persons who have problems on the Texaco sign brought in Leavitt, former Secretary of the Treasury.
Executives of both parties ap tlie former middleweight champion.
thermore.
I
think
it
may
be
fairly
pest control are invited to either take Wotton, running lor Byrne, under
able locality.
It would seem to the
Although he lost the decision t >
said that all courts having crimlna the matter up or communicate direct took to make thiid on Loftus’ Hy peared equally divided on the matter
casual observer that there were
Jurisdiction use all the authority
with Mr. Mills at Amherst. Circu hut was adjudge! by Umpire Mc of issues between law enforcement, Flowers, the former title holder knew
more strangers than common on tlie influence the law permits in an en lars are available which may be used Donough to have left the hag before prohibition, farm relief measures and he was in with a real battler and
streets of Rockland and this' is ap deavor to secure the conviction ofland demonstrations will be given the ball was caught, and hence was flood control. Gov. RKchie of Mary- never let up a second for the entire
Conley Is open to meet
out. This was a disappointment, but I land, without commenting upon the B) rounds.
parently confirmed by favorable re criminals and thereby prevent tlieif Lwhei e there is need and interest.
still Rockland was happy, for the j Democratic outlook in his state, said any man in the world up to 175 lbs.
’urther depredations upon the rights]
---------------------ROCKLAND
COR. MAIN AND PARK STS.
ports which come from the neighbor
ot the Innocent and helpless.
Many a man walks the floor at night locals had emerged from their I “The Democratic hope for an issue is before the'-club offering the best In
93-94
| to join on a platform of decentraliza- ducements, says his manager, Con
hood resorts. What will happen after
It was the failure of the courts to, because his wife doesn't believe In lethargy, and the score was tied.
,
tlon
of
Federal
authority.
”
Rockland
had
a
look-in
in
each
of
O
’
Brien.
the Kennebec Bridge is finished?
function that gave rise to the vigl- paregoric.
Notary Public.

Improvements
Lower

Prices

The public expects motor car manu
facturers to keep abreast of the times, and
to make their product constantly better.
We are earnestly striving to do so.
You will find improvements, applying to
both bodies and chassis, in all of the latest
Paige sixes and eights now on display. And
you will find ten of the twenty Paige
models selling at lower prices.

CROMWELL

New color combinations, applied by an
advanced process, add to the appearance of
the cars, and to the durability of their finish.

We invite you to inspect these latest Paige
cars, to consider their value, and to enjoy
a demonstration.

PAIGE
JONES

MOTOR CO.

Theatres^

ON MY SET”

, GZ»e Vogue

AUGUST CLEARANCE SALE

COATS

at GREAT REDUCTIONS

DRESSES
$2.98 and up

HATS
$1.95

Tohe Vogue

Every-Other-Day
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The canvass for the Knox County I
directory will probably he completed
in a week, the workers having fin
ished all but Warren and Vinalhaven
COMING NEIGHBORING EVENTS
Aug. 6—Knox Pomona Grange meets in and tlie business section of Rock
land.
Appleton.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Aug. 9—Concert benefit proposed Com
munity Club House.
Aug. 9—0. E. S. fleld day association at
There are 32 stalls at Knox Trot
Glencove.
ting Park, Including the newly erect
Aug. 10—Horse racing at Knox Trotting
ed ones, and 31 of them have been
Park.
10—Midsummer

Fair

at

FAMILY REUNIONS

Aug. 9—Maxey family, Oak Grove Ca-bins,
Glencove.
Aug. 10—Bills family at Oakland Park.
Aug. 10—Descendants of Ebenezer Hall,
Penobscot View Grange hall. Glencove.
Aug. 11—Philbrook family reunion at
Harold W. Philbrook’s, 153 Pleasant street,
Rockland.
Aug. 17—-Shibles family a-t Penobscot View
Grange hall, Glencove.
Aug. 17—X'a Iderwood Family at home of
Walter Calde-wood. Seven Tree Pond.
Aug. 24—Norwood-Carroll families at Sherman’s Point, Camden.

Otis Robinson of Cushing Is also
raising peas, 11 to the pod.
Two ball games this afternoon—
Rockland in Belfast at 1 o'clock and
Belfast in Camden at 4.30.
The Educational Club will meat
Thursday with Mrs. Winnie Horton,
219 Cedar street.
Box lunch as
usual.
*
The semi-annual renewal of the
silent polict’man beacons was done
Thursday by Officers Post and In
graham.

Betty Direct, owned and driven by
E. P. Piper of Belfast, was a winner
at the recent races in St. Stephens
and Frederlckton.
The “rides”1 at Oakland Park will
continue tomorrow and through next
week, but no games will be operated
on the Sabbath.

The roof is being put on the new
wing of Knox Hospital.
The ex
terior of the new addition will have
been completed long before snoW
flies.

The members of the O. E. S. please
keep in mind the date of tlie Knox
County fleld day to be held at Pe
nobscot View Grange hall, Glencove*
next Tuesday.
The Jadies of the Littlefield Me
morial Church cleared $273.&3 from
their fair held July 23, and naturally
wish to thank all those who helped
make it a success.
The next ball game at Community
Park comes on Monday nigfit when
tlie Belfast outfit will be here with
Fence Buster Charlie Small.
It
will be a good chance to-see how he
sizes up witli Polly Byrne.

H. A. Monrcie has been in the city
for a few days, looking up old
friends, and never forgetting his du
ties as a canvasser with the Nation
al Advertisers Association.
Mr.
Monroe has traveled widely through
out the United States since complet
ing his duties as pullman conductor.
Two more of the very popular
Roxy’s Theatre organ numbers in
the Brunswick records are obtain
able at Studley’s Music Dept. “Rus
sian Lullaby” and “One Summer
Night.”
Ask to hear number 3575.

•
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M. E. FAIR
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 10
FANCY ARTICLES and CANDY
COOKED FOOD FOR SALE
Supper at 6.00 o'clock
Adults 35c. Children 25c

: : MENU : :
Cold Meats
Mashed Potato
Cabbage Salad
Cake
Doughnuts
Coffee

/

OWN A

Near East Relief Officials
Tell Courier-Gazette of

on

Sunday

The annual meeting of the Maine
Association of Municipal Court
Judges will be held at Lucerne in
Maine next Friday, Judge*Frank B.
Miller, who is second vice president
of the organization, will attend

-----•
The following students • have en
rolled for fall term of Rockland Com
mercial College: Edna Overlock,
Warren; Alice Waterman, Camden:
Florence Hutchins, Camden; Stanton
Stone, Pleasant Point; Helen Bachelder, Warren,
___

Rev. R. G. Schell
Tremont Temple

Baptist

Aug. 11—-Midsummer church fair at Owl’s
Head village.
Aug. 13-21—•Spiritualist campmeetlng at
Temple Heights.
Aug. 16—tPub’.lc Athlete meet. Children’s
Playground.
Aug. 16—Recital, Vniversallst Church, by
Miss Pauline Graham end Mrs. Mabel Strong.
Aug. 10-18—New Belfast Fair.
Aug. 17-18—State Field Meeting of Knox
Academy of Arts and Sciences at the Knox
Arboretum.
Aug. 18—Joint outing—Rockland and Gar
diner Forty Clubs.
Aug. 23-27—Bangor Fair.
Aug. 20—^'ew England Kent’s Hill reunion
a: South Thomaston.
Aug. 22—•Pllgrirt\Cholr concert at Congre
gational Church.
Aug. 22—Semi-annual meeting of the
Forty Club at tlie Rockland Country Club.
Aug. 27—Annual muster of Maine State
Hand Engine League in Bangor.
Aug. 30-Sept. 1—Ellsworth Fair.
Aug. 30-Sept. 2—Waterville Fair.
Aug. 31—Annual meeting of Maine ThreeQuarter Century Club in Portland.
Sept. 4-9—tiuiwiier Conference at First
Baptist Church.
Sept. 5—-Labor Day.
Sept. 5-7—Bluehill Fair.
Sept. 5-8—Lewiston State Fair.
Sept. 12—City schools open.
Sept. 13-15—Monroe Fair.
* Sept. 14 Annual reunion Fourth Maine
Infantry, Second Maine Battery and Naval
Veterans, Rockland.
Sept. 21—First day of autumn.
Sept. 27-29—North Knox Fair, Union.
Oct. 4-6—Lincoln County Fair, Damaris
cotta.
Oct. 11-13—Topshaa Fair.
/
Oct. 18—Special State election on primary
law.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.

ON THE LAST LAP

ASSISTANT PASTOR
of

spoken for in connection with next
Church, Rockport.
Wednesday’s races there. Looks like
Aug. 11—South Thomaston Church mid
a very big day.
summer sale, supper and entertainment.
Aug

HEAR

10.30 and 7.15
• • * •

First Baptist Church

j

Rear Admiral Francis T. Bowles,
retired, died in Barnstable, Mass. :
As general manager of the Fore Riv- ,
er Shipbuilding Corporation he Sme
to Rockland on several occasions
with new ships which were having
builders' acceptance trials.

A fine bit of sign painting will be
on exhibition in front of the E. H.
Crie studio this afternoon.
It is a i
6x12 sign for George E. Allen, real
tor, of Camden and depicts three ,
homes done in colors.
It will be j
set at Ballard Park, Rockport.

Knox Lodge, I. O. O. F. will hold a
regular meeting Monday. All mem
bers interested in an Odd Fellows
picnic similar to the one held last
year are requested to be present.
Other business of Importance de
mands attention.

Capt. R. F. SavAe of Battery E.,
C. A., is drilling his men on the
out-of-door rifle range preparatory
to the State Rifle Shoot to be held in
Auburn next month. The. local boys
show marked improvement and Capt.
Saville expects great hings of the
meet.
The Portland Airport will be
ready within 10 days to enroll stu
dents for flying.
The 55 under
writers whp have made this airport
possible 'by guaranteeing tlie funds
for its development include H. X'.
McDougall of Rockland and Miles
Mank, formerly of Warren.

The Eastern Star Field day will
The Coast Guard was 137 years be held at Penobscot View Grange
old Thursday, and the local force ob hall, Glencove next Tuesday. Busi
served the occasion by making a ness meeting at 3 p. m„ followed by
Picnic . supjper
holiday of it.
Capt. De Coster, su- an entertainment.
Members
]>erintendent of this district cele served at 6 o’clock.
brated the anniversary by indulging please take sandwiches or pastry.
in his favorite sport—watching a Coffee will be furnished by the As
« . . »
sociation.
Social dance at 7.30.
Maine Coast League ball game.
While Mr. Emmons was in Egypt
with’ music by Dean's Orchestra. All
with the X’ew England Good Will
A copy of The Courier-Gazette, members are invited to attend. Guests Commission to Greece, he received
dated Tuesday, Oct. 20, 1891, and welcome ai usual.
tl^e 18th or Rose Croix degree at
printed on cotton cloth, came to
Athens, in recognition of the humaniThe annual athletic meet and ex
light yesterday while the basement
itarian work the Near East Relief
was being ransacked.
It had been hibition of Children’s Playground is doing, and which has made such
converted into a gipvn worn at some will be held Aug. 16 with valuable an impression on the people there
pageant—the identity of which may prizes for the winners <ft the- several that the feeling is remarkably good
be known to some reader of this events and a silver cup for the win toward the Americans and the Amer
ner of the greatest total number of
item.
ican government. Mr. Emmons was
points.
The prizes will be dis
In the Near East three months study
An interesting ceremony took played next week in the- window of ing and surveying the situation, and
place at the Northend’s new park the Willis I. Ayer clothing store. meeting government officials, educa
Tuesday morning when ‘‘Old Glory" There will be no admission, but tors and clergy.
was unfurled to the breeze.
E. E. adults will have an opportunity to
"There are 35.000 children still
Rankin and Dexter Simmons made throw a penny on the drum ifXso in
under our care," said Mr. Emmons,
and set the flag-pole and Capt. Allen clined.
“and 55 per cent of them are under
V. Sawyer raised the flag.
B. C.
The sheriff’s force yesterday was teen age; 33 per cent are under the
Perry has been appointed official
investigating the repor^of motorists age of 10 years. The children are
flag-tender.
that somebody had fastened a rope carried forward until they are 10
years of age, when they are prepared
Umpire Conway is also a fine sing to two trees so that it served as an
to take care of themselves.
er and in that capacity is a member obstruction in the main highway near
"Economic conditions are very bad.
of a quartet known»as Maine’s Har Mirror Lake. The rope broke when
mony Four, which has sung at State the car struck it, but nearly involved and in health situation though still
Fairs and gatherings of fraternal or a disaster. The act was that of bad is improving by reason of the
ganizations.
Rockland radio fans somebody with a perverted sense of sanitary measure! whSrfh, in self
may expect to hear this organization I humor, or may have -been intended protection, the Near East Relief of
on the Congress Square “mike" when as a holdup. The occupants of the ficials were oblig’d to put in force.
Corinth, Greece, has been absolutely
fall comes.
car were Eugene Clark and young freeii of malaria. In 1923 fully 96
lady friend.
per cent of the population suffered
This is the day ot the Three Quar
from that ailment.
ter Century Club gathering at Oak
Governor
Cobb
and
Senator
"Miss Mary Ryan, one of the New
land.
It will be a very informal af Gardner attended a meeting of the
fair designed to produce good feel executive committee of the Anti- England Relief nurses, organized the
ing and checker and horseshoe pitch Primary Association in Augusta this older boys into companies, which
ing county • champions to compete week, and saw a completion of the cleaned out the irrigation canals and
drained the ditch’s. Petroleum was
in the Portland meet August" 30. An State organization
The county
old fashioned picnic dinner will be committeemen were authorized to poured into stagnant pools of water.
in order with the contests following. appoint assistants, and call was is The government, much pleased with
State Representative George L. St. sued for an adjourned meeting at what was being der.e, placed com
panies of soldiers at the workers’
Clair is county chairman.
the Augusta House one week from
disposal and enacted laws to see that
next Tuesday.
"I am surprised to
While Judge Miler was return find how general the sentiment is in streets, wells and cisterns should be
ing from the Xorthend last night a favor of repealing the primary law,” kept clean. The city is now almost
Coast Guardsman in an evident state Senator Gardner told a Courier- 160 per cent free of malaria. The
of intoxication fell from the running Gazette reporter. "I find the peo- movement was so successful that the
board of an automobile and landed pel deeply interested, and ready to system is being applied to other
malarial sections ot Greece. Turkey
face downward on the sidewalk al take hold.
The only trouble is that
most at his feet.
The kindly judge sopie women do not understand the has asked for the advice of some of
asked the prostrate man if he could convention system, and seem to our sanitary experts.
“It is a great country with tre
be of assistance, and was informed think that it would bo taking 4way
mendous
resources.
The
war
that he could gt^ to a place which some of their rights."
smashed conditions which had ex
he hopes to avoid.
Yesterday the
isted there for centuries, and the
Coast Guardsman (George Pogletke
A Ford automobile, owned and
hy name, and a resident of Detroit, driven by Wendell Fifield, was in Near East which has been the bat
Mich.) was arraigned in Municipal collision with the Maine Central tleground of ages Is now disarmed
Court on the charge of drunkenness. freight train at the crossing on the of racial prejudices."
He declined to pay a fine, and was
Georges River road late Thursday
WASTE PAPER TONNAGE
given 30 days in jail.
night, and only the intervention of a
kindly Providence averted a tragedy.
From fifteen to thirty tons of
Walter Saunders, an employe of
the Camden & Rockland Water Co. The auto struck one of the freight waste paper are gathered weekly
was before Judge Miller, Thursday, ears broadside and was completely from some of the large office build
charged by State Patrolman Ebert demolished, Mr. Fifield being thrown ings in our big cities. Hotels of the
with rockless driving on Power some distance. John Andrews, who large type yield from two to three
House hill, Rockport.
His offense had been his companion a few sec tons daily, while metropolitan news
consisted of having “cut in" while onds previously, had succeeded in papers dispose of ten to twenty tons
Printing offices and
making the side of the hili, and being leaping from the motor ear without every day.
in collision with a Belfast grocery- resulting injury. Young Fifield who book binderies are also fruitful
is
a
son
of
William
A.
Fifield,
well
man's car.
Saunders was fined $10
sources of waste paper supply.
In
and costs, the latter amount being known in steamboat circles, was ta New York city alone there are 800
ken
to
Knox
Hospital
by
the
train
$11.78.
Saunders paid, but pri
dealers in waste paper, while thevately thought it a poor exchange crew. Dr. Fogg found that the vic city department of street cleaning
for the trip to Stonington which he tim had sustained no broken bones, collects about 17,000 tons weekly. Of
but that one arm was injured and this only 10 percent is destroyed. The
had planned to make.
that he was quite badly cut around rest is worked over and manufac
Home cooked food on sale every the head. His stay in the hospital tured into various types of paper and
Wednesday and Saturday at B. P. W. would be brief, it was stated yester cardboard.—Thrift Magazine.
Club, 449 Main street: Bread, rolls, day. Fifield and Andrews were re
Some people waste a lot of energy
cake, brownies, pies, pastry, beans, turning from a dance in St. George
cottage cheese, fudge, etc. Orders and did not see the train until too climbing mountains before they are
even in sight.
late, on account of the land fog.
solicited. Tel. 913-J.—adv. 89-99

WATCH AND WAIT
for BERMAN’S

Portable Typewriter

$60
Corona Four Standard Keyboard
Special Price For Teachers
• • • •

MILTON M. GRIFFIN
AGENT

ROCKLAND, MAINE
93-tf

BURPEE 6 LAMB

Great Work Done.

_____ >
With the hope and purpose of
cleaning up the Near East Relief
campaign at the earliest possible day.
arrangements are being made for a
final drive, in which Rockland as
well as other Maine cities will find
itself concerned. The work has been
in progress nearly 10 years, and “well
done” is going to be the verdict when
the final chapter is soon written.
Visitors in the city this week, in
this connection, were Charles H.
Emmons, regional director for New
England, who is a former pastor of
All Souls Church, Portland, and who
in 1907 addressed a Rockland congre
gation from the Universallst pulpit;
and "William Jessop State Director of
Near East Relief for Maine.
Their appearance here at this time
was to pave the way for a presenta
tion of the case to the churches in
the fall.
"In the beginning” Mr. Emmons
told a
Courier-Gazette reporter,
“there were 250,009 children in Rus
sian Armenia, Greece, Syria, Pales
tine, Egypt and Persia who claimed
the service of humanitarians. Of
this number 132,000 were absolute
orphans,
who have been given
schooling, trained in the trades and
started on their life. From 65,000 to
70,000 have been graduated to selfsupport.
Others were restored to
parents or other relatives who were
found in the refugee camps.
‘‘Eighty per cent of the boys and
girls have been taught agriculture in
all its branches, under the direction
of Prof. Morgan, head of the Colum
bia University agricultural depart
ment; and other experts. Senator
Capper of Kansas heads the commit
tee devoted to this work."

Showers of Bargains will be Shown over
Our Counters and Throngs will be Served
Here Wednesday. Read All About It in
Tuesday’s Paper.

Page Three

NEW ENGLAND CLOTHING HOUSE
FOR THE NEXT TEN DAYS
rwu

1
'

|

•'

my

From August 3 to August 15

udmua

Human rights have not been ob
tained without struggles. Prop
erty, equality before the law,
liberty of conscience, abolition of
slavery, establishment of repre
sentative government, public edu
cation, enfranchisement of wo
men—for these mankind has ever
had to fight. The founders of this
republic declared for the separa
tion of church and State.
Protestants have carried this
idea so far that our children are
taught little about God.
.Jewish boys and girls are
taught the cardinal truths held
by the Hebrews.
The Roman Catholic Church
watches jealously over her chil
dren.
We should re-establish our
family altars, put the Bible back
into our schools, and the ap
palling suicides of young scholars
will stop. Solomon said. “Train
up a child in the way he should
go, and when he is old, he will
not depart from it.”
W. A. H.
At the Congregational Churchy to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject “The Revela
tion of a Later Day.” The Pilgrim
Choir will sing. The Lord’s Supper
will be administered and new mem
bers will be received into the Church.
• • • •
First Church of Christ. Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o’clock. Sub
ject of lesson sermon. “Spirit.”
Sunday School at noon. The reading
room is located at 400 Main street,
over Daniels’ jewelry store, and is
open each week day from 2 to 5
o’clock.

♦ • ♦ *

WE WILL PLACE ON SALE

Men’s and Boys’ Suits
at 25% Discount
Blue Serge and Blacks not included in this Sale

: : Also : :

ONE LOT OF YOUNG MEN’S SUITS
That formerly sold at $30, $32, $35 and $38

NOW ON SALE AT
$10.00 EACH
This sale provides a fine opportunity for you to fit out your boy in a new suit
,

The Haapanen paintings, which |
have been attracting attention at
Knox Hotel, Thomaston, are* now be
ing shown at Island Inn, Monhegpn,
where, they are also receiving marked
notice, many of the pictures having
been painted on the island last sum- ;
mer and during the past winter when
an artist spent five weeks there. The
exhibition also includes a number of
pictures purchased by Arthur W.
Pierce of Dean Academy, a summer
resident, and loaned by him for the
exhibition.
Later the paintings will
again be shown at the Knox Hotel.

Rev. O. W. Stuart speaks at 10.30
at Littlefield Memorial Church to
morrow morning from the subject,
“The Adventure of Faith.” The music
will consist of an anthem “Awake,
Awake, O Zion” by the choir, and
BORN
a vocal duet “The Beautiful Garden
Holbrook—Rockland, Aug. 3, to Mr. and
of Prayer” by Miss Grace Dorman Mrs. William A. HoLbrook, a daughter—Doro
thy Alice.
and Mr. Stuart.

♦ ♦ ♦ •

for school ata real saving. .

THE DRIVEWAY PROBLEM
Neat, Permanent Driveways and Walks Present a
Much Desired Asset To Every Home

CRUSHED STONE
Is the Ideal Material, Economical and Lasting.
Price: $2.25 per ton in city limits

MARRIED

At St. Peter’s Church. Episcopal,
(Jordon-Hall—Union. Aug. 1, by Rev. E.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services S. I’fford, Eugene L. (Jordon and Mildred
for tomorrow will be appropriate for Hall, both of Rockland.
the Eighth Sunday after (Trinity;
Choral Eucharist and sermon at
10.30. At St. John Baptist Church,
Thomaston, Holy Communion at 8
o’clock; evensong and sermon at 7
p. m. The preacher at the choral
eucharist and at evensong will be
Rev. William R. McKean, assistant
to the rector of Christ Church, Phila
delphia.
• . . •
At Tratt Memorial Church Sunday
morning Mr. Dunstan will preach on
the "Omnipresence of God” and Miss
Crockett will be the soloist. Church
school meets at noon and the evening
service at 7.15 convenes for one
hour with bright congregational Sing
ing; the duet "Love Divine” by Ken
dal Green and Ruth Koster; also a
solo by Miss Crockett. "O May My
Walk Be Close With God.” A timely
message will be given by the pastor.
The Tuesday 7.30 prayer service
topic will be "Paul’s Letter To
Titus."

ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT UME CORP.
CEMENT, SAND AND BUILDING SUPPLIES

TELEPHONE 428

ROCKLAND, MAINE

94-tf

BUY YOUR

PIANO

iy ordering your

NOW—AND BUY RIGHT!

• • • «

Rev. R. G. Schell, assistant pdstor
of Tremont Temple, Boston, will
speak at the First Baptist Church
Sunday morning and evening. The
morning hour will be followed by the
Communion service. Sunday school
convenes at noon. In addition to
special music by the quartet, W. L.
Thompson will render two negro
spirituals at the evening service.
Mrs. Carl Cassens will be the leader
of the prayer meeting on Tuesday
evening nt 7.15. The summer con
ference is to be held from Sept. 4
to 9 with Prof. A. T. Robertson, I).
D„ of Louisville, Rev. J. C. Massee,
D. D., of Tremont Temple, Rev. E. C.
Herrick. D. D., of Newton, and Prof.
J. Gresham Machen, D. D. of Prince
ton as speakers.

Require* no
basement

Save* Time,
Work,
Money

during
Sunbeam

Saving

Showing How the Industry
Has Grown In Past Three
Years.
In view of the fact that blueberry
packing has come to be one of Knox
County’s chief industries the follow
ing despatch from Augusta will he
read with interest:
“Figures were given out Monday
by Charles M. White, chief of tlie di
vision of markets of the State De
partment of Agriculture, showing the
extent of the blueoerry crop for the
past three years. The blueberr y crop
is one of Maine’s most valuable
canning products and the^amount of
the crop varies from year to year
according to tlie climatic coniithms.
“From figures received from cali
ners it appears that Maine farnitrs
received from their blueberry crop
the sum of $295,119 in 1924, the sum
of $536,007 in 1925 and tlie sum of
$610,581 in 1926.
The fallowing
shows the number of bushels of Blue
berries bought, the price paid per
bushel, the number of cases c( No.
10, gallon me i .are, canned and the
number of case/ of No. 2, 20-ounce
measure canned, for the past three
years.
“Number of bushels bought—1924,
98,473; 1925, 157,272; 1926, 169,136;
average for the three years, 141,627.
“Price paid per bushel—1924, $3.00;
1925, $3.37; 1926, $3.61; average for
the three years, $3.33.
“Number of cases of No. 10, gallon
measure, canned—1924, 86,001; 1925,
146.694, 1926, 150,214; average for the
three years, 127,646.
“Number of cases of 2, 20-ounce
measure, canned—1924, 17,356; 1925,
21,971; 1926, 33,729; average for the
three years, 24,351.
“These figures represent the vol
ume of canning terries and does
not cover the income from berries
sold for Mabie purposes.”

New and Factory Reconditioned Pianos

Season

BLUEBERRY FIGURES

At Most Pleasing Prices

August lst./o 31st.
Here is an unusual oppor
tunity to obtain the'finest
Cabinet Heater built at
the lowest price ever offered.
Make a down payment of
only $5.00. Start paying
the balance later when
your Sunbeam is installed.
See us, today.
LOWEST PRICES ON
HOT AIR FURNACES

A. T. NORWOOD
91-S-100

These are in limited number at prices never before

equalled. Call us up or drop into our store at once.

Stonington Furniture Co.
L. MARCUS, Proprietor
313-318 MAIN STREET

-

TEL. 980

WARREN. ME.

USED
CAR
SALE
' « ’ •» V —
...
...71 J
a

AT BLACK BOOK VALUES
1-1923 DODGE COUPE

1-1924 FORD 4-DOOR SEDAN

1-1924 OVERLAND SEDAN

1-1923 OVERLAND TOURING

1-1921 REO TOURING

E. O. PHILBROOK & SON
632 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
W1LLYS-KNIGHT AND WHIPPET SALES AND SERVICE
,

The man who has no faitli in hu
man nature is not to he trusted.

ROCKLAND

'•

M-94
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get clothes whiter
this easy way

BULLETIN NO. XXVI.

ONE BIG CONCERT

GIRLHOOD TO
MOTHERHOOD

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE

SHERIFF'S SALE

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

Whereas John L. Eib kson and Asenath A.
Erickson, both of Union, iu tlie County of
Knox, ami State of Maine, by their mortgage
deed dated March 9th. 19S3. and recorded
in the Regbtrv of De»ls ft>- Knox County. In
Book 197. Page 323, conveyed to us the
undersigned;
A certain lot or parcel of land with the
buildings thereon, situated in Union, County
of Knox, and State of Maine, and bounded
as follows, to wll: Beginning at a stake and
stone, thence running West one hundred and
thirty three rods, thence North five rods to a
stake, thence West ninety four rods to Pettetigall St earn, thence northerly and easterly
by said stream to the town line, thence south
easterly on said .ine to a stake, thence by
Sibley’s land westerly about sixty rods to
corner, thence south to the first mentioned
iHHinds, containing one hundred and twentyfive acres, more or less.
Reserving from the above described lot a
parcel of land deeded to Merle Robbins, con
taining about one half acre, mo e or less.
And the woodlot sold to John Upham.
Being tlie same premises, conveyed by Wil
liam II. kbiHer to E. John and Matilda M.
Erickson, by deed dated March 23, 1921, re
corded in Book 188, Page 41o.
And Whereas, tlie condition of said mort
gage lias been brokm, Now Therefore, by
reason of a bread! of said condition thereof,
we Claim a Foreclosure of said mortgage.
Bated June 2<Mh. 1927.
FEDERAL UVND BANK.
of Springfield, Mass.
By B. C. REDONNBTT, Its Attorney.

STATE OF MAINE
County of Knox, ss.
July 23 1927.
Taken tills twent) fifth day of July, 1927,
on execution dated July twenty-five, 1927,
issued on a judgment rendered by the Su
preme Judicial Court for the (Ymnty of
Knox at the term thereof begun and held at
Rockland on the first Tuesday of April, 1927,
to wit on the tenth day of tho term, being tho
fifteenth day of April. 1927 in favor of George
H. Star ett of Tliomaston in said County of
Knox and against the bihahltants of tho
Town of Thomaston in raid County of Knox
for three thousand one hundred fifty and no
100 dollars ($3150.00) debt or damage and
one hundred five and 40-100 dollars ($105.40)
costs of suit and will be sold at public
auction at the Sheriff’s Office in the County
Building in said Rockland, to the highest
bidder, on the twenty fourth day of Novem
ber. 1927, at two o’clock In the afternoon,
tlie following described real estate situated
in said Thomaston, the proprietor thereof
known by me. the undersigned officer, to he
Lois iM. CTeigliton of said Thomaston, to
wit: Beginning at the southeast corner of
Joseph II. Jacob’s homestead lot at land of
George I. Robinson's heirs, thence southerly
by said Robinson’s heirs easterly line 160
feet to Gleason Street; thence easterly by
said Gleason Street to land of John G. Levensaler: thence northerly by said Levensaler's land to land of George W. Maxey;
thence westerly by line of said Maxey’s lot
to place of beginning; being the same prem
ises conveyed to Stephen B. Starrett by J.
II. Rines by deed recorded in Knox Registry
88-8-94 Book 43, Page 330.

To ,11 persons Interested in either of the
estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland. In
and for the County of Knox, on the 19th
day of July in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and twenty-seven and
lar Days—Other Matters.
Shall Not Die.
adjournment ’from day to day from the
■
•
Iowa Woman Found Lydia E. bv
19th day of said July. Tlie following mat
HY should I scrub my strength
Plans for this year’s Eastern Maine
Directory Library-Through the
ters having been presented for the action
Pinkham
’
s
Vegetable
Com

away when 1 can now soak clothes •
thereupon herelirafter indicated it is hereby
splendid co-operation of the Portland Music Festival, which for months
pound Always Helpful
whiter and brighter 1
Ordered:
,
,,
Directory Company, which is now have been the subject of earnest con
That notice thereof he given to all per
Rinso makes washday so easy. I just
arranging the Knox County Direc sideration and sympathetic spectilaVinton, Iowa.—"When I was sons interested, by causing a copy of this
soak the whole wash in its safe, creamy,
tory, the Chamber offic^is to be sup t‘on. finally and definitely crystallaed seventeen years old I had to orde* to be published three weeks auccesIvely in The Courier-Gazette. a newspaper
sterilizing suds—and 1 haven’t a bit of
stay at home published
plied with directories covering New Wednesday. At this time Director
at Rockland in said County, that
from school. I they may appear at a Probate Court to he
hard rubbing to do 1
England and the larger cities outside V.’i’liam R. Chapman’s withdrawal,
finally
had
toquit
held at said Rockland on the 16th day of
•
of
that
section.
AVe
have
already
in
made
necessary
by
the
condition
of
Dirt and stains float off in the rinsing.
school, I was so August A D. 1927 at nine o’clock in the
this office the following directories: his health, was formally accepted
Even the most soiled parts need only a
weak. I suffered forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see
Portland,
Oxford
County.
Auburnand
a
letter
to
this
effect
sent
him
by
gentle rub between the fingers.
forabout two cause.
lyewiston and Androscoggin County. Pres dent Stetson of the Festival
NETTIE A. ROBINSON late of Rockland,
Of course this 'gentle way saves the
years before I deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
Sanford and SpringvaJe, Westbrook- Association.
took Lydia F thereof asking that Letters Testamentary be
clothes. Saves me fuel and fuss, too; for
Gorhatn and
Windham, BangorIt was determined, also, that the
Pinkham’s Vege issued to John YV. Burns of Rock'and with
Rinso sterilizes without boiling.
Brewer-'Hampden-Old
Town
and great institution, which lias meant
table Compound, out bond he being the Exr. named in said
Orono,
Waterville-Fairfield-Oakland
so
much
to
Eastern
Maine,
shall
not
Why don’t you try Rinso next wash
then I picked up Wll.
and
Winslow,
and
the
Maine
Reg

CHARLES G. KIFF late of Rockland. de
be
allowed
to
die.
It
will
he
held
at
day? See for yourself how soft and sudsy
Rinso is all you need—no bar
one of your books ceased. Will and codicil and Petition for
ister.
These
directories
are
to
be
a date soon to be announced, but in a
it makes the water.
soaps, chips or powders.
and read it. I be Probate thereof asking that Letters Tert a
used only within the office and for simplified form. Instead of continuing
gan taking the mentary issue to Gilford B. Butler of South
reference, etc.
The Chamber has three nights, with two matinees,
without fond. he being the Exr.
medicine. Now I am a house Thomaston
named in said will.
agreed not to let ar.v of these direc there will be one big concert.
Soaks
keeper with six children, and
The Granulated
MARIE
L.
SNOWMAN late of Rockland,
tories he taken cut of the office
Artists for this one concert will I have taken it before each one
JAMES E. ROBERTS.
Clothes Whitet
Will and Petition for Probate
Soap
and if you wish to use them, please be engaged by Dr. Chapman, who is was born. I cannot tell you all deceased.
91-8-97
Deputy Sheriff Knox County.
thereof asking that betters Testamentary
don’t ask to remove them from the now in New York; but beyond this the good I have received from it. Issue to Etta C. Martin of Rockland without
Notices of Appointment
Chamber. This service of having all j De will take no part. Two who are When I am not as well as can be I bond, she being the Exx. named in Said Will.
CYRUS H. MANK late of Thomaston, de
I, Charles L. Veazle. Register of Probate
the
leading
directories at
the of wide reputation and who have take it. I have been doing this for
Will and Pe’ltioh for Probate thereof for the bounty of Knox, in the State of
Chamber will no doubt be used to a been prominently identified with past over thirteen years and it always ceased.
asking that Letters Testamentary issue to Maine, hereby ce tify that in the following
great extent and that is why we had festivals, are tinder consideration, helps me. I read all of your little Alice Mank of Thomaston, without bond, estates the persons were appointed Admin
istrators or Executors and »m the dates
the service installed. So, if you want although it is not possible to be more books 1 can get and I tell everyone she being the Exx. named in said Will.
OLIVER <L UFRMOXD late of Tliomaston. hereinafter Indicated :
to refer to a directory of another city
peciflc at this time. In the event I know what the Vegetable Com
deceased
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
of
ALEXANDER W. BATCHELDER late of
call the Chamber, and we probably that Dr. Chapman is unable to secure pound does for me."—Mrs. Frank Will and for Administration wHh tlie will Warren,
Don’t suffer with headaches, Loss of Sleep, Rheumatic or Neuralgia
deceased. June 7. 1927. Ruth B.
47-53 North Market Street
)
Sellers,
510
7th
Avenue,
Vinton,
have
one
available.
their
service
—
although
it
is
prac

Pains—Take
annexed asking that George E. Le-mond of S:a< kpnle of Augusta, was appointed Admx.
37-42-46 Merchants Row
>
Thomaston or some other suitable person and qualified by filing bond on July 2. 1927.
Dollar Days—Last year the retail tically certain that at least one of Iowa.
Many girls In the fourth genera be appointed Admr. c. t. a. without bond,
CHARLES A StM’MONS late of Union, de
stores working through the Mer them can be engaged—others of
BOSTON. MASS.
flic Exr. named in said will having declined ceased. July 3. 1927. Lucy 'M. Simmons of
chants’ Committee of the Chamber of equal prominence will be substituted. tion aro learning thru their own the trust.
Union
was appointed Exx. without bond.
Comimerce. held a special selling Assurance is given that there will be personal experiences the beneficial
HELEN M BICKNELL late of Rockland,
RF.BWX A J GLIDDBN late of Vlna’haven.
event called Dollar Days and this no lowering of the standard which effects of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege deceased. Will and Petition for Probate of deceased. July 7. 1927, Daniel H. Glidden of
table
Compound.
Mothers
who
took
Will
and
for
Administration
witli
tlie
will
No Opiates, Morphine, Chloral or Cocaine. No bad after effects.
year p’ans are getting under way for for 30 years has made the Festival
Vlnalhaven was appointed Admr. c. t. a. and
it recommend it to their daughters annexed asking that Pytnani P. Bicknell of qualified by filing bond on the same date.
Small Tablets in neat box. Insist on Ballard's.
a similar event to be held Thursday known throughout America.
Rockland or some other suitable person be
Prompt Returns on
as
a
dependable
medicine.
ELLA J. JARVIS late of Rockland, de
and Friday, Sept. 1 and 2. The
appointed Admr. c. t. a. without bond, the
The choruses of Eastern Maine—
ceased. July 11. 1927. Frank A. Richardson
Exr. named in said will having deceased.
money that will be spent in coopera
hich. despite the uncertainty, have
of Rockland was appointed Admr. and quali VEAL, LIVE AND DRESSED POUL
MARCBLLl’S M. PARKER late of Rock fied by filing bond on tlie same date.
tive advertising is raised as a fund ehearsed faithfully all winter—will
land, deceased, Will and Petition for Probate
TRY, BUTTER AND EGGS
entirely separate from the Chamber’s be assembled on the stage. What
MARY ELLEN SULLIVAN late of Rock
of
Will and for Administration witli the will
VINALHAVEN
• '• /
regular account. In order to receive will he done toward engaging an o’-annexed asking that Marcellus E. Parker of land, deceased. July 19, 1927. James M. Sulli
Haverhill. Mass., or some other suitable van of Boston. Mass, was appointed Admr. Weekly Market Reports on Request
the full benefit and tie-in with the chestia has not yet been determi
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lemon of person be appointed Admr. c. t. a. without without bond Walter H. Butler of Rock
general advertising it is essential nated; but whether or not the mu
bond, no Exr. having been named in said land, Agent In Maine.
In Business Over Fifty Years
that you are listed as an official store sicians come from New York, every Pratt. Kansas, with son George and will
JOSEPHINE ('. CROCKETT late of Vinal
•
daughters
Dorothy
and
Betty
Jane
and that is only possible by contri consideration will be given to this
VITTRICE H THOMAS late of Elizabeth haven, deceased. June 14. 1927. Charlotte C.
62S67
irtived Wednesday for a visit with town Illinois, deceased, authenticated copv Bray of Vlnalhaven was appointed Admx.
buting to the special fund.
part of the program.
Mrs. Lemons parents, Mr. and Mrs. of will and petition for probate thereof, to and qualified by filing bond July 19, 1927.
Airport Committee—Few members
And so—it rnay he the Indian sum Thad C. Carver
gether with a petition for the p obate of
M. ADBL1A ALLEN late of Thomaaton. de
•
have known that the Chamber has mer of the Festival that Bangor and
Will asking that the copy of said will ceased. July 19. 1927. Lucy Alien Tobey
Arrivals this week include Mrs. El Foreign
may be allowed filed and recorded in the of Thomaston was appointed Admx. Yvithout
been working for sometime on the Eastern Maine have known for 3n
liott Hall and young son David from Probate Court of Knox County and that Let bond.
proposition of an airport for Rock years, but it will be. if loving and
Springfield. N. J., who are visiting ters Testamentary be issued to Arthur Dean
SADIE S HINCKLEY ’ate of Tliomaston.
land. This committee has been look disinterested service can so make
of Rock’and without bond, he beiug the 'Exr. deceased. July 29. 1927. Fred S. Hinckley of
her mother, Mrs. Mary L. Arey.
named in said will.
ing for a place that would be suitable
Thomaston was appointed Admr. and quali
a glorious Indian summer. And
Mrs. Helen Arey. who has bee»n the
ESTATE OF MARY A. RK"HAROS late of fied jby filing bond on the same da'e.
for an airport but have not as yet there is pride and pleasure in the guest of Mrs. Emma Green, left Fri
St. George, deceased. Petition for Admin
MAY LOUISE HURD late of Owl’s Head
met with success. *Any suggestions thought that Bangor and Eastern day for Augusta.
Enroute she will istration asking that Lona E. Kinney of St. deceased.
.Tulv 19. 1927. Alvin H. Hurd of
should be passed along to the office Maine refuse to let so glorious an visit her daughter in Portland.
eo ge or some other suitable person be ap- Owl’s Head was appointed Admr. and quali
ind relayed to the committee, the institution die, even though this has
fied by filing bond on the same date.
Mrs. E. G. Carver was hostess to po'nted Admx without bond.
members of which are George W happened jn Portland and Western a party of friends at her summer
ESTATE OF EMILY J. THURSTON late of
nrEROtN P. CROUSE late of St George,
Appleton, deceased. Petition for Administra deceased. July 19. 1927. Henry Crouse of
Snow, chairman. Adriel V. Bird. Wil Maine.—Bangor Commercial.
cottage See-All Wednesday.
tion asking that Bessie L. iNorwood of Rock'and was appointed Admr without bond
liam D. Talbot. Charles H. Berry and
E C. McIntosh, the grocer of the Rockldhd or some other suitable person be
Here is a really dependable tire
WIXNiFRBD M GRYNT late of S George,
Frank S. Rhodes.
Sunshine Store, has moved his appointed Admx. without bond.
deceased. July 19. 1927. (Hlford B. Butler of
at a price that will open your
Information Bureau—The Informa entire expense of giving the lecture stock into O. P. Lyons’ store for the
ESTATE OF HARRIET T SNOW late of South Thomaston was appointed Admr. and
eyes—USCO.
tion Bureau is as successful this year was paid for by the Chamber so that present while the building is under Rockland, deceased. Petition for Administra qualified by filing bond on the same date.
tion asking that Eva D. Snow of Rockland
Telephone 723-M
is it was last in keeping people there would be no admission charge going repairs.
XMN r Ml \NT late of I ni«m. •
or some other,., suitable person be appointed
Made by the United States Tire
July 19. 1927. Abbie F. Blake of Union was
feeling good towards the city by se of any kind. In addition to this talk,
Admx.
without
bond.
84-a-t(
Henry Ewell and family have
appointed Admx. without bond.
Com pany - and carrying the name,
curing the information they want. the Rockland Boys’ Band rendered moved into Mrs Harriet Hopkins
ESTATE OF ALONZO SIOENSPARKER
LELIA
S.
PAYSON
late
of
Hope
deceased.
late of Warren, deceased. Petition for Al
trade-mark and full warranty of
An illustration of this: Recently a a number of selections that drew the house on Atlantic avenue.
lowance filed by Sarah H. Sldenspa-ker July 19. 1927. George F. Tav’or of Belfast
salesman while talking with one of applause of the audience for the ex
the makers.
Mrs Luella Holmes of Swan’s praying that she may be given an allowance was appointed Adrn^ without bond
the local store owners mentioned the cellent way they were given.
REUEL ROBINSON late of Camden, de
Island is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. more than she is by law entitled to.
You can depend on them for
Community Chest Drive—Since our Charles Young.
fact that he was going into Aroos
ESTATE up MERLE M ROLLINS late of ceased. July 19. 1^27. Blanche A. Robinson
ast Bulletin the Community Chest
deceased, Petition for Allowance of Camden was appointed Exx. without bond.
took County but did not know jus
wear—you take no chances on
A novel feature of the lawn party Rockland,
YVILLIAM L. ALLEN late of St. George,
by Howard E. Rollins, praying that he
the way and places to stop. The Drive has come and gone. YVhile the to be held Aug. Il on the lawn of filed
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
getting your money’s worth.
may be given an allowance more than he is deceased. July 19, 1927. Cynthia M Honklns
IN EFFECT JUNE 29. 1927
store owner seut him to the Infor amount of the budget, >16,000 was Mrs. Clara Pendleton will be a bridge by law entitled to.
<>f St. George was appointed Exx. without
VINALHAVEN LINE
not
completely
raised,
it
is
felt
that
bond.
Come in and let us quote you
mation Bureau at the Hotel Rock
contest played progressively.
All
ESTATE
OF
MARGERY’
HORTBNSE
Steamer leaves V'wialhaveii dally except
ALICE SULLIVAN late of Rockport, de Sunday at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Ar
land for his information. 'When the with the assistance of those who those interested in playing please PHILBROOK of Owl’s Head, petition for li
prices on your size.
ceased. July 19. 1927. Annie M. Mank <»f riving at Rockland at 8.30 A. M. and 2.30
to sell real estate filed by Alice 1. Phil
salesman had received the informa were out of town or not seen, a suf get in touch with Mrs. Della Sim cense
brook of Owl's Head. Guardian, asking that Thomaston was appointed Exx. without bond. P. M.
tion in the same manner as the other ficient amount will be raised to carry mons or Mrs. Adi Creed, who have she may be licensed to sell at private sale
ALBERT B WATEKMAiN late of South
Return Leaves Roekland af 9.30 A. M.
inquirers he went back to the local on. However, if you have not
barge of the drive.
A unique certain real estate situated in Owl’s Head Thomaston, deceased. July 21. 1927.’Harry direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at 11.00 A. M.
belonging
to
said
ward
and
described,;
in
said
pledged
and
you
should,
don
’
t
hesi

Leaves Rockland (Tillson’s Wharf) at 3.00
L. YY’aterman of South Tliomaston was ap
store, sought out the owner and im
prize will be offered for the* highest petition.
pointed Admr. and qualified by filing bond on 1’. M. • and Maine Central Wharf at 3.15 for
mediately began to tell of the won tate to call the Chamber office. The score.
North Haven and Vlnalhaven.
,
ESTATE OF B. ELSWORTH SPEAR late the same date.
filling
of
the
Chest
is
a
civic
duty
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Persson of of Warren, deceased, fhtithm for Distribution
derful service he had received, and
HELEN M. DUNBAR fate of Warren, de $* June 27th to September 24th, inclusive.
he wished every town and city would ind you should do your share.
Elizabeth. N. J., and son Eric are filed by Nancy H. Spear Exx.
ceased. July 19, 1927. Parker S. Merriam of STONINGTON ANO SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island daily except
Kelp Industry—While we have al guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Eric
ESTATE OF B. BLSWORTH Spear late of Owl’s Head was appointed Admr. wi.hout
establish bureaus so as to get the
Sundays at 5.30 A. M.. Stonington at 6 30,
Warren, deceased. Petition to I>ete"inine In bond.
right information quickly. As a re ways referred to the kelp industry it son.
North
Haven at 7.30; due at Rockland about
heritance Tax filed by Nancy H. Spear Exx.
RUFUS (’. SUMNER late of Thomaston, de
3.30 A. M
Relatives at Dr. W. If. Lyford’s the
suit of the experience the salesman will hereafter be known as the
ceased. July 26. 1927. Fred S. Hinckley of
ESTATE
OF
WILLIAM
POOLEY
late
of
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1 30 P. M.,
will always remember Rockland fav Plastic, Inc., as that is the name of past week were Mr. and Mrs. Ed St. George, deceased. Petition ito Determine Thomaston was appointed Admr. and <jualiNorth Haven at 2.30. Stonington at 3.40; due
His parents Mr. and Inheritance Tax filed by Myrna E. Hupper fied by ttiing bond on thejsams date.
orably and the store owner has be the corporation. To many people ward Lyford.
to arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.00 P. M.
EDWARD W. HARKNllsS late of Walpole,
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
come convinced of the value of the this plant is a mystery as the news Mrs. George D. Lyford are in town Exx.
ESTATE OF MARGARET MURPHY’ late of Mass., deceased. June 21, 1927. Geo ge E.
bureau. If you want information papers have said little concerning it. from Atkinson.
Harkness
of
Dorchester,
Mass.,
was
appointed
Rockland,
deceased,
Petition
to
Determine
Mr. ane Mrs. Rae Burnham of Mil- Inheritance Tax filed by Anna C. YYTilte Exx. Admr. without bond. Wilson A. Merriam of
sometime call the bureau and the but that is due entirely to the superMAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Appointed Agent in Maine.
.excellent service will convince you ntendent here who prefers not to tan, Mass., are guests of her sister,
ESTATE OF WILLIAM H McLAIN late of Union
Attest :
Trains Leave Rockland for
say a word until all the laboratory Mrs.
Charles
Libby.
Maurice Appleton, Pet Ilion for License to sell Real
of the merits of the bureau.
Augusta,
t9.
40 a. m., tl.lOp. m., to.40 p. tn.
9
1-S
97
CHARLES
L.
VEAZIE.
Register.
Publicity—The Publicity Commit formulas have been put on a com Creed, who has been visiting his Estate filed by George W McLain of AppleBangor,
40 a. m., fl.10 p. tn., |5.40 p. m.
ton, Admr. asking that he may be licensed
mercial
producing
basis.
The
time
aunt,
Mrs.
Libby,
has
returned
to
Boston,
tG.50
a. tn., f9.40 a. m., fl.10 p. m.,
tee had prepared a new publicity
to sell at public or p ivate sale certain real
15.40 p. m.
will soon arrive when the news will Boston.
scheme to show our guests our wel
estate belonging to ;;ald deceased, situated
Brunswick, f6.50a. m., 9.40 a. m., fl.10 p. tn.,
Margaret Conley of Medford, Mass in Appleton and described in said petition.
come by having a card which reads be released a9 to what the firm will
15.40 p. tn.
Lewiston, f6.50 a. tn., fl.10 p. tn.
make, the number to be employed is the guest of Mary Daniels at the
ESTATE OF ELLIE DYER of Vlnalhaven
as follows:
Rockland, Me.
New York, fl.10 p. m., t*5.40 p.m.
Petition for License lo sell Real Estate filed
home of her uncle, O. P. Lyons.
and other interesting information.
Philadelphia, C*5.40 p. m.
by Christopher S. Roberts of Rockland.
L. R. Smith & Co. are holding a Guardian,
Membership Committee — During
Portland,,f6.50 a. m., f9.40 a. m., fl.10 p. m.,
asking that be may be licensed 'o
15.40 p. tn.
VISITORS TO ROCKLAND
the past month Frank H. Smith of store-wide clearance sale for one sell at private sale certain real estate be
Washington, C*5.40p. m.
longing to said ward, situated in Vlnalhaven
eek. starting today.
the Lawrence Portland Cement Com
YOU ARE WELCOME
Waterville,
|9.40 a. m., tl 10 p.m., t5.4O p. tn.
Wednesday, at The Igloo. Mrs. and described In said petition.
pany notified the Membership Com
Woolwich, f6.50 a. in., f9.40 a. tn., fl.10 p. m.,
ESTATE
OF
EVELYN
F.
ELWELL
of
If you want to know what to
t5.40p.tn.
Montilieu
Grindie
gave
an
all
day
mittee that it would increase this
Rock’and. Petition for License to sell Real
f Daily, except Sunday, t Daily, except Saturday.
see. what to do, where to go and
arty in honor of the following out Estate filed by Mabie II Colson of Rockland.
membership to 10 putting them on
* Carries no coaches. Pullman passengers only,
how to get there, call our Infor
of
town
members
of
the
Silent
SisGuardian, asking that she may be licensed to
the same basis as the Rocklai d &
except coach between Rockland and Portland.
at private sale certain real estate be
mation Bureau—A Privilege for
C Daily, exceptSat. to July 4, inc., and Aug. 23 to
Rockport Lime C>n>. and the Central ers: Mrs. Ira Smith of New Orleans, sell
longing to said ward, erituated in lslesboro
Sept. 25, inc., Tues., Thurs. and Sun., July 7 to
us and a convenience for you.
Mrs.
B
r
n
K.
Smith
of
Augusta,
Mrs.
Maine Power Company. This was
and described in said petition.
August 21, inc. Will not run Sun. July 3.
Buy Three Crow Spices. Honest
very good news to the officers and Mary Daniels and sister Miss TheESTATE OF AUBERT L. THURSTON late
We Are Here To Serve
esa
McKenna
of
Medford.
Mass.,
of Union, deceased. Petition for Administra
directors as it proves conclusively
Quality. Honest Weight.
Rockland Chamber of Commerce
nd Miss Carrie Pendleton of Brook tion asking -that Bessie L. Norwood of Rock
that business today realizes that
Sanitary Packages. Pure.
land,
or
some
other
suitaible
person
be
ap

Rockland. Maine
The day was a most pointed Admx. without bond.
every live city must have a Chamber line, Mass.
Phones
of Commerce to serve the Community enjoyable one and the fire was kept
ESTATE OF FRANCES M. DILLINGHAM
M. Marieta Shibles, M. A.
Information Bureau SO"
burning
brightly
by the wood chop
late of Houston, Texas, deceased, authenti
and at the same time realize that
Certificates and diplomas from Unlv.
Chamber of Commerce 860
per
from
New
Orleans,
who
wielded
cated copy of will and p-obate proceedings
they must support a Chamber to
of Grenoble, La Sorbonne, Dijon and
the bob-handled axe with such dox- in the State of Texas, together with a pe
make it a success.
Columbia.
tition for probate of Foreign Will asking that
(N. Y. State Regents permanent
Dues—AVe are starting now on the eritv that it called f< rth many hu
the copy of said will may be allowed, filed and
and it will be placed in the room of
certificate)
morous remarks.
recorded in the Probate Court of Knox County
ninth
month
of
the
Chamber's
fiscal
the various hotels ard stopping place
Tel. Camden 33-11
82-97
and
tnar
Letters
Testamentary
be
issued
to
Mrs. Sada Robbins entertained
year
and
there
are
a
few
unpaid
of the traveling public.
Edwin K Dillingham. Harris County, Texas,
friends at bridge and luncheon last without
memberships.
If
you
are
one
you
bond,
Gen. Lord’s
Lecture—Before
Tuesday at her home in honor of her
ESTATE OF THERESA R GRTNDBL late
large audience at the High School recently received a statement, please ister, Mis. Hilma Webster, whose
"f Rock'and, deceased. Petition for Distri
o. k. it for payment. The financial
Auditorium July 29, Gen. Lord. Di
birthday fell upon that date. Mrs bution filed by Janies F Grindel Admr.
lector of the Bureau of the Budget standing is low this time of year.
ESTATS OF THERESA R. GRINPHL. first
TF.L. 121
ROCKLAND.
54 PARK ST.
Solicitors—Tor the past month the Webster was pleasantly remembered and
spoke on "The Nation’s Business
final account filed for allowance by
400 Main Street
RoeklanS
with gifts.
James F. Grindel Admr,
This address was cue of the best ever Chamber has been receiving from one
Harold Smith arrived from Ro-ston
Opp.
Thorndike
Hotel.
Tel.
339ESTATE OF •MURIEL ALICE BRACKETT
USeD CAR IS ONLY AS □E-PE-NOABL&
presented under the Chamber of to three calls a week about solicitors Friday and is the guest of his par
CS"» Hou,rs: 9 to 12—1 to 5
of Palmer. Mass., Petition for License to
in town. Nearly all of which were
Commerce
and
it
is
with
regret
that
AS THE- DEALER. WHO SELLS IT
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Smith
sell Rea! Estate filed by Charles S. Talmadge
Evsnlngs by Appointment
'•very member of the Chamber was of a questionable character or at
Guests at Mrs. E. C. Urquhart’s of Palmer, Mass., Guardian, asking that he
not present to hear the speaker. The least unethical in sales methods. As ire Mr. and Mrs. Burton Lenfest of may be licensed to sell at public or private
sale the whole of said real estate belonging
a result the Chamber and the Police
New York and Mrs. Elverette Blake to said ward situated in Union and described
Department who work in close co
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)
in said petition.
jf Boston.
operation on these matters have been
Mrs. Harry Dailey, who has bf’en
Accounts Filed for Allowance in the follow
Osteopathic Physician
$
fairly successful in getting the so he guest of her sister, Mrs. W. F ing esta’es:
By Appointment Only Tel. 136
licitors out of town. However, every Lyford, has returned to Rockland
ESTHER G. DAVIS, first, filed by Isabella
35 Limerock Street
Rockland
H. Griffin, Admx.
one should call the Chamber Office
Walter and John Pendleton left
WILLIAM TOOLEY’, first and final, filed
immediately when a solicitor has Friday for Boston.
Graduate of American School of
by
Myrna
E.
Hupper.
Exx.
been into your place of business on
Osteopathy
Mrs: Charles Haskell and grand
ISADORFr YOUNG, *first and final, filed by
residence %» that we can immediately children Harold and Margaret Has
Ray M. Beverage.
check up and locate them.
kell of Portland are guests of Mr.
GFORGE P. YVOTTON. first, filed by Ed
Chamber of Commerce,
mund A. Wotton. Admr.
and Mrs. Frank Haskell.
S. S. Lord, Secretary.
CHARLES B BARNES, first and final,
Miss Lillian Ross expects to leave
Office Hours: 1 to 2 and 7 to 1 P. M.
Monday for Augusta, where she will filed by Elmer L. True. Admr
B. BARNES, first and final, filed
A SAD HOMECOMING
be the guest of Miss Charlotte Begg«. byELLEN
685 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND
Residence until 9 A. M., and by
Earner L. T ue, Admr.
The housekeepers at Union Church
MARGARET MURPHY, first, filed by Anna
125-tf
Tai. S37-W
Abie” Bromfield of MacMillan Ex Circle, Thursday, were Mrs. Fred
Appointment. Telephone 184
('. White. Ex .
pedition Finds Mother Has Died.
Brown. Mrs. Marie Teele. Mrs. Abbie
ALBERT I. MATHER, first and final, filed
THOMASTON. ME.
Several House and Cottage Lots in good location.
Creed and Mrs. Lide White.
by Gilford B. Butler, Exr.
The best farm I have had put up for sale—
Returning to hi3 home at Jack
Mrs James Warieham of Mont
ESTATE OF CHARLES A. JAMESON, first
Eight-room house, large barn; 70 acres large pine
Lane’s Bay. 30 miles north of Hope- clair, N. J., arrived Thursday and is and final, filed by Lydia A. Jameson, Exx.
1 Special Farm with store, gravel pit, 100 acres
dale, Northern Labrador, Abram the guest of her sister, Mrs. L. R.
lumber lot; 200 cords hardwood; cuts about 18
Witness, EBWARI) K. GOULD, Esquire,
Judge of Probate Court for Knox County,
Bromfield, dog driver and interpre Smith.
land with wood, 5 acres blueberries. Low price,
tons hay; 3'/2 acres all planted; the best of land;
Rockland, Maine.
Graduate of American 8chool of
ter for members of Donald B. Mac
Dr. Hutchinson of Pennsylvania! Attest: < HARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
all farming tools to work with; one truck. All

Chamber of

Commerce

Is Bangor Determined That the
Again Arranging For Dol
Eastern Maine Festival

W

Rinso

SOOTHES ALL PAIN

Ballard’s

Golden
Headache

N. E. Hollis & Co.

Tablets

Commission Merchants

E CAN '
SAVE YOU

Farm», City Hornes^
Cottages, House and
Cottage Lots, General
Real Estate.

MONEYS

EARLE LUDWICK

38 Chestnut St. Rockland

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.

usco

United States Tires

are Good Tires

Geo. M. Simmons

□□MINE BACK

French Tutor

We figure this way: The man
who gets a better Used Car than
he believed it possible to get, is
coming back some day for a new
Dodge Brothers Car.

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist

DYER’S GARAGE. INC.

M

A

c Wafa ?

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

A and B Power Units

V. F. Studley Co.

Radio Supplies

ROCKLAND, MAINE

283 MAIN STREET

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

ALFRED P. CONDON

REAL ESTATE

FRED S. MARCH

|2650.

$b,OCO. Must be sold at once, family leavign town.
On Atlantic Highway, near schools, church and

stores.
76 Homes; all size Lots; also some acreage with
them

22 Cottages, almost any location
Properties. Florist land and
Buildings
Very small down payments, the rest as rent.

Several

Business

1 Cottage, fine location, Crescent Beach, with
bathroom and fireplace. To be sold at once, $1400.
In Waldoboro, near school and store; Farm, good
buildings; 85 acras land; plenty wood and hay;
6 cows. 3 horses, 3 hogs, all farming wagons and
sleds; all farming tools; gardens all planted. Must
be sold at once; will take mortgage.

35 Farms, all sizes, almost any location.

I

Tell us what and where you want your home or cottage. If we haven t it we can
get it. List your property with us for quick sale. We will pay cash for any

property that is saleable.

millan’s Arctic expeditions , in recent
years, found that his jnother had
died during his eight months' visit to
the United'States.
Death came a few weeks before
the schooner Bowdoin. on which he
left here a month ago, arrived at
Nain, near which point a scientific
station is being erected, a radio
message from Charles S. Sewall of
Wiscasset, a member of the party
reported.
Bromfield. as a guest of Lieut
Com. MacMillan, visited during his
first contact with American civiliza
tion radio shows in Boston, New
York and Chicago, and was enter
tained extensively by friends of the
explorer.
*

will fill the pulpit at Union Church
Sunday in the absence of the pastor.
[What this country needs, along
Rev. A. G. Henderson.
with a good five-cent cigar, is a liveMembers of the O. E. S. please cent appetite.
keep in mind the date of the Knox
County Field Day to be held at
Penobscot View (’.range hall, Glencove. Tuesday, Aug. 9.

THE COOLfDGES LIKE

Pleased with their summer reslidence in the Black Hills, President
ind Mrs. Coolidge appear to be con
tent to remain at leant until .Labor
Day, Sept. 5. Their son, John, is
expected to reach the jgme lodge
about Aug. 15 or soon as he can
after his classes close at the Univer
sity of Vermont’s summer session.
A woman wouldn’t care to he an It has been said that his parents
invalid if she couldn’t talk of her hope to have him for a three weeks’
visit.
ailments.

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

Sincp 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the fami
lies of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tel. Day 450; Night, 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Cemetery Memorials
PARK 8TREET, ROCKLAND

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician

Oetoopathy
By Appointment Only Tel. 323
38 Summer Street
Roekiand

C. S. ROBERTS
H. M. de ROCHEMQNT

Attorney

PLUMBING, HEATING

Announces opening of office In Odd
Fellows Block, Opp. Poetoffice.
Tol. 470
Room 6-6-7

106 Pleasant Street,
Rockland
Telephone 244-W

te.tf

CHICHESTER SPILLS
L W. McCartney
Plumbing and Heating
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Telephone 986-W
142-every Sat-tf

TUB DIAMOND BRAND.
Ladleet Aak your T
Cbl«4>beo*tor*u Dtam

A

dlaH6ndai<rand PL
yean known as Best, Safest, Always II

SOtOBVDRWHilSiSEVtRYWIlEtt

Every-Other-Day
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RUDY

TO MAIL ORDERS

We carry a grade of Gasoline to fit your car

FURNACE

SERVICE

LUCKY TO HAVE IT

Rockland To Be Congratu
D. L. McCarty, Registered
Druggist, Gives Special Famous* Heaters Are Installed^ ByMen Who Study AU
lated On Fine Newbert
Problems
—
Care
In
the
Building
Is
Essential.
Attention To That Branch.
Restaurant.

Visitors to this city are unan
One of the oldest drug stores
This winter will be another nace or a one-pipe unit is of vital
imous in their praise of Newin Knox County is the well
“Rudy” success.
The famous importance and upon proper bert’s fine restaurant, which is
known Pendleton Pharmacy in
Rudy heaters have been installed engineering depends much of located in Main street, near the
the heating efficiency.
A heater foot of Park, in the very heart of
Rankin block.
It was founded
in many additional homes the
too large overheats a house and the business and shopping dis
by the late Charles 11. Pendleton
past year and gave even addi burns excessive fuel while one
who was a pioneer in tiie field
trict.
The restaurant caters
tional satisfaction over and above too small cannot successfully heat
and built up a great business fea
particularly to the man or woman
turing the famous Pendleton’s that claimed. The old Rudy in the rooms in extreme weather who wants an excellent, medium
stallations, and many are of very and the forced draft and extra
Panacea.
The store, rich in its
priced, plentiful meal of well
long service, continue to give tlie work demanded is bad for the
traditions of public service, has
cooked, carefully selected foods.
time-honored satisfaction.
This heater, wasteful of fuel and very
always been located in the same
Particular care is taken as to
z
is due largely to the type of con dangerous as a fire hazard.
It cleanliness and pleasant, prompt
place, the middle store of Rankin
struction of the furnace itself goes without saying that even
block at the Northend.
Gener
service.
which uses only the very finest with the best one-pipe heater in
ations have trailed each other to
“We are served better food at
of iron in i,ts foundries and ex the world no efficiency can be ob
it for drug store service, always'
cheaper rates at the Newbert
acts absolute precision from its tained if the register is not scien
with satisfaction, and today the
Restaurant, than at any other
workmen on every part.
The tifically placed, but tends to
store is probably at its zenith of
cafe in the city,” is the general
special fire bowls are so con produce one or two rooms
104 Park Street
Rockland
popular favor.
comment of all local patrons.
structed as to avoid danger of unbearably hot and the others at
D. L. McCarty, Registered
The steaks, chops and fish are
cracking.
Their construction zero temperature.
Druggist, the sign reads over
always fresh and of the first
allows for expansion in such a
See Sleeper Bros, and get the quality obtainable, mid it is said
the door and that is the
manner that they are gas proof ideal result, a perfect furnace of
name of the popular proprietor,
by many that “Dick serves the
and the annoyance and very real exactly the right size for your
David L. McCarty who has been
most delicious Mayonnaise I ever
danger of coal gas escaping does particular house with the register
connected with the store for 13
tasted.”
RUGS AND CARPETS
Clean Uj5 and Paint Up
not exist in the Rudy.
or registers located in the right
years and for the past two years
Newbert’s is one of the few
SHAMPOOED
We have the Highest Quality of
A very special advantage the place or places, thus securing a
has
been
managing
owner.
Mr.
places, perhaps the only restau
Send Us One For Trial
PAINT AND VARNISH
Rudy has over all rivals is in maximum of comfort at a mini
McCarty is no novice at the game
rant in the city which serves the
For Every Purpose
Let Us Show You What Fine
the very long exjterience of the mum of expense through the
rather
a
veteran
of
35
years
serv

Results We Can Attain
food all on separate platters, in
local agents, Sleeper Rros., in years.
The Rudy trade mark stead of all on one plate, which
Lymebumer & Annis
ice who understands the public’s
furnace
installation
and
in
says “Rudy, made in Dowagiac fact appeals to people of dis
PEOPLES LAUNDRY
672 Main St.
Rockland
wants and their fulfillment.
exactitude with which heating by those who know how,” and to
Phones 583-W—223-J
Limerock Street
Phone 170
In line with this Mr. McCarty
crimination.
cajipcities and volumes are fig it might be added “Installed in
has modernized the store and
Summer visitors from Boston
ured.
The proper engineering Rockland by those who know
brought its lines up to fill pres
and New York frequently re
of the installation of a pipe fur how.”
ent day requirements.
He
mark that the quality and prices
DAVID L. McCARTY
makes a special drive on mail
are better than those of their
BEAUTIFUL HOME
scheme of ivory and white ob home cities, and never fail to
REGISTERED DRUGGIST
order business, giving all orders
4
___
taining throughout.
The room lunch at the restaurant when
DRUGS, SUNDRIES, PATENT MEDICINES, DOCTORS’ AND
by mail his personal and careful
HOUSEHOLD PRESCRIPTIONS
attention.
Every mail order is Deborah L. Barron Has Fine is lighted by a group of large passing through Rockland.
MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED
filled by return mail and a most
Millinery Establishment windows opening into the south
PROMPT AND CAREFUL ATTENTION
east and carefully tempered with
complete service maintained.
FIRE HAZARD
At Northend.
selected draperies.
Beyond is
TEL. 1048-M
ROCKLAND. ME.
606 MAIN STREET
The store carries a full line
the very comfortable and conven
From the fire department
of drugs, druggists sundries,
Visitors in this city invariably ient work room where the dainty authorities comes this interest
drug store accessories, sta
tionery, school supplies, rubber stop in admiration before the products of the shop are created. ing article on the fire hazhrds
The proprietor is Mrs. Debo of radio installations including
goods, ice cream, soda, tobacco, beautiful Barron Millinery Store
cigars and cigarettes.
The in the new block at the comer of rah L. Barron who has 15 years some tips on prevention’
The experience to her credit in the
Where ap out-door aerial anten
store is well stocked, conveniently Willow and Main streets.
handsome
building
,is
of
cream
millinery business, always at the nae is used, care should be taken
located and gives prompt service
The earlier that it does not cross any power
with special attention to mail or colored, ornamental brick and Same location.
across the entire front is a very years she occupied a section of lines. Should an accident cause
ders.
large and effective canopy. The the wooden building standing one of the lines in such an
It la not the Original
coat, but the up-keep
show window of the store is a there, but with the rapid devel installation to he lowered, a short
that sells RUDY Fur
thing of great charm—large and opment of her millinery business circuit is established and the
naces. Call us or come
deep, finished in rich ivory with and the Perry laundry with which commercial electric circuit is
in and ask us about
dainty hangings to show off the she is also identified the present transmitted into the house by
the price of a RUDY
HEATER for your
products of the establishment.
joint home of the two enterprises way of the radio Set.
Another
home.
< Upon entering the excellent was erected, one of Rockland’s hazard of the out-door aerial
Fitting Room first impression is nnest and most thoroughly mod is the danger from lightning.
SIMON K. HART
Manufacturer of Cemetery Work
amply maintained.
The show ern business blocks.
Each out-door aerial should be
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Streets
PLUMBING AND HEATING
and sales room is large and
equipped with a lightning arres
ROCKLAND, ME.
246 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND
equipped with every modern de There Is probably nothing In th» tor or lightning switch so that,
world that gives a man that tired
vice for showing millinery to feeling quicker than to have another should the antennae be struck by
advantage, the general color man say. Why don’t you do as I do?’’ lightning, the extra charge will be
carried into the ground by means
of a ground wire of sufficient ca
pacity. Indoor aerial insulations
PRICES RIGHT
SERVICE RIGHT
present no serious danger.
Agents for "BESTWALL” (The Best Plasterboard Made)
Truck and Boat Covers
The multiple tube sets have
ATLAS PAINTS, MURPHY VARNISHES
SAIL AND AWNING
introduced another hazard—the
ROCKLAND
MANUFACTURER
use of storage batteries and the
AWNING CO.
THOMASTON, ME.
use of the lighting circuit ifor
TELEPHONE 124-3
469 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Orders for
Over Cries Gift Shop
the charging of these batteries.
The storage battery circuit should
SAILS, AWNINGS, TENTS,
be as well insulated as the house
FLAGS, BOAT COVERS, SPRAY
circuit and it should he remem
bered that even the ordinary dry
HOODS, ETC.,
cell if short circuited near inflam
PROMPTLY FILLED
To have credit at this Bank is a nerlt
mable material will cause a fire.
mark that you will aeareclate with each
i GET YOUR’
Care should lie exercised so that
succeeding year.
Establish yourself in
Wa Carry a Full Line of
HEALTH 1
this community by letting ut help you es
only approved charging devices
The kind that meant more than
tablish
your
credit.
It
you
need
money
WHE-RE OTHERS
AUTO TOPS, CURTAINS AND
will be used to charge the storage
tor nay worth while purpose we shall
the word impliea
/ RECEIVED THEIRS
battery.
YACHT SUPPLIES, CAMP
be pleased to consult with yeu at all

OAKLAND
«

The Outstanding Features Are Too Numerous To Mention.
Let Us Give You a Demonstration and Then You Will Know.

U. S. Motor........ ............... 20c
Colonial............. ....... :23c

Ethyl.. .. ............. ............... 25c

TEL. 912-W

THE ATLANTIC HIGHWAY GARAGE
ROCKLAND, ME.

NEW COUNTY ROAD

STANLEY E. KALLOCH, Manager

Try a Tank Full

Thurston OH Co.

SLEEPER BROS.

ALL KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIALS

AWNINGS

A. P. LORD

BRASS FOUNDRY
FIRE NOZZLES, METAL STAMPINGS
BRASS FOUNDRY WORK, MACHINE WORK

CARLETON

COUPLING

Auto Truck Bodies and
Carriages
Painting, Repairing and Building
of Wheel Work
Manufacturer of

ABRAM W. NYE
515 Main Street

Phone 585

KEEP SMILING

SERVICE

times.

Chiropractic Correctly
Applied
Ask for free *C. H. S. Booklet”

PROMPT AND RIGHT

DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS

ACCESSORIES

Scientific
POPULAR PRICES

NEWBERTS
306 Main Street

Rockland

OUTFITS

CHIROPRACTOR
7 Granite St.
Rockland
Phone 1163
Lady Attendant

ROCKPORT, ME.

583 Main Street

ROCKPORT, ME.

C. W. LIVINGSTON
AGENT FOR HARVEY BOLTLESS SPRING—GUARANTEED

GENERAL REPAIR WORK
ROCKLAND, ME.

148 MAIN STREET

THE ROSEWAY
BEAUTY SHOPPE
The Latest Methods for Every
thing That Milady Desires
Expert Attendants
MISS DOROTHY CROCKETT
15 Limerock St.
Rockland
Phone 1069

S. B. GREY
Groceries, Provisions,
Confectionery
CIGARS, TOBACCO
TEXACO GASOLINE
OILS AND GREASES

103 Camden St.

Roekland

“MAINE LOBSTERS ARE BETTER”
RACKLIFF & WITHAM
DEALERS IN ALIVE LOBSTERS
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
ATLANTIC WHARF
TELEPHONE 702
OPP. STANDARD OIL CO.

WE CATER ESPECIALLY TO TOURISTS

M. E. WEBBER

Strictly Fresh Fish Only
Cop. Water & Ocean Sts. Rockland

Telephone 276-W

BULBS

PLANTS

C. M. THOMAS
Maverick Square
Large Assortment of
BIRD HOUSES AND FEEDING
BOXES

ROCKLAND, ME.

Keep Mmdy fiandyf

5 Cents—JITNEY BAR—5 Cents
A REAL LUNCH FOR A NICKEL

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN
TELEPHONE 359

RCCKLAND. ME.

Expert Tire Repairing—Work Guaranteed
All Sizes in Used Tires For Sale at Reasonable Prices.

Camden, Me.
15 WASHINGTON STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

CLEANING, PRESSING, REPAIRING

Tel. 333

THERE’S SOMETHING FOR YOU TO GAIN BY DOING SO
UNEXCELLED SERVICE
442 MAIN STREET
TEL. 494-R
ROCKLAND, ME.

FORD SALES AND SERVICE

daughter Dorothy are visiting Mrs.
Roscoe H. Hupper at Spruce Coves.
Mr. and Mrs. William Holland of
Malden, Mass., are visiting Mrs.
Fred Hooper.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Brann and
children of New Jersey, are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hooper.
The Drift Inn served a special
lobster supper t<r a party of 35 from
Waterville Tuesday night.
Miss Jean Mackenzie of Rockland
ts the guest of Miss Mildred Bacheider.
Mrs. Annie Dwyer Knight of
Yarmouth is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Clarke Dwyer.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hooper, son

Gleason and G. A. Brann of Portland
spent the weekend with relatives
here.
Mrs. Harold Mason is at home
after an extended trip along the
Maine Coast.
I Mrs. Willis N. Hooper and daugh
ter Sylvia E. were guests of Mr. and
' Mrs. Edw. Harris Wednesday.
Lee Mason who has been visiting
his cousin in Portsmouth, has ar
rived home.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adiiance and
daughters made a motor trip to
Portland last week.
Capt. and Mrs. S. T. Lowe called
on Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hupper
Wednesday of last week.

SAWYER & SIMMONS
UNDERTAKERS
THOMASTON and WARREN

Succeeding Stanley R. Cushing
Thomaston Tel. 212-3. Warren Tel. 14-13

«i-tr

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Keliar and
daughter returned to their home in
Milton, Mass. Tuesday, accompanied
by Miss Mabel Oxton who will be
their guest for a few days.
The Sunday School had a picnic
and outing at Ash Point Wednesday.
R”>v. Mr. Stuart furnished transpor
tation and the children passed a very
happy day.
Mrs. Fanny Brewster and daughter
Emma have returned from an out
ing at Holiday Beach.
■ Mrs. Clara Carroll of Camden vis
ited Mrs. Ernest Perry Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. 11. Maxim and Mr. and

GRANITE ROCK BOTTLING WORKS

MILLINERY

Rockland

ROCKVILLE

1

MARKET BASKETS

D. L. BARRON

Motor Sales Co.

Test the Three Branches of Our Business

Mr. and Mrs. John Matthews and
daughter Jane and Robert Appel of
Belmont. Mr. and Mrs. George Hop
kins of Waltham and Miss Mary
Hoyt of Athol, Mass., are among the
arrivals at the “Wayside" this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Eaton and Mr. and
Mrs. Chase of Waltham, returned to
their home last week having spent
the past two weeks at the “IWayslde.”
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Cook of Massa
chusetts. are guests of relatives here.
Miss Elizabeth Harris is visiting
i\ Atlantic City. N. J.
Mr .and Mrs. Paul Schorb and

Guaranteed

Knox County

1. LESLIE CROSS

MARTINSVILLE

a

Service All Makes

KNOX RUBBER FUSING COMPANY

CUSHIONS RE-COVERED

Camden
Savings and Trust Co.

CROCKETT’S GARAGE

MANUFACTURER OF AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

W. J. ROBERTSON

Wholesome Rods
Tasty Meals

CO.

Camden, Maine

Latest Models
678 MAIN STREET

Right Prices
-ROCKLAND, ME.

Rockland
Marble & Granite Works
W. H. GLENDENNING, Prop.
20 Lindsey St.
Rockland
Telephone 681-W

Mrs. Harlow of Lewiston were guests
SOUTH THOMASTON | Butler, daughter of the late Frank
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Butler of this place, and moved from
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hallowell of here 39 years ago. This is her first
Perry.
Maurice Orbeton and daughter Camden were recent guests at Ira visit to her former home. Mr. and
Virginia of Bangor called on his Snow’s.
Mrs. Talbot have Jest returned from
aunt, Mrs. Ashton Ripley Tuesday.
Miss Violet Taylor and Miss Edith Ireland, where Mr. Taihot visited his
Ricker were guests of Mrs. Albert old home. Their present trip also in
Davis last week.
cludes many points of interest In
APPLETON
Mrs. Ada Brown of Whitinsville Canada.
Harold Clark and brother f/iurin
Saturday night friends and rela
was guest for the day last week of
Clark who have positions in Foxboro.
tives met at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. W. P. Sleeper.
Mass., arrived Saturday for vaca
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Deane and Mrs. George Green In a very enjoy
tions with their parents Mr. and
Mrs. L. H. Chase (sister of the late able surprise party. It being so near
Mrs. John Clark.
Livona Deane) were at Mr. Deane’s the date (Aug. 2) of the anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. David Sprague re
of Mr. and Mrs. Green’s wedding day,
summer home here recently.
cently visited Mrs. Sprague’s father,
Mrs. (Harvey Hooper has bought a the group presented them with a
Edgar Ripley.
fine Buick sedan from Elmer Rack- very handsome lamp. It was a very
Mrs. Lenora Fish and son Lewis
delightful evening.
liffe.
were guests Tuesday of ISrnest Davis
The Grange suppers and dances
Mrs. Mae Perry of Rockland visited
and family.
are a great meeting place for the
Miss Susie Sleeper Thursday.
Laurence Haley and daughter of!
Last Saturday Frank Stanton had summer visitors from this and sur
Rochester. N. H., brought Rev. Levi
a very narrow escape from death. rounding towns and are very suc
Cooks and family to Appleton Tues
cessful financially.
day. While in town Mr. Haley and I While driving home from his work in
Next Thursday, Aug. 11, occurs the
Rockland a motor car ran Into his
daughter were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
team broadside, knocked the horse church fair, supper and entertain
A. D. Fish.
down and threw Mr. Stanton out. ment, which promises to be the
His face is badly bruised about the event of the season.
right eye and nose and he was badly
Thousands of Mothers shaken up. The horse was cut In
•• Know Iu Value.
CLARK ISLAND
numerous places and has not been
The Family'Medicine driven to his work since. The acci
Tho many friends of Joseph Her
for Coughs, Colds, Colie dent occurred at the corner of State bert are grieved to hear of his death.
Cuts, Scalds, > Buras, and Pleasant streets.
He leaves two daughters. Mrs. Rena
— t--------------Chilblains, Insect Bites
Mr. and Mrs. David Talbot of
Frepered by the Hourat Msoicixi Co.. Manny. Me. Seattle, Wash., are guests of her Freeman of Whitman, Mass., Mrs.
Gladys Goudren of Lewiston and a
YOUR MONBY REFUNDED,
Mrs. Ison Roger Herbert of Chelsea, Mass.,
It It tolls to benefit yon when load Mrtetly M directed on aunt. Mrs. Jennie Clark here.
1 the inside wrapper. Try a botue,^ Sold by all dealers. Talbot was formerly Miss Addie [also
several grandchildren. Mr.
I
z

MANUFACTURERS OF BEVERAGES
ACME OF PURENESS
WEST ROCKPORT, ME.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE
TEL. CAMDEN 152-3

Herbert was a member of the
Quarrymen's l.’nion and an employe
of John Meehan & Sons. During his
sickness he had the loving rare of
his children.
Mrs. John T. Williams is sick.
Charles Holland has bought the
late Joseph Herbert property.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Doherty fin
ished moving Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Harrison will
soon occupy the John Monaghan
house recently vacated by Ralph
Doherty ar.d family.

Some men are too intellectual to
be intelligent.

NO-OIL
Salad Dressing
IS DELICIOUS ON SANDWICHES
TRY IT! YOU WILL LIKE "NO-OIL”
For Sale By All Dealers

THOMASTON '

Every-Other-Day
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1

VOYAGING AROUND

n Everybody’s Column

THE WORLD

Advertisements In this column not to ex

For Sale
FOR SALE—Oil stove. Ice cream freezer,

Apply E
ceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, and general household goods.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bradley of
3 times for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 MONT PERKY. 70 Beech SI.___________ 94**6
Portland are guests of Mrs. H. I..
cents each for one time, 10 cents for three
Some
of
the
Things
Seen
By
Miss
Hilda
George
On
Her
FOR .SALE—Antique picture. 124 years old.
Bryant.
Mrs. Bradley was Miss
times Six words make a line
3 ft. long. Bunyan's Pi'«riiu also statuary
Patience Waterhouse, a cousin to
Trip With the Floating Ur.iversity.
of tlie Emeison Shoe Maker. HARKT BE.NOLost and Found
Mrs. Bryant.
VITCH. 12 Rankin Si.________________ • 94*9(1
Mrs. William B. Foster os the
FOR SALE -Second hand furnace.
Used
FOUND—-Small purse containing small sum one week as demonstrator at Auto Sliow.
guest of her brother. Herbert Fales.
[Eighth Paper]
oh. it was thrilling.
You see.
monev. Apply COURIER-GAZETTE OF- Low iirlcB for liiHuediMo sale, fasti or easy
PIOB.
94*11 terms.
Dr. I. E. Luce is occupying his
Inquire at Bl’RPBK Fl’RMTl RE
Buddhism is the cpenly accepted re
Siam—Continued
(x)
________________ 94-96
house on Main street.
ligion of Siam; the King is also the
LOST—July 27, pair dark rimmed glasses.
Instead of going back to the college high priest and it all has a very real
FOR SALE Marble loi side hoard In good
Ith name. R. H. Dyer. Newport, Me. on case.
There will be preaching at the
Finder please return to R. C. S., this Office condition, marble top center table, two large
Congregational
Church
Sunday for lunch and to visit some more hos significance in the lives of the people.
94-96 mirrors and two new hooked rugs. Inquire
pitals -and another temple in the
On the trip home there was an ex
MRS. I. A. TRl'WWORTHY, t'or. Main and
New
Ford
Motor,
generator,
starter,
storage
battery,
thrust
bearing,
propeller
shaft;
morning by the pastor.
LOST—Woman’s dark red leather pocket Mechanic Sts., Rockland
afternoon. K— and I deci^pl to let quisite sunset. We had to hurry and
93-ft.i
If anyone has cut flowers or peren a little Siamese girl who befriended
book with sum of money. MBS. E. A. WOTpropeller,
reverse
attachment,
giving
you
single
lever
control,
all
for
$275.00,
or
dress in evening clothes for the enFOR SALE—Fifteen cord dry hard wood;
TON. 175 Rankin St.. CUy.
94*96
nial seedlings for the flower table at
230ft ft. lumber, boards and 2y4.
E. L.
us all the morning take us to dinner tertainment at he Royal Theatre.
the Baptist fair next Wednesday and to the shops. We bought some
$225.00 less starting unit ready to install.
93»9."i
LOST—Thursday, tortoise shell rimmed CAAfPBELL. Warren.
The
Crown
Palace
and
the
Royal
glasses
in
case,
address
inside.
Notify
CARL
please notify Mrs. C. H. Washburn or stunning old Siamese jewelry in a
FOR SALE—Upright piano, will sell real
Theatre
are
not
open
to
the
public,
HERRICK.
»
Holmes
St.
Phone
414
-M.
We
are
the
official
distributors
for
this
district
with
authorized
agents
as
listed
below
Miss Christine Moore.
Can be aeeu any time at 422
pawnshop. Mine is a beautiful gold
93*95 reasonable
R ROADWAY.
93*»5
Ralph Cushing of Chicago Is pendant set with rubies and a green hut were special privileges for us.
The
king
and
queen
were
present
JONES
LOST
—
Auto
number
plate£34-D.
FOR
SALE
—
dltXor boat, 20 ft. long. 5
spending his vacation in town.
stone like an emerald. K—'s is a throughout the ntertainment. The
92-94 h. p. Hartford engine. Suila’ble for towing,
MOTOR CO. GARAGE. Llmerock St.
A special town meeting is called chain of little similar pendants. The
Ashing or pleasure boat, like new; bargain.
for next Tuesday evening to act upon workmanship is exquisite. This Sia first part was given by our Glee Club
LOST—Wednesday morning black and tan B. H. LINCOLN. Washington. Me.
93*95-tf
hound pup. had strap with snap and rope on
the question of extending the sewer mese girl is a protegee of Miss A—’s at tile King's request, as was also
Converts
any
Ford
Engine,
old
or
new,
into
Marine
FOR SALE—Hey wood-Wakefield 4 strolle?.
neck; finder return to OHAS. EMERY, 19
the
Charleston,
done
by
one
of
the
on Erin street. Work was begun and lives with her. We went out to
South Main St.
Reward.
92-94 MRS. KD.NNETH MILLS, 5 Masbnlc St.
Engine. Simple and inexpensive.
Place.________________________________ .93*95
on this sewer under an appropriation the bouse where the gave us some flappers and young sheiks. But after
that
were
given
two
of
the
great
FOUND
—
Sena
io
The
C.-G.
for
Its
social
FO^ SALE—New six room colonial home
made at the annual meeting in snaps of the co emption of the king
WRITE US FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
column arrivals of summer visitors, summer with bath, electric lights, set tubs, cement
classics
of
Siamese
drama
in
a
beau

March.
A ledge was encountered and the cremation of the late king
social
occasions,
etc.
74-tf
walks, and all mode n improvements, nice
which made the expense larger than in March. The house was very tiful manner by the king's own
local Ion.
EASTERN HEAL ESTATE CO..
actors and actresses—all said to be
anticipated.
32 Union St. Tel. 818.
93-98
pretty, although very European. between 1ft and 15 years of age.
Wanted
Mrs. A. 1)'. Davis is spending a few Then there was a mad rush to get
FOR SALE—Sweat Shirts, 95c. FI'LLKRYon
would
never
l.ave
known
it.
93-«5
days in Tenant's Harbor.
WANTED—At once, kitchen woman. REIAL (XXBB-DAVIS.
AUTHORIZED FORD DEALERS
dressed for the reception by the king
The stories were myths of pre
Mrs. Florence Ronimus is return and queen.
FOR SALE—Cottage at Lake Meguntleook,
LUNCH. Myrtle St._________ 94-tf
historic clays, monkey men and
L. A. THURSTON.
Rockland, Me.
ing to her home in Brookline, Mass.,
WANTED—‘Position by a good plain cook. also 2 cottage lots.
That evening there were movies demons, god of thunder, goddess of
Tel 11S2-M.
92-tf
Address M., care Courier-Gazette, or Tel. Rockland.
today.
J. 0. BROWN, North Haven
S. G. STOCKBRIDGE. Atlantic
of the teakwood industry, also of the lightning, etc. Tile costumes and at
93-J.
94*lt
FOR SALE—$800 BUYS 75-ACRE FARM—
Miss Kate Harding of Cambridge, coronation and the cremation cere
CREED'S GARAGE, Vinalhaven
MARTIN ' BILLINGS, Stonington
This nice farm is
titudes and music were marvelous—
WANTED—Three rooms, furnished or un W^n only $400 down.
E. H. BROWN, Friendship
CAMDfcN AUTO SALES, Camden
Mass., was an overnight guest in monies. After the show we went in
only, we were nearly dead at mid
furnished, for light housekeeping.
TEL. located on good road, only 4 miles from
lllage
and
R.
R.
station,
handy city mar
town Friday. She will spend her va town again with little Miss X— and
1187-X.
94*lt
night when it was over. It must
kets.
30 acres tillage; estimated 700 cords
cation on Monhegan.
had some swell ice cream at a Chi have been 2 a. m. before we got to
WANTED- -Full desuriptlon and photo wood; 150 M timber.
Apple orchard.
4
Albert Gould of Wlaban will spend nese shop. Miss X— is planning to
graphs of any boa-ts you wish to sell—no room house.
4(» ft. bam, hen house ami
sleep, and at 5.3ft we were up again (
mater
how
large
or
how
small,
commercial,
the weekend in town. Mrs. Gould come to the United States to study
ork shop.
Widow must sell, only $400
ROCKPORT
and took an auto trip around the
pleasure or auxiliary.
We are receiving needed.
H. L. STEVENS. 192 Llmerock St..
who has been in Waban a few days nursing next year. And Miss A— is
numerous Inquiries every day for such boats. Rockland, Me.
Sunday morning at the XL E.
city. past streets and streets of
9M4
will return with him.
Why not let us sell your boat? KNOX MA
oing to spend a year traveling. She eafials. many groups of begging Church Rev. B. H. Johnson will lead
FOR SALE—Hand-braided rugs.
rare
Mrs. Carrie Pierce. Mrs. Lucy has never been out of Siam either.
RINE EX( HANt.E YACHT AKD SHIP
priests, soft mists and smoke making devotions with the topic. "The Battle
Can
BROKERS. Camden. Me.
93-TAS-tf opportunity to obtain a handsome rug.
Bunker, Miss Lucy Rokes and Miss
be
seen
at
the
COPPER
KETTIiE.
.
92*97
The next day we got up before towers and gilt roofs all fairy-like. s the Lord's,” and in the ovenlng "I
WANTED—Experienced knitters for 15 and
Korena Strong motored to Union dawn and went on a train trip five
FOR SALE—-New Ice box, capacity 200
We went to a hill made out of brick, Choose Not to Run”—Evasion or De
24 Inch crab nets. Pay 4t»c a pound. MRS.
Thursday.
pounds storage, 6 cu. ft
M'RS. K. .1. MacH. C. DAILEY, ti Linden St. Tel. 1198-W.
hours north to an ancient capital now 240 feet high, all overgrown with cision;' a question raised, or a fact
KHNZIE, Tenant’s Harbor.
92*94
Little Misses Carleen Davis and in ruins. The dawn was lovely over
93*95
green things, and on top was a settled.”
Allie Stahl will sing at the musical the city. Great lotus (lowers were
FOR SALE—Large size second-hand reed
WANTED—12 Blueberry rakers, wages 50c
Mrs. Frank L. French, formerly of
temple. There the high priest had
in the Baptist Church Sunday even blooming in the pools by the royal
per hr.
Apply to LEVI C. MERRIFIELD. baby carriage, cost $35, sell cheap; also
tea all ready for us and oodles of Rockport and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Union, Me.
93*95 2-tube radiola radio complete, cheap, or
ing. A worth while program has station when we embprked. Because
trade for 5-tube set.
PARK ST. BARBER
the best bananas and cigarets made . Shaw of Dobbs Ferry, X. Y., were
WANTED—Several smart flour demonstra SHOP. Rockland.
been prepared for the recital. Among we had never seen any. one of our
92*94
of native tobacco wrapped in lotus calling on friend in town Thursday.
tors for Rockland and surrounding towns.
those who will have part are Edgar guides got a boy to get us some, and
FOR SALE—All size balloon and cord
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Shibles of Me
Ladles or gentlemen with experience preferred.
leaves. Those cigarets have kick
Buyer of junk.
Pav
Lineken organist, an orchestra led this young fellow, till dressed in his
Write BOX 221.
93-95 tires; antiques.
enough to knock anyone to Jericho! chanicsville, X. Y.. were entertained
cash.
HARRY BENOVITCH. 12 Rankin
by Herbert Kirkpatrick and the hoy scout outfit, went in up to his
WANTED—Rock and cement work, Cellar Street.
BUY IT OF YOUR DEALER
It was lovely there.
Only two Wednesday at six o'clock dinner a; v
92*94
wall built and repaired; also all kinds of
Warren Quartet.
neck to pick them for us—just like autos went there, as everyone else the home of Mrs. Josephine BohnFOR SALE—Remington typewriter In good
lawn work.
BENJAMIN KNOWLTON. 54
Will members of the Beta Alpha that, without any hesitation.
dell, Beach street.
ondition.
Price right.
V. F. STUDLBY
was too tired to get up.
Brewster Hr. €»ty.
Tel. 487<M.
92-97
Club and Ladies Circle and any
INC.. Rockland.
92-9"
Mr. and Mrs. William Price, Mrs.
• • • •
WANTED
—
Boy
’
s
second-hand
bicycle.
others who are interested, kindly
Nellie Alexander and Arthur Ott are
FOR SALE—New Western Riding Saddles
State price.
Address BICYCLE, CourierAfter
breakfast
we
had
the
most
contribute articles valued at five I Our journey was over vast ex
To lie sold at once—at a
Gazette.
92*94 and bridles.
enjoying a motor trip to Canada this
bargain ; also other goods. 124 THOMAS
cents to the grab table at the Bap-lpanses of rice fields, with many glorious morning yet, visiting the week.
TENANT'S HARBOR
WARREN
WANTED—Names of your summer guests TON ST.. CRy.
92*94
tlst fair to be hel i on the Mall next I canals and absolutely fascinatin, royal palace and its temples of un
THE COU
Mrs. Maggie Davis of Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Upham who
A special feature of the music a and notes of summer parties.
FOR SALE—Beauty Parlor at Camden.
RIER -GAZETTE.
Telephone 771 or 771.
Wednesday. Parcels may he handed native villages on bamboo stilts over surpassed beauty, throne rooms in have been guests at Colcord’s Inn is a guest of Miss Fannie Long.
the
Sunday
morning
service
of
the
92-tf Fine location. Operator going away. Write
to the comm'ttee: Amy Tripp, Ai-|the water and marsh lands. Fancy which no Americans had ever been returned Friday to their home in
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Davidson' 3.,ptls( church will be the Ladies’
P. O. BOX 223. Camden. Me.
89*101
WANTED—Long-haired shaggy cats and
cada Hall. Christine McFarland and seeing hirdlike sailboats ffracefullv and where the public is never al Quincy, Mass.
and son John of Somerville, Mass., Qllartet.
FOR SALE—Three-burner Glenwood gas
kittens.
Write
age,
color
and
sex.
JOHN
lowed;
the
temple
of
the
Great
Jade
Lena Delano. If stormy the fair will I flitting through what seem to be rice
The 38th annual reunion of the have arrived at their summer home. I Mrs George starrett has returned S. RAN LETT, Rockville. Me.
Tel. 352-14. rauge at a bargain, used only two summers;
Buddha and through the Royal
9-2*117 also large size Clarion wood heater, new.
bejheld in the vestry
fields, but were canals in the di
Shibles family will be held at PeMrs. Mildred Morse of Massachu-I |lunie froln Knox Hospital,
RAYMOND L. ANDERSON, 406 Old Countv
quarters;
corridors
full
of
sitting
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Lineken will tar.ee. And great water buffaloes up
WANTED—Position as housekeeper
nobscot View Grange Hall, Glencove. setts is a guest of her parents, Mr.! jjr an(j
p l. Pero are board
road._________
88*tf
Buddhas,
walls
painted
with
the
plain
cook.
Good
references.
TEL.
679-W.
motor to Skowhegan Sunday to visit to their shoulders in the water, with
Aug. 17.
and Mrs. Weston Wiley.
ing at the j^o House. Mr. Pero ha
FOR SALE—In Rockport—on car line and
92*94
their daughter Elizabeth. Mrs. Line- naked urchins nonchalantly perched story of the Ramayana. Then we
Mrs. Ralph Berry and sons Ernest
Mrs. Joseph Black of Vinalhaven is 1 ,( position as overseer of the spin
Atlantic Highway, commutable distance from
WANTED—Woman or capable girl for Rockland or Camden, a 15 room, or three
ken will remain for the week.
I on top, women paddling eanoe-like went to the museum where there Is and Robert of Camden were guests visiting her daughter, Mis. Gilbert] ners at tjie Georges River Mill,
about a month for general housework. MRS. apartment house. large lot of land, fruit and
Alfred Levensaler and family of boats, men waist deep in water, busy without exception as much beauty of Mrs. Charles Berry and Mrs. Ar- Auld.
Mr‘ an<) y[rs. George Higgins of ». L. HAVENER, 194 North Main St. Tel. shade
trees, excellent neighborhood. MRS.
Concord. X. H.. are guests of Mrs. with fish weirs. Bye and bye moun- as I ever saw—absolutely individual thur Berry Thursday.
92-91 E. A. WELNTMORTH, Rockport. Tel. 83-11
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Mont of IVest1 Camden-and Mrs. Bert Buzzwell of 92.
Atwood Levensaler.
I tains and clumps of jhngle. Then Siamese beauty, too. Then we were
Camden.
87-tf
WANTED—Eggs and poultry.
W«- i-.iy
The usual services will be held at Hartford, Conn., are guests of herjQpj Town were surprise supper
The members of St. James Catholic I the ruined city of past glories. Oh. off to the temple of the Lying the- Baptist Church Sunday morning sister, Mrs. Emma Torrey, having guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Randall highest cash prices for eggs at Eastern
FOR SALE—Ladies’ silk hosiery in all
Steamship wharf. Rockland, every day. J. shades, mailed promptly, send $1 for one
Church will hold another of those it is all so beyond description. 1 Buddha, and then to an Arts and and evening.
Church Bible School arrived here from Quebec where they Wednesday night, arriving in season STANLEY WEDLOCK.
92*97 pair; $1.85 for two pairs; full fashioned hoae
popular cooked food sales Tuesday despair of ever giving a picture of Crafts School, where we saw the at the noon hour.
have
been
spending
part
of
their
va]
to
prepare
the
supper
before
the
NARRAGANSETT (regular $2) for $1.75; quality guaranteed.
WANTED
—
Clerk
at
gold
and
silver
work
being
done.
I
afternoon on the lawn of Miss Belle it. All 1 can hope to do is make
“Some fish for tl.e first one," says catlon.
j hogtegg, arr,va) home from her work HOTEL.
92-tf RAWLEY’S HO8IERY SHOP. 12 High St.,
Cullen's home.
Irecord, to go over later and refresh bought a miniature mask, such as x-e' uJ' F' T
Rockland, Me.
82*tf
St?,n,°f
l,?n Ml
Mr' and Mrs- Eai le H' Barter w'ere A merry evening was spent and no
WANTED—Girl at 75 BROAD ST. Tel
the
dancers
wear
Thomaston's first Daily Vacation my mind by re-reading it.
FOR SALE—Lumber and wood; 4 foot
81-«
‘V he ?“lled ,a 14^ Pound happily surprised Sunday by a visit small part of the “surprise” was that 669-M.
Then
lunch
and
packing,
and
we
board
slabs
$6.50;
stove
length
$8;
stave
Bible Schol opened July 11 with the
The ruins were of very interesting
pollock from the brine of North , from Mr. and (Mrs. Thomas Kelley fei, by the guests when they learned
WANTED—Position as bookkeeper, steno
following faculty: Rev. H. S. Kilborn. I Cambodian style, palaces, temples, had the trip back to the boat. We Haven last Wednesday. Some good and Thomas. Jr. and Mr. and Mrs. thn, thev had heined celebrate Mrs. graphic work, or genetal office work. Ad slabs $6.50; 15 bundles shims $1. L. A.
PACKARD, Thomaston, R. F. D.
9s2-tf
that they had helped celebrate Mrs dress, 80 MECHANIC ST.. Camden, Me.
Rev. J. L. Pinkerton. Miss Miriam administrative
buildings,
harems. wt re tired, but 1 venture to say very cod also found their way to Mr.
Wagner of Lynn, Mass., who were Randall's birthday while entirely un
FOR SALE—300 pairs men’s Moccasin toe
89*100
Stover, principal; Miss Ruth Ler- courtyards with immense walls with happy. Most of this was done by Thurston’s hook. "1 have been about enroute to Nova Scotia. They were
composition
sole
and
heel
work
shoes,
special
aware that they were doing so.
WANTED— Cigar makers experienced men $3.48. McLAlN’S SHOE STORE.
mond, superintendent primary de- I the cutest little niches in them where the king and the Siamese Govern the Maine and Caps Cod coasts for
92-tf
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Sawyer were or women. Steady employment. J. W. A.
partment; Miss Ethel Johnson, as- I they say there used to he lights ment. The relationship of king to 2ft years, hut Wednesday I caught formerly neighbors of the Barters in
FOR SALE—Men’s Storm King rubber
CIGAR CO.. Rockland.
92-tf
Lynn
and
came
to
spend
the
weekend
called
to
Medford
this
week
by
the
country
is
very
interesting,
and
will
boots, special $3.95.
McLAIN’8
8HOK
sistant superintendent primary de-I burning.
Beautiful fragments
my first fish." Arthur Ott says Mr with them.
death of a near relative.
STORE, next to Perry’s Market.
92-tf
partment; Mrs. Amy Tripp, superin- I gods—Buddhas. Sivas. Brahmas, etc bear a lot of telling, but I'm written Thurston is a goal fisherman.
To
Let
Miss
Marian
Canrady
and
Miss
The
weavers
resumed
work
at
the
FOR SALE—Dry soft fitted slabs, $8; dry
tendent beginners department; Miss*s I lay in piles in corners. One build- out, as 1 wrote all my thajik-you let
Members of the O. E. S. please
Evelyn Nance of New York are'at leorgei River Mill Thursday after
TO LET—Furnished house at 12 GREEN hard wood, also lumber. T. J. CARROLL.
Raehel Wyllie, Frances anil Eleanor ing laid been fitted up into a museum ters this morning. Now I think I’ll keep in mind the date of the Knox
ST.. Thomaston, Me. See owner on premises. Tel. 263-21 Rockland. P. 0. Thomaston.
brief shut-down.
Butler assistant beginners depart- The most ancient temple there, was Head some of the splendid pamphlets County Field Day to be held at the Harbor View for the summer.
94*96
92-tf
Elmore Spear and friend of War
Aleda Overlock who entered St
ment; Miss Christine Moore, stper- of three of those Cambodian pagodas we were given on Siam.
Penobscot View Grange hall, Glen
TO LET—Modem 7-room apartment, steam
FOR SALE—Player piano rolls, 250 of them,
ren called on Mr. and ' Mrs. Sidney Luke's Hospital, East street, Pitts
Just one more thing. The water cove, Tuesday, Aug. 9.
intendent junior department; Gladys I all overgrown with green things.
heat, all conveniences, beautiful view, modest high grade music, all regular $1 to $3 value,
Dow Sunday and took them on an field. Mass., nearly two weeks ago,
tent. (MIKE AR5LXTA, Rankin block, City.
25c to 50c per roll while they last. V. I
Fernald, assistant; Miss Lorinda I Inside the pagodas were many out in the Gulf of Siam was full of
94 96 STUDLEY, LN’C., Music Dept., 283 Main St.’
auto trip.
gaining rapidly from the surgical
Orne, assistant junior handwork; statues of the three gods. Over one phosphoresence and we saw a huge
92-tf
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Annie Knight and daughter of treatment taken there. She write
TO LET—House 51 (Masonic St.. Rockland Rockland.
Henry Fales. assistant junior hand- ruin towered a great tropical tree and fish, probably a shark, swimming
Richard
Hilton of Springfield, Falmouth called on friends and rela of receiving much mail from horn seven rooms, hath, furnace. . on.'.iMinicate
FOR
SALE
—
Eight
room
house
at
129
along
in
the
dark,
visible
by
the
work; Mrs. George Creighton. Miss monkeys played about the wails and
GEORGE A.
LAWRY, Congress Square Rankin St. with 10 acres of land and two
bright glowing green all about him Mass., is visiting his mother. Mrs. tives here recently.
friends, all of which is very welcome Hotel, Polland, Maine.
Alcada Hall, music; Miss Margaret towers.
!.4*,.ui barns. EDWARD J. HELLIER. Tel. 43-M.
Ethel Hilton.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hall of El and a great aid in helping to speed
Another fish must have been fright
Crandon, secretary and treasurer.
I)— and I sat a while alone in the
__________________
47*tf
TO LET—Two furnished rooms at 18
Mrs. Carrie Miller is the guest of more visited at Mr. Dodge's Sunday. the days of her enforced idleness.
MASONIC ST^
93*9:
Ninety boys and girls were en- three -pagoda temples.
Now and ened by him, for a sudden bright
FOR SALE—Carpenter tools.
MRS. I.
Mrs. Mary Matthews at Martins
splash
and
green
streak
appeared
Members
of
tlie
O.
E.
S.
please
NEWTON
MORGAN,
South
Thomaston,
Me.
Mrs.
Robert
Cinqmars
and
three
TO LET-’Seven room tenement. modern
rolled. Average weekly attendance then a red or brown-skirted glistopkeep in mind the (late of the Knox children left Thursday morning by TEL 1048 M
93-tf
67. There were 25 visitors. Consid- | ing-skinned native would come in— once. Small fish were jumping and Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Atwood Levensaler County Field Day to be held at motor for Lowell, Mass., where they
FOR SALE—Six second-hand piano* Is
splashing
every
where,
and
our
boat
TO LET—Two apartment house at Owl’s
erablci attention was given to hand
V. F 8TUDLKY INC
Head, rent $10 per month, each.
Inquire good condition.
left little running stitches of green and Miss Edith Levensaler of South Penobscot View Grange hail, Glen will visit.
work which interested the pupils.
Music
Dept., Rockland. Maine.
92-tf
■I. A. JAMESON'. Rockland.__________ 92-100
An exhibition of the work was made I keep in mind the date of the Knox ; alongside and aft for a long way Eliot, accompanied by Mrs. Lizzie cove, Tuesday, Aug. 9.
Donald Kenniston who is in Knox
Levensalcv are at #ie LevensaJeH
TO
LET
OR
FOR
SALE
—
Tenement
at
il
pjR
H
TF«
8
'f
0
'y
HEGA
,
N
,NDEPEN
DENT
rein the vestry Friday evening July 29. I County Field Day .to he held at
Hospital, hud a successful operation Hall St.
Enquire of LILLIAN BICKNELL PORTER Is for sale at J. F. CARVER’S
camp at Back Cove.
Handwork of Departments: Junior I Penobscot View Grange hall. Glenfor mastoid Wednesday.
132*tf
47 Pleasant St.
92*94 Rockland.
FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. G F. Penniman and young son
1. E. Starrett, aceoTnpanied by Fred
girls, caps, paper houses and furni- cove, Tuesday, Aug. 9
Studebaker plants and facilities of Framingham. Mass., are guests at
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES
TO LET—Large, clean, well ventilated
Mr. and Mrs. Harold I. Wood of
1)R. TW EEDIE, Tel ind estates; up-to-date-property, in the gar
true, wash bags, Christian flags.
Services at the Congregational now cover nearly two square miles, Mrs. Lilia XI. Blaney's.
Spear of West Springfield, Mass rooms for storage.
Gardner, Mass., have been visiting
den
spof of Maine—Penobscot Bay
Write
493W
92-94
junior hoys, caps, soap houses, boats. Church Sunday at 10.30 with sermon according to a recent survey of
motored to Tenant's Harbor Friday
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, BelMrs; A. F. Stahl is the guest of her Mr. and Mrs. LaForest R. Burns.
TO LET—Two furnished rooms, modern, fast, Maine.
maps, hoppy horses: primary depart-I by Rev. J. \V. strout. The quartet plants and property. South Bend
Miss
Harriet
Hahn
who
has
been
The
Baptist
Sewing
Circle
held
its
92-tf
son, Vertner Stahl in Portland.
at 27 State St. Inquire at IDEAL BEAUTY
ment, caps, drinking cups, Noah's | will sing, "My Soul Longeth,” by Detroit, and Walkerville plants in
LADIES Reliable stock of hair good* at
SHOPPE. 273 Main St.
87-tf
Mr. and Mrs. William Wolfe of ldnual sale of fancy articles and spending two weeks in Gardiner
Arks, cradles, chairs, tables, baskets, I Marston and Mrs. Wentworth and elude morb than eight million square Malden, Mass., are- visiting Mrs cooked food Thursday in the K. of P. guest of Mr, and Mrs. Fred E. Hahn
the Rockland Hair Store. 23S Main St. Mall
TO LET—The cellar of the Havener block, orders solicited. HEILDN C. RHODES. 92-tf
tees.
An entetainment was also I Mr. G? een will sing “Watchman, feet of floor space, and occupy 1100
has returned home.
hall.
and the rear half of the A. A P. store
Wolfe's sister, Mrs. J. V. Benner.
ship; hymn; recitation. Psalm 100, | What of the Xi|
acres of ground. In the South Bend
HARRY
CARR
92-tf
Jean
Campbell,
little
daughter
Mr. and Mrs. John Eaton of West
Mrs. F. XI. Knowles and Miss Win
.James Mitchell and family of plants alone 6.185.000 feet of floor nie Knowles of Chelea. Mass., are Roxbury, Mass., have arrived in Dr. and Mrs. Fred G. Campbell, un
ing program: March led by Lawrence
TO LET—Store at 19 Tillson Ave. Apply
Carroll, Grace Miller; call to wor Quincy are guests of his sister, Mrs. space are devoted to manufacturing visiting Mrs. Jessie Ach.orn.
town and opened their summer cot derwent a throat operation at the to GEORGE M. SUMMONS. Tel. 4 AV. 92-tf
land laboratory facilities.
ship; hymn; recitation. Ba 10ft Xewell McLain.
Knox Hospital, Rockland, Thursday
Miss Ellen Smith gave a birthday tage for the season.
Miscellaneous
Frank Richards, leader; prayer. Rev.
Miss Evelyn Goldey, who is in of last week,
party Friday afternoon for Miss
J. L. Pinkerton; teeponse, Father in
Harold A. Boggs has returned
Louise Pitcher, who is her guc-st The training at the State Street Hospi
CALL AT RIPLEY'S WAYSIDE MARKET
Heaven," sqhool; salutd to our flag,
young folks ehjoyed a pleasant time tal, Portland, is spending her vaca Brooklyn, N. Y„ after a two weeks Rockville, for fresh vegetables and berries
Christian flag and Bible, Carleen
tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs vacation with relatives in town
TEL. 3.52-5.
93-tf
with games and a dainty lunch.
Davis; offering, Pauline McLain
Mr. and Mrs. N. W. Eugley, a
Miss Irma Waltz and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene H. Brown.
MASON WORK OF ALL KINDS, day or
Jars, Charles Grover; beginners
Mrs. Ralph Richardson and daugh eompanied by Susie M. Hahn, mo contract; cement blocks and posts In stock
Nason of Gardiner si»ent the week
FR.y\K_ E. //RAY, 17 Bay View Sq., R
song, “Going to Sclicol,” primary ex
ter Ann are visiting Mrs. Richard tored to Augusta, Hallowell a
end at Miss Waltz's home here.
land. Tel. 194-J.
90-tf
ercises, Miss Lermond; Psalm 24,
Standard FI
Capt. and Mrs. Willard O. Wallace, son's parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Gardiner last Saturday. In the latter
affect
the
whole
system
FUR STORAGE AND REPAIR—Protectlng
Lois Robinson, leader; primary song,
place they were overnight guests
Charles Wallace- and Mrs. Isadore Eaton.
your fur Ooat in summer means prolonging
Miss Alice TwTtche.ll of Isle of Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Hahn.
"Happy Children”; primary exercise
Hoffses motored to Augusta Sunday.
its goods for the next wiuter. Storage mean?
“The Rainbow"; junior exercises,
Thomas Stenger and
Richard Springs, visited Mrs. Arthur Spear
Winona, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. complete protection, Including burglary. We
have a greater interest in your furs than
recently.
memory work; Books of the Bible,
Stenger and friend, who have been
Bryan Robinson, was at Knox Hos merely selling them to you. Your continuous
Mr. nd Mrs. A. Martel, Jr. mo pital last week for an operation
leader, Grace Miller; Beatitudes,
at the Stenger camp at Martin’s
patronage depends on the service that you
tored
to
Bar
Harbor
last
week.
For M Platea
Alice Tuttle; song, "The Lord is My
get from the furs and ourselves after you
Point, have returned to New York.
her throat.
buy them. We are fully prepared for any
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Russell
Gray
and
Shepherd';
dramatization,
Queen
Dominic Fosisa and family and Er
Mrs. I. E. Starrett is able to SO work on your furs that you may be planning
With Gl Graphotype and Cabinat
Esther; closing hymn, "How Firm a
nest Boggs and family are- at Mar daughter of Thomaston were in out a little each day after being con
Let us do it now so you^von’t have to wait in
All Complata
Friendship Harbor for a few days lined to the house many weeks.
Foundation."
The
leaders
and
the fall. FULLER-COBB-DAVIB.
92 tf
tin's Point for the week.
last
week,
while
on
a
yachting
trip
teachers are to be commended for
Dr. and Mrs. D. B. Mayo, Mrs.
LAWNMOWERS SHARPENED, overhauled
Mr? and Mrs. A. L. Oliver, accom
As new, in original pack-']
and put In first class condition, called for
their faithful work.
Harold R. Smith and Dana B. Mayo, in one of Mr. Gray's cruisers.
panied by Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Stet and
delivered. Call 791 for prompt service,
Mr. and Mrs. James Spear, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. George L. ShepardJr., have been on a trip to Quebec
ings. At a bargain. If in
son. motored to Camden recently.
ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
92-tf
son of Attleboro are visiting Louis
Capt. Millard Wade has returned Virginia Spear and Miss Alice Bross
Mrs. Willard Hall who has been
have
arrived
front
Chevy
Chase
terested write to
Hodges.
from Boston, accompanied by his
Notice To Berry Pickers
Maryland, to spend the rest of the spending the past three weeks
Harris Shaw wh) has been spend
daughter, Mrs. Karl B. Norton.
Massachusetts,
has
returned
home
All persona are hereby forbidden from
ing his vacation at his summer
The Star Club will "Hold a fair on vacation season in their cottage at
Mrs. Cynthia Counce of South trespassing
and picking blueberries on land
home in Glenmere had as guests
tlie afternoon and evening of Aug Davis Point.
Warren
has
.been
visiting
friends
owned by the United Realty Co. In the towns
Rehearsals are going on for “Ye
Joseph Dwight and Walter Hausen
11 at Kuhn’s store.
Fancy articles
By an expert from New York
of Warren. Appleton, Searsmont, South
town
the
past
week.
Thomaston under full penalty of the law
of Boston. Mr. Hausen is teacher of
cake and candy will he on sdle Olde Peabody Pew” which is to be
Willard Hall is working for A.
UNITED REALTY CO.
87-100
music at Mason College, Charleston,
Among the other attractions will be given at the Methodist Church next Rines.
Pains in the feet go through the
Thursday
and
Friday
evenings
In
ad

All persons are hereby forbidden from
a
fortune
teller,
who
will
read
both
West Virginia.
nervous system to remote parts of
Mrs. Hazel Starrett and children trespassing and picking blueberries on Reel
PULL IN
past and future from the cards. dition to the annual bazaar.-^V great have returned to Lynn, Mass., after HUI and adjacent fields In the town of Rock
Richard O. and Frank D. Elliot
the body, causing distress which
deal of interest is being shbwn in
Dont forget the date—Aug. 11.
Far More Distant Stations—Get
port. JOHN GRIBBBL.
87-100
are building a driveway on the
a
two
weeks
’
visit
with
relatives
in
the
play
which
will
be
put
on
by
a
nothing will remove till the real
Mrs. Jennie Benner has returned
Increased Volume—Better Tone.
eastern end and southern side of the
NOTICE TO BERRY PICKERS—Fancy ber
town.
lies biaight. empty elates in exchange. New
trouble is corrected.
home after a four weeks’ visit with cast including some of the summer
Levensaler block. They will also
ON YOUR RADIO
Mrs. Milton Snow who was oper crates for sale to early pickers. Will pay
visitors,
and
is
being
coached
by
her brother at tlie White Mourtains.
build a garage to accommodate six
By Ueing
Whatever may be the cause of
ated upon for appendicitis Monday casli or ship for you on commission. Call
Mrs.
Owen
D.
Evans
of
Ridley
Park,
Her brother's health is not good and
machines.
or write IRA W. FEENEY at Deep Sea Fish
your suffering — weak or broken
Is gaining daily.
Pa.
she expects 10 1 eturn this fall to
eries Plant at Rockland. Me., for particulars
William Jessop cf Portland will be
Mrs. George Wylie was the guest Tel. 290.
down arches, weak ankles, painful
Dr. Scholl's Walk-Strate
spend the winter with him.
the speaker at the 11 a. m. service at
of
her
daughter,
Mrs.
Percy
Moore
Heel Pads
heels, crooked or overlapping toes,
NORTH WARREN
the Baptist Church Sunday morning.
Friday of last week.
correct faulty walking
excessive perspiration, corns, cal
Williami Fleming of Nova Scotia,
BILLS FAMILY
Mrs. Annie Messer Is working for
Summer Cottages and Boarc
and standing, and pre
When You Try Them You Buy
The
annual
reunion
of
the
Bills
Joshua
Starrett
again
after
a
few
captain of the yacht Ocean, called
louses or bunions—you can rid your
vent crooked and runThem
CALDERWOOD
FAMILY
FOR RENT—Farm house furnished, coo
family
will
be
held
at
Oakland
Park,
upon his sister, Mrs. Samuel Reed,
weeks' vacation.
over heels. Absorb shock.
self of it permanently and quickly.
nected to lake, good bathing, boating anJ flsh
Saves repair bills. 35c
August 10.
If stormy, the first fair
Harvey Post plans to begin rakin
this week.
Ing.
WILLIAM
RANSOM,
Rockland.
Maine.
On the above date a Foot Comfort
Tlie CalderwooJ reunion will he
per pair.
day thereafter.
blueberries next week.
(Will those who have articles for
92-tf
Expert from the Staff of Dr. Wm.
Exclusive Rockland Dealers
Hattie XL Robinson, Sec.
Maurice Kalloch is cutting a por held nt the home of 'Walter Calderthe fancy table of tlie Baptist fair
FOR SALE—Cottage lots at Cooper's Beach.
wood
on
the
shore
of
Seven
Tree
Inquire of MISS CORA E. PERRY, 21 Talbot
88-tf
93-94
tion of the grass on the Bicknell
please bring them to the vestry
M. Scholl, will be at our store. He is
ave. Tel. 8-R.
8ti tf
Pond, Union, Aug. 17.
farm.
Wednesday morning.
thoroughly trained in Dr. Scholl’s
J.
F.
Calderwood,
Pres.
W. J. Jameson of St. Paul, Minn,
Levi Gillchrest of New York is in
methods of foot correction and he
F. H. Calderwood, Sec.
who is visiting at his brother’s, Fred 94*95
town.
PROF. ELLISON '
will
make
Pedo-graph
impressions
Jameson, went to Portland Tuesday
(William McNamara who lias closed
DON’T ASK US
which reveal the exact nature of any
to meet Mrs. Jameson who came on
SHIBLES FAMILY
out his business in Bangor has
: : at : :
for a short visit he«re previous to re
The 3Sth annual reunion of the
bought a place at Taylor’s Point,
foot trouble, and demonstrate how
ASK ANYONE !
Methodist Church
Dr. Scholl's Zino»pads
turning home with her husband.
Shibles family will be held at Penob
Life Adviser
Cushing.
the correct Dr. Scholl Appliance or
give
Instant
relief
from
Mrs. Nellie Benner of Thomaston scot View Grange hall, Glencove,
Tlie committee on the children's
A
psychic
whose
Information,
help
and
Friendship
Remedy will relieve you.
painfulcorns. Thin,med
is visiting her friend, Mabel Craw Aug. 17.
advice aid you in the realization of your
table at the Baptist fair solicit
icated, antiseptic, pro
desires.
If worried or unhappy about
ford.
gifts which will appeal to children.
tective, healing, safe and
friends, relativoa, business, or anythinp
AUGUST
11
AND
12
FREE
SAMPLES
Mrs. Laura Daniels of East Union NORWOOD.CARROLL FAMILIES
They may be left witli Mrs. June
sure—35c.
pertaining
tn your happiness consult Elli
Scholl’s Zino-pads for Corns. They givelnstant re
Doughnuts Are Best
was a caller in this place Tuesday.
Japanese Goods, Fancy Articles
son he will solvo your problems and show
Creighton, chai, man of tlie com
lief ttud remove the sum-faction andpr«Meura
you the way to oucceas. Thousands have
There are a number of Finnish
and Groceries
The annual reunion of the Nor
mittee.
boon helped to success and happiness by
summer vacationists on the shore of wood-Carroll families will be held at
Mr and Mrs. Carl Merry and fam
SUPPER THURSDAY NIGHT
Ellison Readings Mondays and TuooNorth Pond.
Sherman's Point, Camden. Wednes
days only, other times by appointment.
ily of Dedham, Mass, and Mr. and
“THE OLD PEABODY PEW”
TRAINER’S
Hours II a. m. to 5 p. m. All affairs
day, Aug. 24.
Pienio lunch. Every
Mrs. Sangster of Newton. Mass . are
Will be given each night at 8.00
sacred and confidential. J 1.00 ta ladles
i
i
i ■
A man may have a grip on his one., take their own drinks.
It
THOMASTON
visiting Mrs. Charles Knight mil
o’clock
Foot
of
Spring St.
Rockland
pocket book and yet have no inten- [ stormy the first pleasant day.
27 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND
Mrs. Harry Slader of Knox street.
94-1L
tlo'n
of
traveling.
95-lt
94•
It
80-tf
Members of the O. E. S. please

Motors For Marine Use
Complete

BARKER EQUIPMENT.. .. .. .. .. .. . $117.50

Knox County Motor Sales Company

SUNNYRIVER
MAYONNAISE

Appetizing! Pure! Delicious!

read

Foot Troubles

FOR SALE

Don't neglect your feet

ADDRESSOGRAPH

Free
Foot Comfort
Demonstration

The Courier-Gazette

ARMOR
RADIO TUBES

House-Sherman, Inc.

BAZAAR

Psychic-Medium

DOWNYFLAKE

LEVI SEAVEY

-y —•■■ ■

—

4

Every-OtEer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, August 6, 1927.

SOCIETY
a

OAKLAND PARK

LOOK
THIS
OVEH
Free Acts Every Night DILI 171.50 COMPLHE

"fj
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tCod/m/c/,

Mayland Morse, esq., of Concord.
N. H„ arrives here tomorrow and
will be joined by his wife and son
who have lieen the guests of Mrs.
Morse’s mother, Mrs. Adelaide Webb
on Masonic street. The Morses will
Mrs. W. E. Morgan and children, then go to Lakewood, where they
Vernet and Kenneth, spent Thursday will stay at their cottage for two
weeks.
at "The Battery," Belfast, as guests
of Dr. and Mrs. Edtvin N. C. Barnes,
Robert Creighton of New Bedford,
and Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge S. Pitcher,
who are conducting a summer school Mass., is at his home in Thomaston
Mr. Creighton, now
of music education there during the for two weeks.
summer season. Mr. Morgan, who is with the New Bedford Standard, was
located in Hartford. Conn., as state formerly editor of the Knox Mes
manager for .1. McCormick Ross & senger.
Co.. Inc., arrives today for a week
Charles de Bosson, who has been
end visit.
spending two months at Cooper’s
Mr. and Mrs. Hvnian Dondis, Mr. Bench has returned to his home in
Mr. de Bosson is native
and Mrs. Samuel Skolnik and Miss New York.
Annie Dondis of New York are of Rouen. France, and has been at
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph tending New York University in his
study of English.
His is desirous
Dondis, Spring street.
if entering Bowdoin College as a
Mr. and Mrs. Patsy Cuddy of Win special student this fall.
In addition to peraonal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, thia department espe
cially deslreo Information of social happen
ings. parties, musicals, etc. Notea sent by
mail or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE .
770

terport were in the city Thursday,
Mr. and Mrs. John Partridge with
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
their guest. Miss Edith Muserove of
Tibbetts, Grace street.
Aberdeen, Wash., start today for a
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Craven and rtiotor trip through the White Moun
tains to Quebeo.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kenchis have
returned to Mountain I.ake, N. J.,
Miss Blanche Daggett, Miss Mabel
after a delightful stay at Cresc.n;
Bingham of No. lslesboro and Miss
Beach Inn.
Mabel Jardine were guests Wednes-

announce l/tetn

The Universalist vestry was the
Arthur Smith and family came from
Portland today to spend the weekend scone of a merry children’s party
Nearly 150
with Mr. and Mrs. Austin W. Smith. Thursday afternoon.
young folks attended and spent the
time in lively games and marches.
Misses Celia Eaton and Rena
Lemonade, cakes and candles were
Bowen motored t > Bangor Thursday
served.
Each child wore a gay cap
with friends.
tnd wont home with favors and a
gift.
Mrs. Elisha Pike was in
Miss Emma PlUsbury of Wilbra
i barge of the interesting decorations.
ham, Mass , is the guest of Mr. and
The committee was: Mrs. Julia Bur
Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury, Talbot avenue.
pee. chairman. Mrs. Etta Stoddard,
Mrs. Annie Haskell, Mrs. Lucia Bur
Mrs. George Ashby of Boston and pee, Mrs. Walter H. Spear, Mrs,
Mrs. Isaac Stinson ami Mrs. Frans. George Bachelder, Mrs. Ralph Trim.
Bridges of Swan's Island are guest.* Mrs. L. G. Coombs and Mrs. George
of Mrs. A. H. Jones, Taroot avenue.
Simmons.

A group of Universalist Fair work
ers, under the leadership of Mrs. E.
F. Glover and Mrs. Mary 'Messer,
successfully conducted a sale of
fancy articles at the B. P. W. rooms
Thursday and as a result when all
returns are in more than $100 will
be added to the advance sales of the
fair, in addition to this a sufficient
number of articles are left for an
other sale which titty are planning to
hold elsewhere in the near future.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bowen re
turned from Portland Tuesday with,
their son Basie, who has been at the
Eye & Ear Infirmary for operation.

Mrs. Helen Lawrence who has been
staying with her sister, Mrs. Charles
Creamer, iWinslow’s Mills, for sev
eral weeks, is now the guest of her
sister, Mrs. Aaron Maxey, at the
Highlands.

Mrs. Lena Merrill of Xewtonville.
Mass., Is expect ’d in the. city as
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Davis, Fulton street, about the middle
of the month. Mrs. Merrill’s father,
Fenno 'St. Clair, is still with his sis
ter, Mrs. -R. L. Jones, ait the High
lands.

ant/ ///nyuiS
89-tf

Misses Mary and Martha Hall of
Honolulu leave today to visit their
brothers, William Hall, principal of
the Castine Normal School in Cas
tine; and Howe W. Hall in Orono.
Aug. 17 the Misses Hall sail for an
extended trip abroad.

*

Caipt. X. Kande, marine superin
tendent of the International Shipping
Corp., jf New York City and family
are guests of Capt. and Mrs. R. L.
Dobbins.

—
V
The prize won by Miss Mary Law
rence for her drawing of a sailboat,
Mrs. Jennie W. Bird. Miss Cora announced in last Sunday s Boston
Perry, Mrs. Annie Simmons and Mrs. Herald, proves that the work of
Milton Frlese motored to Lewiston Rockland’s talented young people is
Mary is the
Monday and were the guests of Mrs. not unappreciated.
Simmons’ brother. Franz Simmons. j youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Friese and children George and Glenn A. Lawrence of Berch street.
Jeannette returned to their home in
Visitors in the city yesterday were
Andover, Mass., Thursday.
i Mrs. William Mason Bradley of
Portland and Mrs. Henry L. Bryant
Mrs. Lucy B, Slllery of Rrookivn ! of Thomaston, who are known to
Is the guest of her father, Josiah W.
older citizens as granddaughters of
Clark. High street. Thomaston.
the late John Wakefield. The family
was a prominent one in Rockland
Among the many festivities that I of a former generation, Mr. Wakehave taken place at Crescent Beach i field carrying on a stationery busiInn was one of the regular gather j ness in the block now occupied by
ings of the Outing Club of this city, , the Rockland National Bank.
The
which ntas held Thursday.
The visit was to the Misses Farwell,
I
Summer
street.
members had a delicious luncheon
and spent the afterrfoon playing
bridge in the lobby. There were four
The boys of Hatchet Mauntain
tables—Mrs. Roberts of New York, I camp spent Friday at Dick KnowlMrs. Mortland of Rockland and the I ton's camp, “Tobacco Box," at Pleas
ant Beach.
hostesses.
Ernest Merrill of Redwood City,
Calif., has been the guest of Mrs.
Nellie M. Nash, Granites estreet. Mr.
Merrill returns to Californit today.

I

Miss Louise Dolliver has returned :
from a two weeks’ vi4it with rela
tives in Cohasset, Mass., and Water- I
bury, Conn.

Miss Addie Snow, Mrs. Helen Bain,
Miss Alice Snow and Miss Maude
Hall motored to Portland Friday to
met Miss Margaret Snow who has
been attending the suntmcc session
af the Boston School of Technology.
Accompanied by Miss Alice Snow
and Mrs. Bain s*he will return by
boat from Portland to Boothbay
Harbor, thence via Monhegan to
Thomaston on the Gov. Douglass.

Mrs. Ralph E. .Doherty,
been residents of Clark
Miss Elizabeth Hall of Melrose,
several years, have re- i Mass., is the guest of Miss Maud
Rockland.
Hall at Point Thorndike for the
month of August.
Mr. and Mrs. Sarheim and daugh
ter and Mr. Carson of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Miss Dorothy Y. Holbrook is at
are visiting Mr. ;md Mrs. Roscoe L. her home, 22 Camden street, from
Dobbins.
Palmerton, Pa., for rite summer va
cation.
Mrs. Knott C. Rankin entertained
Wednesday at her cottaget Shore
Alfred Church and family have
Home, Cooper’s Beach, in honor of gone to Jonesport for a weekend
Mrs. Ruth E. Ayer of Urbana, Ill., visit.
and Mrs. Avard L. Richan of Au
burn. A delightful luncheon was
Miss Hilda Levensaler, supervisor
served at 1 o’clock and an enjoyable at the telephone office, leaves tomor
afternoon was spent at cards. Tlte row for Lowell, Mass., where she
following guests were present: Mrs. will spend two weeks’ vacation. Her
Frances Merrill, Xewtonville, Mass.: aunt, Mrs. W. T. Gilmore, returns
Mrs. Edward Ayer, New Britain. with her after a two weeks’ visit
Conn.; Mrs. Albert Peterson, Mrs. here.
Francis Harrington. Mrs. Fred Linekin, Mrs. James O'Hara. Mrs. James
Mrs. Annie Harback. daughter
A. Richan, Mrs. Vandeiia Young, all Joan and son Howard of Braintree)
of Rockland, the guest of honor, Mrs Highlands, Mass., who have been
Ayer and Mrs. Richan and the spending the summer with Mrs. Isa
belle Twadell, return home tonight.
hostess, Mrs. Rtyikin.
Another daughter, Mrs. Maysie LanMrs. William Lehing and mother," giil of Dorchester also returned
Mrs. Richardson of Rutherford, N. home after a week's visit here.
J., have returned to Crescent Beach
Mrs. Hector Brown Tyler and
Inn for the remainder of the season.
daughter of Boston, are visiting Mrs.
Major and Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord Tyler's former „homoe in this city.
will be the weekend guests of Mrs.
Miss Josephine Halligan and Mrs.
Herbert M. Lord in Martinsville. On
Monday Mrs. H. M. Lord will enter Peter Edwards entertained friends at
their camp at Clark Island Wednes
tain at a large family picnic.
day in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Zelotus
Mr. and Mrs. David Talbot of I Wetherell of Attleboro, Mass. Cards,
Seattle, Washington, were the guests' music and dancing were enjoyed.
Mr. and
who have
Island for
turned to

Misses Katherine Buffum. Char
lotte Buffum. Mary Hall and Martha
Hall of Honolulu were tlte luncheon
guests Wednesday of Mrs. Marlon
Cobb Fuller and Miss Theresa the first of the week of Mr. and Mrs.
Elton Twadell of Portland who
Stuart at Cove’s Manor in Gardiner. Howard V. Racklifl', Berkley street.
has been spending his vacation with
The Talbots left Seattle Jtjne 5. and
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Stetson and are now on their return from Castle I his mother, Mrs, Isabel Twadell.
daughters Rowena and Barbara of Island, Ireland, Mr. Talbot's old home. Limerock street, has returned home.
Berkley; Calif., are guests of Mrs. They had much to tell of the wonder- j Mr. Twadell is employed in the office
Stetson's mother, Mrs. A. F. Pillsbury ful scenery, Lake Killarney and many of the Maine Central.
at Crescent Beach.
other points of interest, both in Ire
Mrs. Lilian S. Copping and Mrs.
land and England, which they also A. F. Pillsbury gave a family dinner
There will be a whist party at O.
visited. Mrs. Addie Talbot is also parly at Crescent Beach Inn yester
A. R. hall next Tuesday evening giv
en by the Sons of Veterans Auxil looking up and visiting friends and day for Cecil S. Copping, who re
relatives in this city and vicinity. turns to Ne.v York Monday. The
iary.
She was born in South Thomaston, members of his family will prolong
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice and daugh- the daughter of Frank and Lillias their visit here.
tf.' Helen of Englewood. N. J., have (Drake) Butler. The family moved
Miss Alice Pierce of Wellesley.
.been staying at Crescent Beach Inn. to the West when she was quite
young, about 3« years ago, and this Mass, is the guest of Miss Martha
Mr. Godfrey and family of Hyde is her first visit since she left South Bartlett.
Park. Mass., are among those regis Thomaston. She found much to in- [
terest her in her native town as well
Paul Barbour of Portsmouth, N.
tered at the Crescent Beach Inn.
as in other places. Mr. and Mrs. [ H„ is the . guest of Alton Perry,
Grace street.
Prof, and Mrs. Wilbert Snow and Talbot are in Camden at present.
children of Middletown. Conn., are
camping at Spruce Head, Prof.
Snow’s boyhood home, for the month
ot August.

Misses Marion Richardson, Mary
Wasgatt. Nellie Snow. Joanna Pat
Miss Celia Eatorf of Stonington is terson, Tinie Dorgan, Marion Marsh
the guest of Miss Rena Bowen.
and Martha Wasgatt, who are guests
of Miss Eleanor Snow at Treasure
Mrs. Eda Oxton of 311 Main street, Point Camp, entertained the younger
who has been seriously ill for several soiai set of college students with a
months, has recovered to the extent dancing party at Ding-Dong Wed
that she is able to sit up two or nesday evening. Among those pres
three hours each day and take sev ent. besides the hostesses were Ade
eral steps alone.
laide Cross, Dorothy Snow, Corine
Thomas,
Lucy
Marsh.
Virginia
Mr and Mrs. A. E. Walden, ac Snow, Dorothy Nicholas, Ethel Radc
companied by Mrs.-James F. Macliffe, Emma Dorgan, Anna Richard
Wlillams. who has been closing her
son, Winifred Coughlin.
Sydney
honxe at the Highlands, left Wednes
Snow, Theodore Sylvester, Philip
day for Baltimore, Md„ where Mrs.
Rounds, Donttkl Small, Horace Max
MacWdlliams will make her future
ey, Raymond Ludwig. Stanley Snow,
home. One of the pleasarft memories
Mrs. Walden will lake away with her Wiiho Lamplnen, Oiva Latnpinen,
is that of the recent Shrine celehra- Donald Cameron, Albert Elliot, Wes
tlon which she had the good fortune ley Wasgatt, Henry Marsh, John
to attend while in Rockland. Mrs. Snow, Edward Cross, Ernest Ed
Walden is a member of the Daugh wards. Arnold Nelson, Francis Kirk
ters of the Nile, the auxiliary of the patrick. Wilbur Senter, James Mur
Shrine, not so well known through phy, Oscar Crockett, Edgar Crockett,
this section of the country, and en Ronald McLaughlin of New Bruns
joys the unique 'honor of being the wick, Herbert Sanborn of Vinalfirst Queen of this organization, in haven, William Kiff of Attleboro,
that rapacity she was sent as dele Mass., Whitney Wheeler of Tenant’s
gate from Baltimore to the conven Harbor, John Walker of Millinocket,
tion held in Seattle, Washington, John Le Plant of Greenville, Sydney
I>e Beck of Franklin, and Franklin
early in the year.
Pierce of Malden, Mass. The patrons
Two more of the very popular and patronesses were Lieut. Conti
Roxy’s Theatre organ numbers in 1 mander and Mrs. C. F. Snow of
the Brunswick records are obtain Treasure Point, Dr. and Mrs. R. J.
able at Studley’s Music Dept. “Rus Wasgatt, Lieut, and Mrs. Kervyn ap
sian Lullaby” and “One Summer Rice of Panama, Mr. and Mrs. A. p.
Night."
Ask to hear number 3575. Marsh, and Mr, and Mrs. A. L. Whit
93-95
temore.

TONITE
DOUGLAS BROS.’ “PEP” ORCHESTRA
Fun For Young and Old

UUI

gave Rockland the once-over Thurs
Mrs. Clarence Whitney, who has
day while enroute for Matinicus
where he is spending ltis vacation. beon staying at Hatchet Mountain
He found many changes since the Camp, goes today to Falmouth Foreside for two weeks to visit her aunt, j
“good old. diys.”
Mrs. Maude Haskell.
Mrs. Aldana Bicknell, who has
been visiting her daughter* Mrs. Nor
man Reed in Belfast returned this
week to her apartment at The Lau
rie.

RIDES WILL RUN SUNDAY

See the $10,000 Merry-Go-Round. Come with the
family and spend the day

any

day and Thursday of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ginn of Port Fred R. Spear.
land who returned Wednesday from
a 1200 mile auto trip through North
Mr. and Mrs. Stanton Glover lf<ivc
ern Maine and Canada, are spending tonight on return to their home In
the weekend with the family of Mrs. Naugatauk, Conn.
Ginn’s brother, L. C. Blackington, at
the Meadows.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Healey of
Winchester, Mass., have joined Mr.
George Kali and Miss Cora Hal) tnd Mrs. E. S. Healey of St. Louis at
have returned from Sherman’s Mills the Cobb cottage, Cooper’s Beach,
where they were guests of Mr. and for the wet*kend.
Mrs. Irving I. Seavey. On their re
turn they were accompanied by Mrs.
Mrs. Evelyn ’McCusick has bought
Edward Soper of Whitman, Mass., l lol on tlte shore at Cooper's Beach
and Mrs. Seavey and son Darrell, who tnd is building a cottage there. ,
are their guests at “Molineaux
Cabin,” Megunticook Lake.
While
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Sargent and
away they took several motor trips their daughter Virginia are spend
ing the weekend at Hirer ramp on
through Aroostook County.
Shinn Pond, Patten, far up in the
Big Woods.
y al
Farm, composed of Rockland girls,
Richard P. Coffin, assistant finan
gave a dancing party at Ding Dong,
cial editor of the New York Herald
St. George, Wednesday evening.
Tribune, who is spending a vacation
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Walden, why at Peak's Island, was in the city
have been the guests of Mrs. J. F. Thursday.
McWilliams on the Old County road
The Outing Club enjoyed a de
for two weeks, left Wednesday for
a visit with Mrs. Walden’s brother licious dinner at the- Crescent Beach
in Boston, after which they will re Pavilion, Thursday. Cards followed,
with prizes going to Mrs. Fred R.
turn to their home in Baltimore.
Spear, Mrs. Helen Smith of ThomRichard Dyer, formerly employed tston. with the guest prize to Mrs.
as linotype operator on the Star, Franklin Pierce of St. Louis.

S. C. Studley of Roston, who was
in thp wholesale produce business
here many years ego. having a store
in the Tlutrndike Hotel block, has
been in the city this week, looking up
some of his old companions.

*

5'/nn«a/ S^tt/c of
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The
Neighborhood
Club
met
THE BREAKWATER
Thursday afternoon with Mrs. Rob
Alex A. Browne of Boston, direc
ert Adams.
Lunch was served.
Sewing was the feature of the after tor of the northeast department of
the Now York Life Insurance Co.,
noon.
arrived Wednesday. Mr. Brown is
Miss Rose Pi^.sbury of Lincoln a golf enthusiast.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Buckner
ville. Mrs. Amy Carson of Newton
Center. Mass., and Miss Nettie of New York are here for August.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner M. Ballard
Waltz of Noblebnro, who have been,
guests of Mrs. H. B. Waltz, have re lefr Monday by motor for New York,
visiting in Hanover, N. H., enroute.
turned to their homes.
Mr. Ballard is senior secretary of the
Harold Wltham of Nobleboro and New York Life Insurance Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Allison Dodd of
E. B Weeks of Jefferson were busi
ness callers in the city Wednesday. Bloom held. N. J., stopped here for a
few days this week.
Irving C. MacBride of Boston Is
making a short visit with Mr. and
UNION
Mrs. Milton M. Griffin.
Members of the O. E. S. please
keep in mind th? date of the Knox
Miss Christol Cameron of the County Field Day to be held at
Rockland National Bank force is Penobscot View Grange hall, Glenspending her vacation at Matinicus cove, Tuesday, Aug. 9.
and Holiday Beach.
DREYER-CARVER
Wesley Sadler and his mother Mrs.
Augusta Sadler are spending two
A very pretty wedding took place
weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Augustus i Wednesday evening at 7 o’clock at
Dolliver Limeroock street.
*
the
Littlefield Memorial Church
! when Sadie Reed Carver of Owl’s
Millard K. Sprague and friend | Head and Jack R. Dreyer of HaddonEdward Lntoniaka of Columbiana. ! field, N. J., were united in marriage
Ohio, are guests of Mr. Sprague's I by Rev. O. AV. Stuart. The bride
mother, Mrs. George Judkins, 9 Co ' wore a blue traveling suit with
lumbia avenue.
The hoys visited | blonde hat and shoes. The bridal
Niagara Falls, Canada, New York bouquet was a combination of sweet
State. Vermont, New Hampshire and peas and bridal roses.
York Beach on the way here, cover
The bride and gioom left immedi
ing 1100 miles in the four days’ ride. ately after the ceremony on the Bos
Edward thinks Rockland it tine little ton boat for a short honeymoon trip
city and likes Maine above the other to the White Mountains, after which
States visited. And as he tasted his they will go to their new home,
first blueberry pit in Maine he which has been recently completed
wished they grew in Ohio. Millard at 333 Belmont avenue, Haddonfield.
is employed as barber in the shop
The couple were attended by Miss
of his uncle, Eugene F. Foster, for Leona K. Reed of Owl’s iH'ead and
merly of Warren.
Frank J. McDonald of Hampden.
About 100 relatives and friends witWASHINGTON
nesed the ceremony and accompanied
Members of the O. E. £?. please the young couple to the boat. Miss
keep in mind the date of the Knox Ethel Dreyer, sister of the groom,
County Field Day to be held at was among those present.
The bride has many friends in
Penobscot View Grange hall, Glencove, Tuesday, Aug. 9.
Rockland and Owl’s Head. Mrs.
Dreyer has for several years held an
The man who boasts of his igno
important position at the Bancroft
rance has reached the ultimata
School. The groom is in business
j with his father and brother at HadThe Ideal Beauty Shoppe 1 doniield. Mr. Dreyer served with the
Expert Marcel Waving, Water • 37th Division during the World War
Waving, Facial, Manicuring, Scalp I and was wounded in service. Their
Treatment;
one of the best : many friends wish Mr. and Mrs.
equipped shops in town. Expert ; Dreyer all happiness.
Service.
Evenings by appoint
GORDON-HALL
ment. Tel. 659-W. 273 Main St.
I Ethel M. Blackington, Prop. 88'Ftf
Thp wide circle of friends both in
Rockland and Union of Miss Mildred
Nellie Hall and Eugene Lawrence
Gordon will be surprised to learn of
their marriage which took place in
an impromptu way at the home of
Rev. E. S. Ufford in Union last Mon
day evening. Mr. Ufl.rd, pernaps the
NOW PLAYING
most widely known Knox County
preacher, performed the double ring
RICHARD DIX in
ceremony. The i>etite beauty of the
bride was enhanced by a rose-colored
“QUICKSANDS”
flat crepe dress with hat to match.
AND
She carried a bouquet of sweet peas
and rosebuds. The coy pie then mo
“THE FOURTH
tored off to an unannounced desti
COMMANDMENT”
nation in the western part of the
State and reappeared at the home of
WITH
the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles S. Hall, Ocean street, where
BELLE BENNETT
they are located until they can find
a suitable apartment. Mrs. Gordon
MON.-TUES.
graduated
from
ltockland
High
School in 1919. In 1924 she gradu
ated from Gorham Normal School
and has taught in Friendship and
Cushing. Air. Gordon is the brother
of Frank Gordon of Gordon & Love
joy of Union and is in the employ of
II. M. de Roehemont.

PARK

3.75

Regular $4.75 value

IRON STANDARDS..................

4.75

Regular $6.00 value

AWNINGS.. .. .. ..........................

6.75

Regular $8.00 value

CLOSING THE LINE.................. i I21.S0

V. F. STUDIEY, INC.
283 Main Street

Rockland

Miss Eva L. Ames is now roady to
do your dressmaking altering and
repairing and plain sewing, at the
Needle Art Shop, 503 Main Street.
Telephone 8123.—adv.
94*96

If a husband foots his wife’s bills
she should at least foot his hosiery.

Women Have
Always Wanted

It is well to make a good begin
ning—and it is also well to remember
that the end is what determines a face powder like this new wonder
everything.
ful French Process Powder called
MEldbO-ODO—stays
on
longer—
I
To Eliminate Your
keeps that ugly shine away-—gives
i
RHEUMATISM
the skin a soft, peachy look—prevents
large pores. You will be amazed at
Take Buxton', Rheumatic Spsclflc. Try
it. You wilt not regret it. For sale at
the beautifying qualities and purity
ad tcadtn, Drug Store.
Let u, send
of ME'LLO-OIjO. You will be glad
you a booklet. The Buxton Rheumatic
Mediciaa Co., Abbot Vlllego. Maine
you tried It. Corner Drug Store and
Id S-tf
all other good stores.

I

The Collegians
WILL PLAY AT

Ding-Dong

TONIGHT

NOW PLAYING

FRED HUMES in
“HANDS OFF”

A superb mystery thriller, unusual
and startling even for a Chaney
film !
WITH

NORMAN KERRY
JOAN CRAWFORD

-

if1

,

—ALSO—

CHEATERS

TALKING
PICTURES

THE

With

• • ♦ •

CRIMSON

PAT O’MALLEY

Roger Wolfe Kahn

And Many Other Stars

• • • •

WITH

WED.-THURS.—ADOLPHE
MENJOU in “SERVICE FOR
LADIES”

TODAY
BUCK JONES starring in a thriller of the western
hills, “HILLS OF PERIL,” and BARBARA BEDFORD in “LIFE OF AN ACTRESS.”

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

FLASH
picruwi
—

STRAND >
THE HOME OF THE PHONOF1LM

PATHE SERIAL

93-94

IRON STANDARDS...................

This is a Successful Metropolitan Orchestra of
Seven Pieces

LEATKICE

ROCKLAND

Regular $15.00

^Wg and

MON.-TUES.

286 MAIN STREET

HAMMOCKS, Gray or Khaki.... $11.00

Love may he blind, but it usually
[ manages to find an eye opener.

RETURN OF THE RIDDLE
RIDER" No. 2

HUB SHOE STORE

We have 18 of these Hammocks left. Regular
high priced pieces and they will be sold at these
Slaughter Prices—

CULLEN LANDIS
EUGENIA GILBERT
Ten chapters of mystery moving
at top speed with excitement and
thrills

She was torn between con
flicting emotions—should
she go with the cheater and
endanger her own exist
ence to save her sweetheart
—or run the danger of ex
posure—a picture of thrills,
comedy, human interest.

'HllllllllllllUlllllllllllllllllllllltllllltllllllllllllllll

Alma Rotter
• * • •

Rudy Wiedoeft
♦•••
'
Close Harmony

Every-Other-Day
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CATHOLIC STUDENTS

Represent Nearly One-Tenth of To
tal Enrollments In American Col
leges.
Catholic schools in America en
rolled 74.849 of the 800,000 men and
women attending American colleges
this year.
These* figures are issued
by the Bureau of Education of the
National Catholic Welfare Confer
ence in a survey just completed.
Although it does not include al
most 25,000 theological students in
tho United States, it represents a
large increase over the enrollment of
3 924. when the last compilation was
made.
The increase is described as
particularly noticeable in the attend
ance* of women at Catholic colleges,
35,437 heing registered this year, as
compared with 26,796 in 1924 and

19,491 in 1922.
No new colleges for
men were founded during the last
two years, but fifteen new women's
colleges were started.
Approximately 30.OQO of the 1927
enrollment
were
registered
for’
courses in the arts and sciences. The
professional schools were well at
tended. with law and commerce* lead
ing.
A number of the Catholic schools
are ranked among the "big colleges”
of the country, in point of attend
ance.
Fordham University had 6,017 students: Loyola, at Chicago,
5,012; Marquette, 4,267, and Notre
Dame, 3.237.
The* Catholic Univer
sity of America^ in Washington, had
an attendance of 1,612, a large num
ber of whom were graduate students,
making this institution one of the
most largely attended graduate uni
versities in the country.

§

$

THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

The Pilgrim Vested Choir of the
Congregational Church under the di
rection of their skilled choir master,
Mrs. Eleanor Howard, is preparing a
very interesting program for their
concert the evening of Aug. 24. It
will be a rare example of what can
be accomplished with a group of un
trained singers under skilled and
sympathetic direction. The appear
ance of Mrs. Louise Bickford Syl
vester, coloratura soprano, as assistI ing artist, is toeing eagerly anticiI pated. as she has been little heard
in her own city since advanced stud
ies were undertaken with Paul Bleyden of Washington, D. C., and inter
esting things are said of her unusual
voice.

XJ

g

His central thought was that behind
every project realized were drlams
and visions which spurred the dream
er on to victory in spite of discourage
ment, disparagement, disbelief and
ridicule. He cited Edison. Marconi
and Ford, and ended the list with
Lindbergh, ihe "Lone Eagle.” who
was called 'The Flying Fool” when
he spoke of flying the Atlantic in
the Spirit of St. Louis. "If you are
convinced that a project is good and
worth something, get behind It and
push, and accomplishment will be
realized," Mr. Hussey told his" hear
ers. This docs not mean that we
have got to boost everything that
comes along regardless, but if on in
vestigation there is logic, why not
say an encouraging word and aid in
The music at the First Baptist Ringing about something of worth
Church tomorrow contains novel and l° the community in which we live?

Qthe

J

Jbr £conomioal Transportation

mazing
Qualitii

I interesting features. At the morn
Mr. Hussey was one of the finest
ing service Miss Adelaide Cross, soreaders of the Scriptures I have ever
prancf, will give a solo, and Mr.
heard. He made the chapters glow
O'Hara will play three organ nuraing, living stories, by his colorful
1 bers of great beauty, "Vision” by
I Itheinberger, “Adagietto” from L’- interpretations. And he has the gift
of combining words with telling ef
Arleslenne by Bizet, and “Triumphal
fect. His expressions were music,
March” by Wachs. At the evening
certain lines fairly sang in the beauty
service Fred Sherman, basso, will
of their construction.
give a solo. Before adopting Camden
• • • •
V.
as his permanent home Mr. Sherman
Maine is drawing more and more
was a member of the Baptist Choral musicians within its boundaries each
Offering the most amazing quality in Chevrolet history,
Society and won many admirers by
year. It is surprising how many are
| his tine bass voice and its skillful use.
today’s Chevrolet is the most popular gear-shift car the
in this section of the State. While
Mr. O’Hara will play the beautiful
I have not a complete list, these
world has ever known.
‘•Bells of St. Anne de Beaupre” toy
nnr.es come readily to mind: Mme.
Russell, “Serenade” by Schubert, and
Elsa Alden, tof the Chicago Civic
Quality in design! Quality in construction! Quality in
Wachs' "Triumphal March."
The Optra, and Frank Bibb, artist-accom
quartet which is substituting through panist. at Camden; Miss Louise
appearance and performance! Never before has a low*
the vacation period will give an an Hunter, late of the Metropolitan
priced car possessed them to such an amazing degree—
them at each service. The outstand Opera Co., at the Samoset: Mrs. Wil
The Tonring $
ing feature is W. L .Thompson, ne
—because no other low-priced car combines the pro
liam G. Lehring, concert soprano of
or Roadzter
gro baritone, leader and member of New Y’ork. at Crescent Beach; Wal
gressiveness of Chevrolet and the diversified experience,
Florid? Institute Quartet who will be
ter 'Mills. Miss Joanne deNault and
The Coach
at the evening service and render two Dan Dickinson, all New Y’ork concert
the vast resources and facilities of General Motors.
negro spirituals. The quartet itself artists, at Newcastle: Miss Kitty
The Coupe
has been heard in Rockland twice, McLaughlin, dramatic soprano of
Go with the crowds and study today’s Chevrolet. Mark
Mr. Thompson on each occasion be New York, at her Rockland home:
The 4-Door
well the aristocratic beauty of its lines—the superbly ex*
ing a member.
Sedan . . U7J
Cecil Copping of New York, gifted
• • • •
ecuted details of its bodies by Fisher.
The Sport
instrumentalist and composer, at his
_ •
When heard in IRockland before formef Rockland home and Owl’s
Cabriolet
Then go for a ride! Revel in the thrilling spurt that re*
the members of the quartet were Head: Carl Webster, 'cellist, Mrs.
students at the Florida Institute. Laura Comstock Littlefield, soprano,
The Landau
suits when yon “step on the gas.” Delight in the smooth
They now are spending their win and Wellington Smith, baritone, all
operation
—-the swift sweep of the passing miles.
The
Imperial
$
ters in Boston carrying on advanced prominent musicians of Boston; Mrs
780
Landau
studies in their chosen professions. Florence Ronimus. who is a gifted
Here is the most desired object of American life today:
Mr. Thompson is attending the Em pianist and organist, and associated
U-Too Track
•395
(Chaois oaly)
a car of amazing quality—for everybody, everywhere!
erson School of Oratory, where he is with music for many years, at her
1-Ton Track
specializing in dramatic readings, Thomaston summer home; Dr. E. N
•495
(Chara on!?)
some in the dialect peculiar to his C. Barnes. Dean of Washington Col
All Price*
Flint, Mich.
race. At the beginning of this sum lege of Music and director of music
mer the (our young men were be in the public schools of WasHigtoi
Check Chevrolet
friended by one of the wealthy men D. C.: Elbridge S. Pitcher who is one
Delivered Prices
connected with the Eastern Steam of the foremost school music super
They Include the
ship Lines, who has obtained for visors in Maine, and his talented
handling and financing
charges available.
them positions on boats of the dif daughter. Gladys, at Belfast. Doubt
ferent lines. Mr Thompson is on the less there are many others whose
Bar Harbor line, which makes it rames are not known to me.
possible for us to hear him Sunday. know there are some others at Bel
He has a - beautiful toaritone voice, fast among them the Mrs. Stephens
and sings spirituals as only one of with whom Miss Adelaide E. Cross
his race can, imbuing them with dra studied at the Conservatory after Mr.
matic intensity and religious exalta Bennett’s untimely death. Befocd
tion. It is possible he may also give the summer Is gone, others will come
a reading.
Manual Bernard of New York, who is
• • • •
winning recognition by his piano
Mrs. Rachel Browne tells me that work and composition, to his former
the biggest thrill of her life was sit Rockland home. Mr. and Mrs. Paul
ting at the radio last Sunday morn Bleyden are expected at Crescent
ing and hearing the voice of her hus Beach. Mr. Bieyden is a prominent
band. Rev. Benjamin P. Browne, vocal instructor in YVashington and
preaching from the pulpit of Tremont his wife is a talented pianist. Prob
Temple, Boston. The Tremont Tem ably Harris Shaw whose name is a
A T
ple station (WSSH) is not an easy significant one in Boston and vicinity
one to get. and Mrs. Browne did not will visit his former home in Thom
have much hope that she would. She
aston.
worked the dials, one way then an
other. and when on the point of giv
THE FOUR-H CLUBS
ing it up as a bad job, she gave it
one more turn and heard Assistant
Pastor Schell announce “that the pul Camden and Warren Among
i
MR. BOK’S BELFRY
pit was to be occupied that morn
SANBORN’S NEW JOB
pity if Mr. Bok and ills competitors I
"lie "Fiddler Crab" is so called beThose Competing This
ing by Rev. Benjamin P. Browne of
could not spare a few millions to re- | cause the mala has one brightly col[ Boston Herald.)
Augusta Surgeon, Well Known Here,
Rockland, Maine, etc.," then intro
store living music to many indent : ored claw of Immense size, which,
Year.
To Be Superintendent of General
duced him to his visible and invisible
There are to be no bats in Mr. tnll belfries In Flanders, now mere when he runs, he waves as if he were
Hospital.
"towers of silence."
playing a tune on a violin.
audiences.
His voice came very
Bok’s belfry.
Bats are unmusical
For the first year the 4-H clubs of
clear and distinct and needless to say
mere
leather-winged
Dr. Warren B. Sanborn of Au mammals,
Mrs. Browne wa? pleased, excited Knox and Lincoln counties have
and proud !
held try-outs to determine which of gusta will become superintendent of chatterers sharing with man the
• • • •
the Augusta General Hospital Sept. distinction of being the only mam
the teams competing would be de 1, it was announced Sunday.
He
Under the direction of Mrs. Lizette
Two girls is the son of the late Dr.' Bigelow T. malia to disport themselves above
Rollins a concert is to toe given next clared county champion.
In fact, Mr. Bok’s
Thursday evening. Aug. 11. at S^uth from each of the ten clubs,demon Sanborn, one of the hospital’s ground in air.
belfry is to he fully what its name
Thomaston in connection with the strated some practice that they had founders.
Dr. Sanborn will succee^ Miss Ger implies, a bell-tower.
Better still.
The clubs are
annual church fair. In addition to learned this year.
several numbers by South Thomaston organized as any social club is or trude Nelson, who has occupied the It is to waft the delicious music of
He has been a cunningly contrived carillon for
young people. Rockland pnusicians ganized with president, secretary and position two years.
A leader is in charge engaged in the practice of medicine miles around its site in Florida.
will participate in the program: Miss treasurer.
in Augusta 20 years, is a trustee of
Bell-towers were deemed a mili
Adelaide E. Cross, soprano: Mrs. and the girls or boys carry on defi
the Insane hospital, and is medical tary necessity of flat old Flanders
Gladys S. Morgan, contralto: Miss nite programs In agriculture or home
His In mediaeval days.
On the great
Eacn club member en examiner of Kennebec County.
Marian Marsh and Mrs. Mary K. economics.
father was one of Augusta’s best Flemish plain, where “cities on each
Wasgatt. pianists, and Gabriel Win- rolled sends In his enrollment card
known physicians, and once was su other hum,” the watchman on a
chenbaugh, violinist. The commu to the Extension Service at the Uni
perintendent of the Augusta State tower three hundred feet in air
nity of South Thomaston is a busy versity of Maine, for clubs are Hospital.
could spy afar off an advancing en
and friendly one, and it is hoped foimed jointly under the extension
Dr. Sanborn organized the Augusta emy.
Those walled cities, opulent,
that many Rockland people will service and county farm bureau.
architecturally magnificent,
The list of towns and competing Red Cross baby clinic and served as busy,
motor down to add a bit to the church
clinican during its six years dura often at war, each feared sudden at
teams are as follows:
fund.
Dr. Sanborn is Kennebec tack from envious neighbors. When
Camden—Making a Club Uniform, tion.
• • • •
Medical Examiner and ex-service the great alarm bell sounded the
Walter IMills, accompanied by his Louise Nash, Margaret Young.
Damariscotta—Making
Bloomers, man and before coming to this city burghers rushed to arms, dependent
mother and Miss deNault, and Mr.
practiced medicine in Winthrop. Dr. suburbans hastened to safety within
Dorothy
Marr,
Eunice
Harrington.
Dickinson, motored over to see me
Sanborn was the unanimous choice the walls, the ponderous gates were
Damariscotta
Mills
—
Care
of
Cloth

Wednesday, bringing the program
of the board of directors to succeed closed, the huge battlemented gate
ing,
Bernice
Chapman,
Josephine
for the song recital of Aug. 9. 'It will
Miss Nelson.
The hospital recently houses were manned, and the city
be printed In Tuesday's papeir—a Newcomb.
raised over $120,000 to clear up its awaited the enemy, prepared for as
Nobleboro
—
Making
a
Slip,
Pauline
thrilling one. the most interesting I
debts and the institution is now on sault or siege.
Brackett, Eleanor Pinkham.
• • • •
have seen for many a day. Works
Dr.
Warren—Table Setting, Marguer a sound financial foundation.
by the old composers appear there
Sanborn will assume charge Sept. 1.
With somewhat more peaceful
ite Haskell, Vera Partridge.
on. and songs of the modern day
times and changed modes of warfare
Aina—Packing the Lunch Box,
writers, brand-new songs to prac
the towers became ministers of de
Frances Erskin, Eleanor Albee.
Bird’s Neponset Twin Shingles are 20* wide and
It
’
s
up
to
a
man
io
sit
down
and
tically all of us. It is a generous
light to the townfolk. for instead of
N. Edgecomh—Making a Slip, Car contemplate a standing offer
12&' deep, and are surfaced with natural slate in
program, and Mr. Mills tells me that olyn A. Austin, Wilhelmina Bragg.
the swift and frightful pealing of Ihe
colors of red, green, blue-black or art-blende.
they have prepared a good supply of
I alarm bell Flanders heard the de
iWarren—Making a Slip, Mildred
licious music of the carillons—the
encores which will embrace many of Spear, Annie Starrett.
/
music of greet bells and small, the
the songs we love.
Whitefield—Bloomer IPattern and
1. Are packed in easy-to-handle bundles.
great to boom its bass undertone,
It was my first glimpse of Miss Bloomers, Katherine Morse, .Mildred
the smaller to sing together In sweet
deNault. She is indeed strikingly Blair.
harmony, the smallest to mingle
2. Are double shingles and cover twice
handsome, with beautiful dark eyes
Whitefield—Felt Hat Making, Ella
, their silvery notes with the chorus.
and the loveliest speaking voice. low Russell, Doris McCurdy.
the area of ordinary shingles — save
Far
down
the
canal
toward
the
with subtle shadings. She looks as
The champion team is from Dam
labor and nails.
'
boundary
of
Holland
the
three
great
If she can sing.
ariscotta Mills and demonstrated
'towers
of
Bruges
are
dim-drawn
sil

• • • •
Care of Clothing.”
These two
3. Are self spacing, easy to lay, with wide
houettes against the deliciously soft
I have talked with several of girls, seniors in the sewing project,
butt and extra smooth slate surfacing
gray horizon behind the city. Night
Rockland's boosters about the pro aave belonged to their ciub only
and day, over the meadows where
and give three layers on the roof.
posed Community Club House, and ii since March.
They will go to Aufeed knee-deep In rank grass
has been gratifying to feel their re jurn, Aug. 11 to compete for the
Keep baby vitamin- cattle
at
a
level
below
the
water
of
the
ca4. Will not catch fire from flying sparks.
sponse. It is the hope of some tha championship of southern Maine.
nourisned. A wonder ! nal, floats the music of the great
the committee who has charge of
The three Judges from Damari
belfry high above the ancient Cloth
the Y. M. C. A. fund can be inter scotta and Nobleboro: Mrs. Irene E.
5. These shingles are for new work or
ful food-tonic, rich in ' Hall—the tower that Longfellow cel
ested in the use of that fund toward Puffer, Mrs. Elizabeth B. De.iny and
right over the old shingles.
ebrated in his 'Tales of a Wayside
ejecting a club house on the Y. M Miss Ilda Bennett.
cod-liver oil vitamins, Inn.” He might have told many a
C. A. lot. While the fund is draw
Neponset Twin Shingles arc made by Bird & Son, inc. (Eat.
tale of other Flemish carillons—of
for a young child—
1795) manufacturers of Bird's Shingle Design Roofing,
ing interest, at the same time it is
POSTPONED A WEEK
Ghent’s which were mute during the
Paroid Roofing, Neponset Black Building Paper, BirdTs
idle—and the prospect for a Y. M
German occupation, but whose bells
Insulating Blanket and Neponset Board. There's a Bird
C. A. here is vague. Why not take
The date of the Tunney-Dempsey
burst forth, almost of their own will,
product for every sort of building I
this money and that which can be light at Soldierts Field, Chicago, un
in Jubilant music when the foot of
raised by club activities and build
Scott & Bowne.:
We are headquarters for Bird's roofings,
the spoiler was withdrawn.
doubtedly would be put over from
a home for our clubs and a place foi
-C
building papers and watt board.
No doubt Mr. Bok will have imita
our young people to meet? Food for Sept. 15 to Sept. 22 due to Dempsey's
tors In Florida, until the whole long
equest for a postponement because
though!.
peninsula shall ring with the music
jf Illness of his wife, Tex Rickard
ILallAniO
A KTC On
raal •**•*•Tint of tall belfries. To be sure, he has
or
toeond
mort«o,o».
intimated
Tuesday
after
he
had
sent
set a costly precedent, with his mil
As I listened to Rev. Mr. Hussey,
CONTRACTORS
HARRY
BERMAN.
lion dollars for tower and bells, but
the young minister supplying at the x telegram to Dempsey at Los An
geles.
Dempsey
wanted
the
contest
123 Maid BL. Rosa 3. Rooklaad. Tot. 1U.
there are other winter residents of
First Baptist Church last Sunday,
453 Main St.
Tel. 14
Rockland, Me.
Florida that need not fear even such
preach his evening sermon on delayed until Sept. 29, but Rickard
n-tf
laid
that
date
was
too
late,
as
Sol

a competition. But when the Flori
“Dreams Come True,” I felt it was
dian "bells peal far al sea," It were a
a good one for any doubting Thomas diers Field had other engagements.

in Chevrolet History

—>at these
low prices!

Special Leaves Rockland
7.30 A. M. Arrives Old Orchard 11.40 A. M.
Returning

Leave Old Orchard 6.30 P. M., due Rockland
about 10.30 P. M.
MAINE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
CRentral
ailroad

MAINE
CENTRAL

525
•595

•625

•715
•745

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
Rockland, Maine

QUALITY

LOW

COST

BIRD'S ROOFS

HAVANA FILLER

7/ie Sign of Satisfaction
My ! But you will bless the day a KINEO
Range is ready for business in your kitchen.

one man
.
one hand shingle !

prevent' rickets

Thousands of New England housewives thorough
ly enjoy KINEO Ranges

KI-N-E-O is simply another way of spelling
S-A-T-LS F-A-C-T-l-O-N, as far as Ranges are
concerned.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

V. F. STUDLEY, Inc.
283 Main, Street

Scott’s Emulsion

Rockland

Tel. 1080

